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ABSTRACT

This draft environmental statement contains the second assessment
of the environmental impact associated with operation of Callaway
Plant Unit 1, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA) and 10 CFR Part 31, as amended, of the NRC's regula-tions. This statement examines: the purpose and need for the
Callaway project, alternatives to the project, the affected envi-
conment, environmental consequences and mitigating actions, and
environmental and econor' tic benefits and costs. No water-use im-pacts are exoected
blowdown discharged into, the Missouri River.from cooling-tower makeup withdrawn frc i, or

Land use and tteres-trial and souatic ecological impacts will se small. Air quality
impacts from cooling-tower drift and other emissions and dust will
also be small. Imcacts to historic and crenistoric sites will be
negligible with the develocment and imolementation of the acolicar.t'
cui tural-resources management plan. No significant impacts are
anticicated from normal acerational releases of radioactivity. The
risk associated with accidental radiation excosure is very low.
Contentions accepted during the operating-license environmental i

hearing as issues in controversy are related to radiological releases
to the hydrosonere and at .cschere. The net socioeconomic effects of
tne croject will be beneficial. The action called for is the issuance
of an ocerating license for Unit 1 of the Callaway Plant.
Comments should be filed no later than aE days after the date on
wnich the Environmental Protection Agency notice of availacility of
this draft environmental statement is published in the "FeoeralRegister."

Further information may ce cotained from:

Gorcon E. Edison. Licensing Project Manager
Licensing Branch 1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'4asnington, CC 20555
301/a92-3563

fit
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SUWARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This draft environmental statement, operating-license stage. nas pre >ared by
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation(the staff).
1. This action is administrative.
2. The proposed action is the issuance of an operating license to tne Union

Electric Comptny (UE) for the startuo and operation of Unit 1 of the
Callaway Plant (Docket No. STN 50-483) located in Callaway County,
Missouri, on the Missouri River about 16 km (10 mi) southeast of Fulton
and 130 km (30 mi) west of St. Louis.

The plant will emolay one pressurited-water reactor to produce 3425 mega-
aatts thermal (MWt). A steam tureine generator will use this heat to
produce a nominal net output of 1120 megawatts electric (MWe). The maxi-
mum design thermal output of the uait is 3579 MWt, with a corresponding
maximum calculated electrical output of 1160 MWe The exhaust steam will
be concensed by cooling water circulated through a natural-dr-aft cooling
tower, makeup and blowdown water (i.e. water to replace that lost by
evaporation and water to control the buildup of dissolved solids, respec-
tively) sill be taken from and discharged to the Missouri River.

3. The avaiuation in this environmental statement represents the second
assessment of the environmental imoact atsociated with the Callaway Plant
oursuant to the guidelines of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA) and 10 CFR Pa.t 51 of the Commission's regulations. After
receiving an acplication in April 1974 to construc? Units 1 and 2 of the
Callaway 31 ant, the staff carried out a review of impact that would occur
curing construction and operation. This evaluation was issued in Marca
1975 as a final environmental statement construction pnase. After this
environmental review, a safety review, an evaluation by the Advisory Com-
mittee on Reactor Safeguards, and puolic hearings in Fulton and St. Louis,
Missouri, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (now U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) issued permit Nos. CPCR-139 and CPOR-140 on 16 Aoril 1976 for
construction of Units 1 and 2 of tne Callaway Plant. As of 1 July 1981,
the construction af Unit I was scout 77% comolete and Uni *. 2 was aoout L%comoieta. 75e acolicant nas scollec for a license to coerate Unit 1 and
nas suomitted (Octocer 1979) tne cecuired safety and environmental reportsin succort of the acplication. The applicant estimates a fuel-loading
date of Octooer 1982 for Unit 1. Further action on Unit 2. for wnich tne
soolicant :urrently estimates a fuel-loading cato in :ne fourth quarter
of 1987, nas been deferred by tne soplicant. While the ar.virenmental
imoacts of botn units are consicered, this environrental statsment acclies
to Ur.it 1 only,

v
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-4 On 21 April 1981, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board issued a Special
Prenearing Conference Order specifying the. intervenors' contentions
accepted during the operating-license nearing as issues in controversy.
The issues are related to the radiological environmental impacts of
operation of the Callaway Plant and are as follows:

Inadequate a'ssessment and . prediction of radioactive discharges toa.

the Missouri River, or the dilution to be afforded by the river;
i

Imor.ct of radioactive releases on drinking water from the Missourio.
River: inadequate analysis of tne liquid pathway dosage through
fish;

Resuspension of sediment radionuclides leading to hign levels' ofc.
contamination;

Inadequate assessment and prediction of radioactive releases to thed.

atmosphere; inaccurate prediction of the dispersion ano fallout rate
of such materials due to meteorological considerations;
Inadequate monitoring of radioactive releases (particularly tritium,e.

noble gases, and alpha, beta, and gamma emitters) *nen in quantities
below the level of detectica cy commercial monitoring equioment or
during accidental releases; and

f. Inacecuate estimates of t* *aal radiological emissions by not taking
into account releases fro. .he spent-fuel pool, increased celeases
as the plant gets older, and decontamination procedures.

t

It is not certain wnether the above issues actually will be litigated
during the coerating-license nearing because, under the summary disposi-'

tion procedures in the NRC Rules of Practica (10 CFR 2.749), matters of
, controversy to which there is no genuine issue of material fact can be'

determined by the At0mic Safety and Licensing Board rather than oy con-
cucting an evidentiary hearing.

5. The staff has reviewee the ac*,ivities associated with the proposed Oper-
ation of Unit 1. The potential 'moacts, botn ceneficial and adverse, may
be summari:ed as follows:

,

The acditional generating caoacir.y providec by operation of Unit 1a.
'

of the Callaway Plant will meet tne increasing load demand of tne UE
system (whicn would otnerwise recuce the UE reserve margin below tne
value UE is contractually obligated to provide for the Illinois-
Missouri Power 2o01 to wnich it belongs), increase the system reli-
ability, promote fuel diversification, and be less expensive than
any other generation alternative (Sec. 2).

5.
A total lanc area of 2925 na (7230 acres) .has been ourchased for the '

Callaway slant. About 32 na (223 acres) will ce ren.oveo from use as
f armlano or terrestrial nacitat by tne cresence and coeration of tne
plant; tne esmainder siil oe. available for a comoination of uses
(terrestrial inb1:at, recre a tior., farming, researcn), consistant -

witn the recuiasments of plant operation and safety, under a land-
management clan develoced it cooperation witn the State of Misseur1.
The land use incacts will be small (Secs. 4 2.2 and 5.2).

'I

-

vi
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c. All the water used for operating the plant will come from the
Missouri River. The average net use by Unit I will be 760 L/s
(12,000 gpm), which is about 0.05% of the average regulated flow
and about 1% of the lowest recorded flow; therefore, no water use
impacts are expected (Sec. 5.3.1).

d. The chemical, thermal, and other waste discharges into the Missouri
River will be rapidly assimilated; hence, no aaverse impacts on
downstream water users or aquatic biota are expected (Secs. 5.3.2
and 5.5.2). The staff excects that applicable standards, which are
stated in the NPCES permit (App. 5), will be met (Sec. 5.3.2.1).
The effect on the 100-year ficed levol uostream of the site due toe.

the construction of the Callaway Plant is considered to be negligible.
Since construction of the intake structure, disenarge outlet, and
Occking facilities already had been started at the time Executive
Order 11988, Flooplain Management, was signed in May 1977, it is
the staf#'s conclusion that further consideration of alternative
locations for those structures identified as being the flocdolain
is neither required nor practicaole (Sec. 5.3.3).

f. There will be a visible plume, usually shorter than about 1200 m
(4000 ft), extending from the cooling tower most of the time; how-
ever, the ground-level fogging and icing caused by this plume will
be negligible (Sec. 5.4.1). Air quality impacts from cooling-tower
drift and other plant emissions and dust will be small (Sec. 5.4.2).

g. The potential for imoacts on the terrestrial ecosystem, wnicn could
be caused by operation of the sludge lagoons, cooling-tower emis-
sions, bird impaction, noise, or transmission-line effects, nave
been examined and found to be very small (Sec. 5.5.1).

h. The potential for impacts on the aquatic ecosystem, which could be
caused by imoingement or entrainment, thermal discharges, or dis-
charges of chemical and sanitary wastes, have been examined and are
exoected to be small. The staff believes that the losses of aquatic
biota will be small; however, the need for further mitigation of
intake-related impacts must await the results of the monitoring
stuoies required by the NPDES cermit and a 316(b) determination by
the State of Missouri (Sec. 5.5.2).

i. Coeration of the plant will not have an adverse effect on any rare,
encangered, or threatened species (Sec. 5.5).

j. A well-designed cultural-resources management plan wi'l avoid pre-
ventacle operational impacts and will assure preservation of infor-
3: tion nere disruction is unavoicable. The acplicant is precaring
a final researen design for the comoletion of a cultural-resource
survey that will incluce an assessment of identified sites and a
culturai- esource management plan, unica will ce done in consulta-
tion ith the Missouri Ceoartment of Natural Resources. Division of
Par <s and Historic Preservation (Sec. 5. 7).

k. The staff concludes that socioeconomic benefits from tne creation of
direc. ar,d indirect joos and the increase in tax bene'its outweign
the small adverse imoects f om lanc use and increased demand for
commuaity services; hence, tne cet socioeconomic ef'ect will oe
ceneficid . Noise impacts will ce negligible (Sec. 5.3).

vii
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1. No significant environmental impacts are anticipated from normal
operational releases of radioactive materials. The estimated max-
imum individual dose for a member of the puolic subject to the maxi-
mum exposure will be very small compared to natural-background doses
(about 100 millirems per year). As a result, the staff concludes
that there .should be no measurable radiological impact on memoers ofthe puoli from routine operation of the plant (Sec. 5.9.3).

m. The staff concludes that the risk to nuclear plant workers fromolant operation is comparable to the risks associated with other
occupations (Sec. 5.9.3).

The staff concludes that the risk associated with radiation exposure
n.

cue to postulated accidents is very low, and that there are no
scecial or unique features about the Callaway site and environs that
would warrant special mitigation measures for t" e Callaway Plant(Sec. 5.9.4).

5. The 'peFsonnel tha't"p#tfcfoated Tn 'the~creparatich of t!if s ensiVoniientsi ~ ~'

statement and their qualifications are listed in Section 7.
7.

This draft environmental statement is being made available to the agencies
and organi:ations speci.ied in Section 3 and to the puolic.

3. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this environmen-
tal statement, and after weighing the anvironmental, ecenomic, technical,
and other benefits against environmental, socioeconomic, and economic
costs and after considering available alternatives at the operating-license stage,

it is concluced that the action called for under NE?A and
10 CFR Part 51 is the issuance of an coerating license for Unit 1 of theCallaway Plant, suoject to the following conditions recommended by thestaff for the protection of the environment:

5efore engaging in additional construction or operational activitiesa.

that may result in a significant advarse environmental impact that
was not evaluated or that is signifi antly greater than that evalu-
ated in this environmental statement, the acolicant shall provice
written notification of its intentions to engage in such activities
to the Director of ne Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and
shall receive written accroval before proceeding with sucn activities.

3. The applicant
shall carry out the environmental monitoring programs

outlined in this environmental statement as modified and approved by
the staff and imolemented in the environmental protection plan and
the technical scecifications incorporated in the ocerating license
for Unit i of tne Callaway Plant (Secs . 5. 4. 3, 5. 5.1. 5, 5. 5. 2.1,
anc 5.9.3.1).

c. If narmful ef'ects or evicence of irreversible damage are detected
during the coerating life of the plant, tne acplicant shall provide
tne staff with an analysis o' the proolem and a proposec curse of
action to al'eviate it.

:

viii
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FORE *n0RD

This draft environmental statement was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulator
Commission (NRC), Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the staff), in accor y-
dance with the Commission's regulation, 10 CFR 51, whien implements the require-
ments of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). It reviews theimpacts of operation of the Callaway Plant Unit 1.

Assessments that are found
in this statement augment those described in tre Final Environmental Statement -

Construction Stage (FES-CP) that was published in March 1975 in suoport of
issuance of construction permits (CP) for Callaway Plant Units 1 and 2.review Thisis concerned only with Unit 1, althougn the analyses take into accountthe environmental impacts of both units.

The information in the various sections of this statement upcates the FES-CPin four ways: (1) by evaluating changes in plant design and operation tha'
will result in different environmental effects of operation (including those
that would enhance as well as degrade the environment) than those projectedduring the preconstruction review; (2) by reporting the results of relevant
new information that has become available sucsequent to issuance of the FE5-CP;
(3) by factoring into the statement new environmental policies and statutes
that have a bearing on the licensing action, and factoring the results of the
apolicant's preoperational monitoring program into the design of an ocerational
surveillance program and into the cevelopment of environmental tecnnical
specifications and an envircnmental protection plan; and (4) by identifying
unresolved environmental issues or surveillance needs that are to be resolvedoy means of license conditions.

(No unresolved environmental issues or sur-
veillance needs have been identified in this statement for the case of theCallaway Plant Unit 1.)

The staff recogni:es the difficulty a reacer would encounter in trying to
establisn the conformance of this review with the recuirements of NEPA wimonly uodating information. Therefore, introductory resumes in accroariate
sections summari:e both the extent of ucdating the FES-C? (NUREG-75/011)
and the degree to wnich the staff considers the subject to be adequatelyreviewed.

Cooies of this environmental statement are available for insoection at theCommission's Puolic Document Room,
tne Callaway County ?uolic Library, Fulton, V0.1717 H 5treet NW, Washington, DC, ano atSingle copies may be obtainedby writing to:

Divisicn of Technical Information
Document Control Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory "comission
Wasnington, CC 20555

| xv
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proposed action is the issuance of an operating license to Union Electric
Company (UE) of St. Louis, Missouri, for startuo and coeration of the Callaway
Plant Unit 1 (CAL-1) on a 1290-ha (3188-acre) site in Callaway County 16 km
(10 mi) southeast of Fulton, Missouri, and 3 km (5 mi) north of the Missouri
River. The generating unit consists of one pressuri:ed-watar tsactor, four
steam generators, one steam turbine generator, a heat-dissipation system, and
associated auxiliary and engineered safeguards. Waste heat wi ' be dissipated
to the atmospnere from a natural-draft cooling tower. Makeuo water will come
from the Missouri River; blowdown (i.e. water released to control the builduo
of dissolved solids) will go into the Missouri River downstream from the intake.
The unit is designed to operate at a nominal / design-maximum thermal level of
3425/3579 MWt and to produce a nominal / design-maximum net electrical autout of
1120/1160 MWe (ER-OL,* 5ec. 3.2; FE5-CP, Sec. '1.1). The plant is being con-
structed for UE, the lead apolicant and agent for itself and its subsidiaries:
Missouri Power and Lignt Comoany, Missouri Utilities Company, and Missouri
Edison Company. UE prepared the ER-OL and will coerate the plant.

1.1 ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

On 30 April 1974, UE (tne applicant) filed an application with the Atomic
Energy Commission, now Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), for a permit to
construct the Callaway Plant Units 1 and 2. Construction permits Nos. CPPR-139
and CPPR-140 were issued on 16 April 1976 following reviews by tne Commission's
regulatory staff and its Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, as well as
ouolic nearings before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in Fulton and
St. Louis, Missouri, between 3 April 1975 and 29 January 1976. The conclusions
resulting from tne staff's environmental review were issued as a final environ-
mental statement for a construction permit in March 1975.

As of 1 July 1981, construction of CAL-1 was aoout 77% comolete. UE estimatas
that CAL-1 will ce ready for fuel loading in Octocer 1982 (Ref.1) and for
crmmercial operation in April 1983 (ER-OL, Rev. 1, Sec. 1.1). At present,

'"Callaway 31 ant Environmental Recort, Operating License Stage," Vols. I-III,
Union Electric Comoany,19 Octooer 1979. Hereinafter this cocument is cited
in the bocy of the text as ER-OL, followed ty a scecific section or page,
figure, or taole nuncer. Similar citation is mace to ER-OL, Revision 1,
5 Feoruary 1981 ar d to ER-CL, Revision 2, Resconse tc Questions, 6 Feoruary,10 Marca, 2nd 31 Maren 1981. Likewise, "Callaway P1 ant Units 1 and 2 ~nvi-
ronmental Recort," Vols. I-IV, Uninn Electric Comoany, 30 Acril 1974, anicn
was preparec for One construction permit evaluation, is cited as ER-C?. 7he

. !' inal Envj rormental _5 tat _ement,;Relatec to, One ?rcoosed C,allaway Plant Units 1_and 2,'' NUREG-75/0II, published in Merth 1973,-is referred to as FE3-C?.

1-1
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construction of Unit-2 has been deferred by UE (about 1% of the construction.ork has been completed).

On 19 October 1979, UE submitted an application including a Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) and Environmental Report (ER-OL) requesting issuance of

to environmental matters for Unit 2 will be filed at a later date consistentan operating ifcense for CAL-1 and stating that additional information relatedwith its scheduled completion.
Thus, this environmental statement is appli-cable only to CAL-1.

applicant was for operation of both units.(Most of the envircnmental information provided by the
presented herein have been provided for the impacts of both units.Therefore, most of the analyses
analyses are also appitcacle to the operation of a single unit, because all ofThese
the two unit

imoacts are greater than the corresponding one unit impacts.
However, the conclusions in this statement are applicable only to the operationof CAL-1.)

The FSAR and ER-OL were docketed on 3 August 1980 and 25 Novemoer1980, respectively.
initiated for CAL-1. Operational safety and environmental reviews were then

1. 2 PERMITS AND LICENSES

The applicant has provided a status listing, as of 6 February 1981, of envi-

state, regional, and local agencies in connection with tne proposed projectconmentally related permits, approvals, licenses, etc. reauf red from Federal,(ER-OL, Rev. 1, Table 12.1-1).
The staff has reviewed the listing and is not

cantly delay or preclude the proposed operation of CAL-1. aware of any potential non-NRC licensing difficulties that would signifi-
The issuance ofa water quality certification pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Ac

of 1977 by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources is a necessary pre trequisite for
the issuance of an operating license by NRC. The State of

Missouri has issued National Pollutant Oischarge Elimination System (NPOES)Permit No. MO-0098001; it is reproduced in Appendix 3.

Reference

1.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, Special ? rehearing Conference, CocKetNo. STN-50-a83-OL, p. 21, 21 April 1981.
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2. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE ACTION

. .

2.1 RESUME

The proposed action for wnica this environmental statement has been written is
the issuance of an operating license for tne Callaway Plant Unit 1 (CAL-1).
CAL-1 is a pressuri:ed water reactor and steam electric system with a designelectrical rating of 1150 MW. It is wnolly owned by Union Electric Company
(UE), tne applicant, and its suosidiaries, wnien are given on p.1-1 of
Section 1.

When the FES-CP was issued in March 1975, UE seneduled CAL-1 for initial
operation in 1981. The applicant's current schedule calls for CAL-1 to begin
coerating commercially in April 1983 (ER-OL, Rev.1, Sec.1.1). The original
data for commercial operation was predicated on an expected growth rate in
electrical energy use in the UE system of 7.2%/yr cetween 1975 and 1985.
Projections made by the applicant in 1580 show that the average annual rate of
growth (AARG) of electrical energy use woulu be 3.2% between 1980 and 1985.
The applicant also indicates, and the staff agrees, that this decreasing trend
in demand for electrical energy will continue. The AARG of electrical eaergy
consumotion in the United States has steadily declined from 6.1% in 1976 to
L L% in 1980.

The staff has studied the decline in expected growth rate of electrical energy
use, and finds tnat it is not unique to the UE service area; it is represen-
tative of a national trend, attributable in part to higner prices for elec-
trici ty , conservation, and slower economic growth than predictions for the
1980s, .nicn were made in the late 1970s, had assumed (Ref.1). It is witninthis context that the acolicant nas delayed commercial operation of CAL-1until late 1983.

In this section, the staff evaluates the purpose and need for operation of
CAL-1 within the context of (1) overall system produccion costs for generating
electricity, (2) availability of alternative fuels, and (3) reliability of thecower supply for the UE service area. The conclusions drawn from this review
will be f actored into the staff's decision regarding the issuance of an oper-ating license for CAL-1.

2. 2 PRODUCTION COSTS

CAL-1 is a pressuri:ed water reactor and steam electric system that was con-
structed to provide an economical source of baseload energy. Because the
sucstantial caoital costs and environmental costs associated witn construction
nave already been incurred, the only economic factors that are relevant for
consideration now are systam fuel costs and operation and maintenance (C&M)
costs, because these expenses will be affected by whether or not CAL-1 ocerates.
(Caoital costs are discussec in Sec. 3.) A comoarison of system-production

2-1
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costs with and without CAL-1 available to the system shows strong econoodc
reasons why an operating license should be issued and operating plans should
proceed as scheduled.

'
-

In the staff's analysis of projected production costs, according to an economic-
dispatch logic, the annual projected fuel cests for the UE system are esti-
mated on the basis of a specified mix of generating capacity and projected
energy requirements (ER-OL, Rev.1, Sec.1). Analyses of production costs
were performed for the years 1983 througn 1987, with and-without CAL-1 in
service. The values reported in Table 2.1 represent tne stEff's estimate of
the annual savings in system fuel costs by having CAL-1 online per senedule
versus costs that will be incurred if it is not allowed to operate. The
analyses assume that if CAL-1 were to ce in commercial operation in 1984, it
will nave performed at an average capacity factor of 65%. The analyses also
assume that the energy that would have been generated by CAL-1 will be replaced
by coal-fired generation (84%) anc purchased energy (15%). 'The 1% balance is
oil fueled (peaking requirements only) and would ce used wnether or not CAL-1
operates. If the applicant's forecast is realized, some supplemental energy
from outside the UE system would be required in 1983. This energy is assurred
oy the staff (and the applicant) to cost 20 mill /kWh in 1983. The applicant

.

estimates savings for 1984, the first year in which CAL-1 would operate at the
normal capacity factor (65%), to te $85 million (ER-OL, Rei.1, Sec.1.3); the
staff estimate is 590 million for that year (Table 2.1). The staff beljeves -

these numcers to be in reasonable agreement. -

,

On the basis of previous studies (Ref. 2), the staff assumes that the caoacity
factor, averaged over the lifetime of the plant, will be at least as high as -

60%. An average 60% lifetime caoacity factor would provide an increase of
6 billion kWh/yr of baseload electrical energy for the UE system. - -

,

The analysis in Ta01e 2.1 includes the differential in variable C&l[ costs
between CAL-1 and the units that would provide the replacement energy.

,

In addition, a decision to coerate CAL-1 will necessitate a decommissioning
exoense once it is retired from service. For a large PWR unit (suen as CAL-1)
the decommissioning cost is estimated by tne apolicant to be in tne range of
$59 million to 573 million in 1983 dollars, depending on the decommissioning
alternative selected (ER-OL, Sec. 5.3). The sooiicant's estimates of decom-
missioning costs are based on the methodology develooed in NUREG/CR-0130, '

"Tecnnology, Safety, and Costs of Decommissioning a Reference Pressuri:ed
Water Reactor Power Station" (Ref. 3). This document is also tne source for '

tne cost estimate methodology for PWR decommissioning .used in NUREG-0586,
" Draft Generic Environmental !mpact Statement on Oecommissioning of Nuclear
Facilities" (Ref. 4) (Sec. 5.11). The staff has reviewed -the apolicant's
decommissioning cost astimates and finds them reasonacie.

In the FES-CP (March 1975) ooth acclicant and staff estimated procuction costs
of electrical energy that are mucn lower than the current estimates presentec
nere. The staff believes the lower cost estimate was due to underestimates of
the effect of the OPEC oil emoargo and suosequent general fue! price increases,
sna tne cramatic escalation of all fuel prices that resulted. The effects of
inflation were also uncerestimated bv ioth staff and acplicant at tne time the
FES-CP was written.

,
.:
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lable 2.1.
Projected Annual Production-Cost Savings Resulting troal Operation of CAL-Il8 (r:aalinal dollars)

- _ . . . - - - . . - - . . - - , . - . -

category
_ _ _ _ _ . Veer

tw1 1984 19ab 1966 tw1Capataty :46tur12 (1) 40 th to 70 /u-tnes yg gesecrated lay cat-il'
(40 6Wh) 4 6.h / 7 'h 7 ,9
b () (mill / ($ (mill / ($ (mill / ($ (mill / ($ (mill /million) 6Wti milltun) 6 Wes) million) kWh) million) 6Wh) million) kWh)cat-! produ(Lton (ost

tuelld 30 7. 5 53 8.2 62 8.8 61 9.6 13 10.4
USMl' 11 3.2 22.6 3.h 24 3.4 25.6 3.6 27. h 3. 9futal 41 10.1 /h. 6 !!.7 Bu 12.2 92.6 13.2 100.5 14.3t ue l aims USM c os t tus
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With cal-! 10.7 !!.7 12.2 !!.2 14.3
Witlavut CAL-1

__ 22.5 25.S 28 29 32.6
la g ,

gg, g g.ut (New. 1, Sec. 1.3), macept es utlierulse Isalitated. ,

18 tsum J.G. kubests, 5.M. Davis, esmi D. A. Nash, "Cual mal leotteer;
U.S. lautlear itegulatusy Cuaunisslun, leuktG-0480, p. D-4, Deceader 1918.A Comparise.n ut the Cust of Generating Basalued Electricity by Segless,"

la ' f rom D.ste kesuurtes,
lem. , W eseg/tll/50/WANh; smacleas-twel (unt estelated et 8.bE/yr (19480-1990).l* D&M cust eueldted at /4/yr for lautfe sautlear and tusstl fuels. Isacludes variable GUI (ust unty.5
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savings resulting from operation of CAL-1.In conclusion, the staff agrees with the applicant's assessment of potential
These savings would not be signiff-

because UE's marginal energy source would continue to be coal.cantly altered if the demand for electricity grows at a lower rate than assumed,
generating costs would continue as long as CAL-1 is capable of operating--shows savings for the years 1983 through 1987; in actuality, large savings in

Taule 2.1

about 30 years.

2.3 DIVERSITY OF SUPPLY '

It is to the advantage of a puolic utility to have diverse sources of poweravailable.
fuel to generate electricity.Any numoer of problems could arise regarding the availability of
ifmits were placed on the use of natural gas as a boiler fuel, if coal pilesIf imported oil were not available, if furtner
were to freeze, if mining or railroad strikes occurred, or if shortages ofenrichment facilities were to deselop,

too mucn reliance on one or two fuels- especially %r baseload operation--could necessitata cutcacks to the power-supply grid.
coal (ER-OL, Rev.1, Sec.1.3). Currently, about 99% of UE's generating capacity _is fueled cy
this depencence on coal will be reduced to acout 80%, and UE will be betterWith CAL-1 in commercial operation in 1983,
prepared to meet unexpected changes in the supply and price of coal.

tne diversity of fuel supoly for the service area and is an important factorstaff concludes that operation of CAL-1 will result in a large improvement in
The

in suoport of issuing an operating license.
-

2. 4 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Between 1969 and 1979, UE's electrical energy output and peak-load demand grewat AARGs of 3.5% and a.0%, respectively.
rates have slowed to 2.7% ano 2.5%, respectively.During 1973 througn 1980, these,

Current projections by the applicant for the UE system call for AARGs of 2 6%
for ceak-loac demand and 3.2% for net energy-for-area load from 1980 to 1985.

(ER-OL, Rev. 1, Table 1.1-2).

without CAL-1 in operation, tnrough 1985.Taole 2.2 shows UE reserve margins, both historical and projected with and
capacity reflects capacity owned by UE. reported here reflect UE's forecast for system-maxircum hourly loadThe peak-loac-responsibility values. System

The projected acjusted capacity is
cased on the assumotion that CAL-1 will start operating in 1983 at its designslectrical rating of 1150 We.
adjusted capacity of the UE system.This will result in an increase of 17% in the

UE is a member of the Mid-America !ntarpool Network (MAIN) and the Illi*ois-
Missouri Power Pool (!11-Mo). UE is contractually oligated to achere to theIll-Mo guicelines
load clus a reser,ve of atwnich require each memoer to orovide capacity for its own

least 15% of the memoer's highest demand (ER-0L,Rev. 1, Sec. 1.1.2.1.a).
Based on UE's current load forecast and capacity

alans (as shown in Table 2.2), if CAL-1 is not added as scneculed, UE reservemargi_ns will ce below
plannec before 1990. 15% in 1983 and beyond because no other accitions are

A regional econometric forecasting model has been developec by Data ResourcesInc. (ORI) (Ref.1).
trical energy in states participating in the same power pools servec by UEThis model suggests that the growth of demand for elec-

,
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Table 2.2. Historical and Projected Capacity Demand and Energy Output for
Union Electric Company and Subsidiariesil

Union Electric
Comoany Net

Output
Adfusted Demandt2

, p j . p
Year (MW) AARGt3 (%) Capaci tyt4 (MW) (%) MWh) (%)

Historical
'

1969 3673 4159 13.2 17.81970 3720 4548 22.3 18.6
1971 4350 5074 16.5 19.5
1972 4743 5680 19.8 20.6
1973 4798 6325 31.8 21.7
1969-73 6. 9

1974 5046 6029 19.5 21.7
1975 5006 5924 18.3 '22.61976 5131 6473 26.2 23.11977 5344 6444 20.6 24.8
1978 5459 6417 17.5 25.3
1979 5456 6969 27.7 25.1
1980 569875 7015 23.1- 26.2
1973-80 2. 4 3.1;

Projected
1981 5772 1. 2 7000 21.3 27.1 3.0,

1982 5912 2. 4 6845 15.8 28.0 3.31983 5039 2.1 7995t* 32.478 13.3t7 26.8 2. 81984 6206 2. 8 7995t8 28.8?6 10.277 29.8 3. 4
1985 6a81 4.4 7995t8 23.4t8 5.6t7 30.8 3. 3

,

1980-85 2. 6 3. 2
-

+1 Modifiec from the E.R-OL (Rev. 1, Tables 1.1-1 and 1.1-2).
72 Demand adjusted for reserved purchases, reserved sales, interruptible

load, and axcected extreme eather. Prior to 1976, the adjusted demand is
based on a " company" temperature adjusted demand and has subsidiary gener- *

ation at the time of system ceak added to it. Starting in 1976, the
nistorical adjusted demands are based 0.1 a " system" temoer?ture-adjusted -
demand, wnich includes the generation of the suosidiaries.

-3 Average annual rate of growth.
,

t4 Capacity adjusted for unreserved purchases and sales. '/alues after 1979
are suoject to change, pending the outcome of proposed changes in ' existing
environmental standards.

5T As of Octooer 1980. 7his value has an ' adjust. ment nace for econcmic
conditions.

.

t8 With CAL-1. 7 Without CAL-1.7

_ -_ - - . . -.
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will probably be slightly less than the growth projected by UE; the model
results project an AARG of 2.9% for 1980 to 1990 versus 3.2% as projectedby UE.

The staff's reliability assessment could be altered by unavoidable slippages
in, or decisions to delay, any of.these suDsequent additions, or by the uncer-
tainty associated with UE reliance on outside purchases for needed power.
Finally, it must be stressed that because the DRI econometric model is aggre-
gated at the regional level and because UE serves only parts of the states
within the . region, tne findings based on the ORI model are valid only if tne
growth rate in each of the service areas is the same as the growth rate forthe respective region as a whole.

The staff concludes tnat there will be a reliability problem by 1983 for UE if
CAL-1 coes not come online as seneduled; hence, it concluces that operation of
CAL-1 *ill lead to a large benefit in system reliability at that time.
2. 5 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the staff's assessment of purpose and need for CAL-1 support-a
decision to issue an operating license for tne unit in accordance with theschedule proposed by the applicant. The matter of overriding importance isthat

icant savings in system production costs.the addition of CAL-1 to the UE system is expected to result in signif-
Furthermore, the operation of.this

unit will decrease UE's deoendence on coal fuel sucplies, and will provide the
added capacity needed to maintain minimum reserve-margin requirements.

The operation of CAL-1 will result also in increased environmental costs andlimited increased risk.
ri:ed in Section 5, of this environmectal statement.These issues are addressed in Section 5, and summa-
finds One costs and risks to be small to moderate.

The staff consistently
Moreover, if CAL-1 does

not operate, replacement energy will have to be generated. This increased useof other power generation facilities will incur environmental costs and risks.
Althougn decommissioning is identified as an incremental cost of operating
CAL-1, it should be noted that this cost represents about 3% of the projected
lifetime production-cost savings resulting from CAL-1 oceration.
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3.
ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

. .

3.1 RESUME

Ouring the construction permit stage of the licensing process, the staff
analyted a wide range of alternatives including the alternative of not addingnew production capacity. Based on this alternative analysis and a benefit-cost
analysis, the staff determined that additional capacity was - needed. . that a;

nuclear-fueled plant would oe an environmentally acceptable means 'of providing
the capacity, and that Callaway Unit 1.(CAL-1), at a specified site and of a

,

specified design, was acceptable from an environmental perspective. Since-
that time, CAL-1 has been substantially constructed; the economic and environ-
mental costs associated with the construction of tne plant have already been
realized and must be viewed as " sunk costs" in any prospective assessment.
3. 2 ALTERNATIVES

>

.

At
the operating-license stage it is not reasonable to' consider extensive

plant modifications, or the construction of new and different energy sources
as alternatives to the existing nuclear plant, unless a compelling environ-
mental or safety concern that was not evident during the construction permit
review nas been discovered. No such concern has emerged..

The environmental costs associated with any of these alternatives, whien were
considered and foreclused at the construction permit stage, would now be
prohibitive unen comoared to the incremental costs of operating tne comoletedplant.

These alternatives would require significant environmental and capital-
commitments, in addition to their costs of operation. Furthermore, the delays
caused by any ~ proposed change in plans would necessitate an assessment of the'
cost of providing thr. energy that would have been produced by CAL-1 sersus the
cost of energy from replacement energy sources during the delay period.

Therefore, the staff concludes that, at this time, the only logical alterna!fve~

to CAL-1 operation is to deny its operation.
environmental or safety objection, the decision is an economic one.'In the absence of any significantIf coer-ation is denied, the most conservative (least costly) assumption is that
existing capacity in tne aaplicant's system is ~available to renlace the energythat could nave oeen provided by CAL-1. If,' under this scenario, 'it can be

;
'

cemonstratec that significant production cost savings are ' mace available by-operation of CAL-1 then the coerating alternative is preferacle. The staff
evaluates these cost sasings in Section '2. 2 and finos that savjngs of about
590 million for CAL-1.would be realized during the initial full year of opera-tion.

Comparaole savings.would be expected during subsequent years.

After weigning these options, the staff concludes that the oreferred alterna-; tive is operation of CAL-1.
'

>

3-1
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4.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

. .

4.1 RESUME

This resume highlights changes in the design of, and operating procedures for,the Callaway Plant and new
the FES-CP was issued in 1975.information on the local environment gained since

The major coerational change was the deferring of construction of the secondunit by UE; consequently,
the prooosed action for wnien this environmental

statement has been prepared is issuance of an operating license for a singleThe facility descriptions have been provided for two units because theunit.

data pertaining to environmental imoacts in the ER-OL are for two units.
facility descriotions and the descriptions of the affected environment are theSome

same for operation of one or two units.
between one unit and two unit operation are pointed out.Where applicable, the differences

Other cnanges are listad below.

Sludge lagoons (required by the State of Missouri), a technical-support center
added to the plant design.an emergency operations facility, and a few service facilities have now been

,

information on soil types has oeen provided.Information on land use has been updatad,and
. A plan for managing the land

owned by Union Electric Comoany (UE) that has not been preemptad by clant
facilities has been developed and is being implemented in cooperation with the
Missouri Department of Conservation. Minor adjustments have been mace in
The staff assessment ofaater flow rates, and the intake and discharge structures have been modified

radioactive wasta systems has been revised. The
. .

amounts of nonradioactive wastas generatec and. discharged have been reesti-
mated and estimatas of the concentrations of dissolved solids in the riverwater have been uodated.

Water quality data have teen uodated from measurements made during 1976 to1978, and
quality information has been uodated, surface water and groundwater cescriptions have been updated.Air-

uodated using recant data provided by the aoplicant.and ecological descriptions have been
toric and archeological sites has been uodated with new informationThe description of his-
distribution estimates have ceen revised, and pooulation projections within an. Poculation-
30-km (50-mi) racius of the site nave been increased.
4. 2 FACILITY DE5CRIPTION

4. 2.1 External Aeoearanca and ?lant layout

There have been minor changes in the design and layout of the Callaway Plant(Fig. 4.1)
since the FES-CP sas issued in Maren 1975 (ER-OL, Sec. 3:Revs. 1 and 2). ER-0L,

'he cooling-tower heignt has been increased from 150 m (500 ft)
-

4-1
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to 169 m (555 ft), with minor and inconsequential adjustments in othsions.
River with the intake water) have also been added. Sludge lagoons (retention ponds for sediment removed from the Missourier dimen-

of which covers an area of aoout 3.5 ha (9 acres), are surrounded by low bermsThe sludge lagoons, each

that blend into the terrain when viewed from points outside the site b
Three lagoons are being constructed initially; as many as 13 more will boundary.

structed as neeced to accommocate Unit 1 as well as Unit 2 at a future datee con-(Fig. 4.2).
Excavation work and some of the foundation work for the coolingtower and reactor Containment and turbine buildings for Unit 2 have beencarried out.

only Unit 1 structures and camon facilities will be visible.Until construction work is resumed on the structures for Unit 2,

The apolicant plans to construct emergency-preoarecness facilities to
Commission's uograced emergency planning requirements contained in Appendix Emeet theto 10 CFR ? art 50, "Emer
Utili:ation Facilities." gency Planning and Preparedness for Production andA technical suoport center will

There will be an emergency-ocerations facility (EOF) located at the so tto the service cuilding and will accommodate 25 personner (ce located adjacentFig. 4.1, item 98).

corner of the intersection of Highway CC and County Road 337 (Fig. 4 2)u nwest

backup ECF will .be provided aoout 50 km (30 mi) from the site A. .

secondary-access facility will be located adjacent In addition, a.

between the switchyard and service building (Fig. 4.1to the security fence
service facilities (items 94 , item 93). A few other

The buildings added are small in comparison to the mathrougn 97 and 99 in Fig. 4.1) have also beenacced.

(cooling towers and reactor, turbine, and auxiliary cuildings) jor structures
.

disturo tne area relative to previous cisturoances for construction of thThe construction of these additional onsite facilities will not significantlyplant.

that meets aoplicaole building and zoning requirements andThe offsite alternate E0r is expected to be in a conventional building
,

e

expected to adversely imoact the area. , therefore, is not
Th< external
described creviously (FES-CP, Sec. 3.1 and Fig. 3.1).accearance and layout of the plant is otherwise the same as
4. 2. 2 L nd Usei

There have oeen some cnanges in plant design that affect land usetional
One FES-CP was issued.information cnaracteri:ing tne affected land has been cotainec sinca

, anc addi-

This information, .nich scoolements the information inthe FES-CP (Sec. 2.2.1) is crovided celow.
coeration will ce tne same as for two unit operation. Land use impacts for one-unit

of land for tne Callaway 31 ant owned oy UE nere agriculture and forest.o ior to construction, the princioal land-use types for the 2926 ha (7230
r

acres)
1290-na (3138 acre) plant sita The

area .as aoout two-tnirds agricultural andane-third forest,
nalf wooolanc,the 326-na (2040 acre) peripneral area aas acout nalf agri-:ultural and and

crecominantly woodland (ER-0L, Sec. 2.1.3.3).the 310-ha (2002-acre) corridor area nas
* he land acove tne floccolain. Nice soil series types occur on

Six of taese (the Mexico, Putnam, Calwoods,Micco, Cricer,
(Winfrec-Menfro, Goss, and Gasconade) are not crime farmland (Refsand Nodaway series) constitute crime farmland; tne otner three
The soils of the Missouri River floocolain vary consider 301y from place t. I and 2).
clace and are crocaoly crime

farmlanc, but no official classification is -o

- - - _ _ _ _ _ _
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available. About 270 ha (666 acres) of the land owned tj UE have been con-
verted to plant-facilities use (including 57 ha or 140 acres for the sludge
lagoons), of which 244 ha (603 acres) were classified as prime farmland (ER-OL,Rev. 2, p. 290.15-2). An additional area of about 52 ha (128 acres) was used
for :anstruction related activities (settlement ponds and a rock quarry), of
which about 32 ha (78 acres) were prime farmland (Refs. 3 and 4). Details of
the amounts of land required for each of the different kinds of facilities andthe amounts and types of different soils removed from production have been
provided by the applicant (ER-OL, Rev. 2, pp. 290.15-1 to -9).

Most of tne 2556 ha (6564 acres) of land owned by UE bui not preempted oy the
plant facilities (and also the transmission-line RCW, discussed separately
below) will be available for agriculture, recreation, or wildlife haoitat,
insofar as these uses are not inconsistent with the safety and securityrequirements of plant operation. A total of 1038 na (2564 acres) of theUE-owned land sas used for agricultural production in 1980.

A clan for the use of land owned by UE and not needed for plant operation
activities (residual land) has been developed in cooperation sith the Missouri
Department of Conservation (Ref.1), and in 1977 UE and the Missouri Conser-
vation Commission ' entered into an agreement for an initial five year manage-
ment clan (ER-OL, Sec. 2.1. 3. 3. 4). The area involved in the plan includes the
exclusion zone (except for the fenced-in protected zone in which most of the
facilities are located), as well as immediately adjacent lanc surrounding the
plant in all directions. Public use will not $c authorized in a residual land
area of about 800 ha (2000 acres). This area includes most of the exclusion
zone, which extends 1200 m (3937 ft) from the center of the protected zone,
and about two-thirds of the corridor area (ER-OL, Fig. 2.1-34). Public use is
also not authorized in an area surrounding the discharge structure, wnich is
not included in the plan. The plan is self-supporting and intended to include
a land- and water-conservation program for wildlife enhancement and species
enrichment, an agricultural land management program, a forest-management plan,
outdoor recreational activities, and soecial preserves for ecological obser-
vation and study (ER-OL, Sec.11.1.2.4). The applicant states and the staff
agrees that, as of 1980, the plan nas been working well and appeared to be
successful. The plan is flexible and can ce modified to accommodate addi-
tional oriorities (ER-OL, Sec. 2.1.3.3).

Changes in land use due to transmission-line construction are primarily caused
by the clearing of land along the R0W. The ROW for the two 345-kV lines that
go northeast to the Montgomery Suostation covers about 194 ha (180 acres) of
forest, crooland, and pasture. The R0W for the two 345-kV lines that gosoutheast to the 31and Substation, ahica has been moved about 3 km (2 mi)
north and 3 km (5 mi) east of the original location, covers acout 257 ha
(560 acres) of forest, crocland, and pasture. The terrain crossac by the R0W
is simil1r to that on tne plant site and is lixely to nave tne same ecosystems
as found on crocland, ?as*.ureland, and in areas onsite that are influenced by
the edge effect unere pasture anc cropland meet tne woods. in' scecies that
will occuoy the new habitat of the RCW will undoubtedly be the s me as in the
contiguous similar habitats. Therefore, the species of flora an t f=" a wouldbe the same as .ece described for similar nabitats at the site (FES-Cr,
Sec. 2. 7. 2; ER-0L, Sec. 2. 2. 3).

.
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4.2.3 Water Use

The flow diagrams and rates for the plant water use system, including the
cooling system, are shown in tne FES-CP (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). The only impor-
tant change is that the coagulated river sediment and polyelectrolyte (sludge)
from the water-treatment plant will be pumped to a series of onsita sludge
lagoons instead cf the river, and the supernatant from the sludge lagoons will
be returned to the intake stream. There have also been some small changes in
the applicant's estimates of the water flow rates for one or two units: a 4%
decrease in the intake, makeup, circulating, and blowdown flows; a 9% increase
in the service-water flow; a 10% decrease in the steacy plant discharge and a
t% decrease in the net water use (intake less discharge) (ER-OL, Fig. 3.3-1).
These changes, wnich have been reviewed by the staff and found to be reasonacle,
are too small to te significant in estimating water-use impacts; hence, the
values given in the FES-CP still provide an adequate basis for estimatingtnese impacts. The flow rates for a single unit will be half tne values for
two units given in the FES-CP. The updated estimates of the maximum intake
and discharge flow rates for single-unit operation are 1240 L/s (19,600 gpm)'

and 300 L/s (4700 gpm), respectively. The average flow rates are expected to
be aoout 30% of the maximum flow rates (ER-OL, Rev. 2, p. 291.6-1).

4.2.4 Coolina System -

The cooling system and related component structures for two unit operation
were discussed in the FES-CP (Sec. 3.4). There have been some design changes
in the comocnent structures since the construction review; these are discussed
below.

4.2.4.1 Intake Structure

The intake-structure design described in the FES-CP (Sec. 3.4.2 and Fig. - 3.5)
consisted of four bays with fish-escape openings that were about 7.4 m (24 ft)
hign, extending to 154 i (506 ft) MSL. This structure has been altered to a
three-cay three pumo system. The new design incorporates sligntly longer and
wider forebays (ER-OL, Fig. 3.4-2; cf. ER-CP, Fig. 3.4-2) and 3-m (10-ft) high-
fish-escace openings, tocoing at 151 m (496 ft) MSL (ER-OL, p. 3.4-4).

The intake-structure depth has also been changed (ER-OL, Fig. 3.4-3; cf ER-CP,Fig. 3.4-3). This is cased en a corrected calculation of the 1-day 30 year
low-flow river level of 151 i (495 ft) MSL (ER-OL, Sec. 3.4.4.3, p. 3.4-5).
The previous estimate nas 149 m (489 ft) MSL (FES-CP, p. 3-5). The floor of
the intake is now at '.48 . (486 ft) MSL rather than at the earlier design
elevation of 147 m (482 ft) MSL (ER-CP, Question C-4). The height of the
structure remains unchanged.

Provisions have bean .1 ace to return excess water from the intake flow directly
to the river enen cooling-tower demand is low. A three-cnameer arrangement in
a box-like structure located .an the downstream side of the intake structure is
used for Inis ourcose. The three chamcers are connected by a common pipe that
discnarges the excess water directly back into the Missouri River. The fre-
quency of discharge depends on various plant-operating and envircnmental
conditions.

.
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The applicant planned to return the fish ano debris from the trash racks and
screen washings to the river (FES-CP, Sec. 5.1.1.1). This plan will be imple-
mented by discharging the debris into the river via a trash-rack trough (ER-OL,
Sec. 3.4.4.3.2).

' The maximum water velocity' into the screens for two-unit operation is now -
estimated by the applicant to be 0.13 m/s (0.6 ft/s) at the 1-day 30 year low
flow (151 m or 495 f' MSL,155 m /s or 5500 cfs) (ER-OL, p. 3.4-5), which is3

lower than the _ previous maximum estimate of 0.24 m/s (0.8 ft/s) (FES-CP,
p. 3-5 ; ER-CP , p. 3.1-4). Maximum velocity at the screens during the minimum
river navigational flow (153 m or 501- ft MSL, 990 m /s or 35,000 cfs) will be3

about 0.09 m/s (0.3 ft/s). For one unit operation, these intake velocities'
would be about one-nalf the stated values for two-unit operation.

:n other respects, the design and operation of the. intake structure are as
described previously (FES-CP, Sec. 3.4.2).

4.2.4.2 Cooling Towers

The design, dimensions, and performance of the cooling towers are as previously
described (FES-CP, Sec. 3.4.1 and Taole 3.1), except for the following minor
changes: the dimensions of the height, base, throat, and outlet have been,

changed by +11%, -13%, +15%, and +15%, respectively; the heat rejection rate
is 6% less tnan previously estimated; the total water . flow rate (circulating'

and service 4ater) is 3% less; the blowdewn and evaporation rates are 4% less;
and the drift rate is 12% greater- (ER-OL, Sec. 3.4). Data for the amoient
conc 1tions that affect' cooling-tower performance have been updated by the
applicant (ER-OL, Table 3.4-1); the changes are inconsequential with respect
to environmental impacts.

4.2.4.3 Discharge Structure

Reinforced concrete with sheet piling has been used for stabiliting the emoank-
ment at the discharge conduit (Fig. 4.3) in olace of the riprap called for in
the original design (ER-CP, Fig. 3.4-4), and the location of the bottom surface
of the 24-inch diameter discharge pipe has been placea at 150 m (193 ft) MSL
(Fig. 4.3) rather than 148 m (187 ft) MSL because the recalculated 1-day
30 year low-flow river level of 151 m (495 ft) MSL is 1.3 m (6 ft) higner than
che previously calculated value (ER-CP, Fig. 3.4-4). The discnarge pipe is
locatea so tnat it will be barely sucmerged wnen the river level creas to the
1-day 30 year low-flow level. Discnarge is in the direction of river flow.
The present credicted discharge velocity for two-unit operation is 2.1 m/s
(7.0 ft/s)-(ER-0L, p. 3.4-6), comcared to the original predicted velocity of
2. 3 m/s (7.1 ft/s) (FES-CP, Sec. 3.1. 3, and ER-CP , p. 3. 4-4). For one-unit
operation the discnarge velocity .ould ce 1.05 m/s (3.5 ft/s).

4. 2. 5 Radioactive-Waste-Management Systam

L'ncer requirements set by Part 50.3aa of Title 10 of .tne Coce of Federal
: Regulations, an soolication for a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor
i must inc'uce a creliminary design of ecuipment to keep levels- of racicactive'

materials in affluents to unrestricted areas as low as is reasonabiy acnievable
( ALARA). The term ALARA takes into account the state of technology and the
economics of improvements botn in relation to benefits to the puolic nealth

1
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and safety and other societal and socioeconomic considerations and in relation
to the utilization of nuclear energy in the public interest. Appendix I to
10 CFR Part 50 provides numerical guidance on radiation-dose-design objectives
for light-water cooled nuclear power reactors to meet the requirement thatradioactive materials
ALARA. in effluents released to unrestricted areas be kept

To comoly witn the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.34a, the applicant has<

orovided the final designs of racwaste systems and effluent-control measures
for keeping levels of radioactive materials in effluents ALARA within the re-
quirements of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. In addition, the applicant has
provided an estimate of the quantity of eacn principal radionuclide expected
to be released annually to unrestrictec areas in liquid and gaseous effluents
produced during normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences.

The staff's detailed evaluation of the radwaste systems and the capacility ofthese systems to meet the requirements of Aopendix I will be presented in
Chapter 11 of the staff's " Safety Evaluation Report - Callaway Plant Unit 1,"
which is to ce issued in October 1981. The quantities of radioactive material
that are now estimated by tne staff to be released frts the plart are presented
in Appendix C of this environmental statement along with examples of the cal-
culated doses to individual memoers of the puolic and to the general popula-tion that result from these effluent quantities.

As part of the operating license for tnis plant, the NRC will require techni-
cal specifications limiting release rates for radioactive material in liquid
and gaseous effluents and requiring routine monitoring and measurement of all
principal release points to ensure that the plant operates in conformance with
the radiation-cose-design objectives of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50, asamended.

4.2.6 Nonradioactive-Waste-Management System

Nearly all the nonradioactive wastes will be discharged with the plant-effluentwater into the Missouri River. The remainder will be discharged as gaseous
effluents or cooling-tower drift or be removed by truck for reclamation ordisposal in a sanitary landfill (FES-CP, Sec. 3.7). The nonradioactive waste
disenarges aere estimated prior to construction (FES-CP, Secs. 3.5 and 3.7).
Changes in these astimates, wnich are due to enanges in plant design, planned
coerating crocedures, or new environmental data, are discussed below.

A. 2. 5.1 Makeuo-Water-Treatment Wastas

Most of the wastes added to the plant effluent are chemicals used for the
treatment af tne takeuo water. 3-ior to construction, estimates were mace of
the maximum amounts of these chemicals and the resulting increases in the
plant-ciscnarge concentrations (FE5-CP, Taole 3.7; ER-CP, Taole E9-1). Ucdated
estimates have teen provided by tne acolicant (ER-OL, Rev. 1, Tacle 3.5-5) ano
reviewed by the staff, and are summarized in Table 4.1. The changes in the
estimates af tne amounts of chemicals acced are: sulfate, ~33%; sodium,
-110%; anosanonates, -77%; copper and nicke1, -54%; cnloride, ~410%; and totaldissolved soifds, -100%.

.
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Table 4.1. Chemicals Added to Plant Ofscharge and
Predicted Effluent Concentrations,

Units 1 and 271

Maximum Addition to
Amount Plant-Effluent
Addedt2 Concentrationt3Chemical (kg/d) (mg/L)

Organic phosphonates74
500 12

Sodiumt3 4,400 250/7578
Sul fatet7 16,700 360/31074
Cooper and nickel?*

9 0.2
ChloridetS 4,900 120

Total dissolved solidst 10 26,500 1,200/520?4

ft Adapted from the ER '.'L (Rev.1, Taole 3.6-5). The maximum
amounts of chemicals 4dded for operation of Unit 1 alone
will be smaller by a factor of two. The additions to the
plant-effluent concentrations that will occur when Unit 1
alone is acerating are discussed in the text,

t2 Based on use for maximum-treatment rates.
t3

Quotient of the maximum amount added and the average ef-
fluent flow rate (4.2 x 107 L/d), excect as noted.

t4 From the ER-OL (Rev. 2, p. 291.9-1).
?3 From caustic (NaOH) used for anion resin regeneration

and rock salt (Nacl) vied to. generate sodium hypo-
chlorite (Na0Cl).

ti
Larger value applies during deminerali:er regeneration
(4 h/d); smaller value at other times (Sec. 4.2.6.1).

+7 From sulfuric acid (H 50,) used for cation resin re-2

generation and pH adjustment of cooling-tower circula-
ting water.

?*
From condenser-tuce erosion (90% Cu and 10*. Ni).

+*
From rock salt used to genera:e socium nypocnlorite. See
section a.2.5.1 for a discussion of the free-cnlorine
concentration :nat will occur as a result of tne sodiumnypocalorite treatment.

-LO Total of listed enemicals.

.
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Table 4.1 gives the added chemicals and effluent concentrations calculated for-operating two units. For operation of a single unit, the amounts of chemicals
added will be reduced.by a factor of two, as will the effluent flow rate;hence, plant-effluent

concentrations of .all chemicals that are dischargedcontinuously will remain the same. The sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid
used to regenerate the demineralizer are discharged intermitter.tly, and will
be different for operation of a single unit. The calculations for two units,
each with its own demineralizer, are based on the assumption that the deminer-
alizers would not be regenerated simultaneously. Hence, during the time (two
hours) that a single deminerali:er is being regenerated. the amounts of sodium
and sulfate released by regeneration would be the same whether or not the
other unit was operating. For operation of a single unit, the plant effluent
flow rate would be reduced to one-half; hence, operation of a single unit
rather than two units would increase the plant-efflueat concentration of the
codium and sulfate released by regeneration by a factor of two. (The plant-
effluent concentrations of enemicals used for pH control, scaling and corrosion
control, or biocides would not be affected.) The total piant effluent concen-
trations of sodium and sulfate during regeneration, listed in Tacle 4.1 for
two units as 250 mg/L and 860 mg/L, resoectively, increase to 400 mg/L and
1400 mg/L, rescectively, for operation of a single unit, and the total concen-
tration increases from about 1200 mg/L to about 2000 mg/L. However, the time
during whicn the release of regeneration enemicals occurs is reduced from four
hours to two hours.

The changes in plant design and operating conditions that affect the waste
generated by treatment of the makeup water are discussed below.

2

Clarifying Treatment

Clarifying treatment will be used to remove suspended solids from the makeup
Liquid polyelectrolyte will be added to the intake water to coagulatewater.

thr. suspended solids. The estimated amounts of polyelectrolyte that will be
used have not cnanged since the FES-CP was issued (ER-CP, Table E9-1; FES-CP,
Sec.11.1.7 and Table 3.7; ER-OL, Table 3.5-2). The change is in the disco-sition of the coagulated solids. In ene cesign considered in the FES-CP, the
coagulatec solids were to be returned to the river. In the current design
they will be drawn off as sludge in the clarifier blowdown and deposited in
onsite sludge lagoons. A large out unknown fraction of the polyelectrolyte
will ce adsorced by the coagulatad sediment and aemain in the sludge lagcon.
The supernatant from the sludge lagoons (except the portion that evaporates)
will be raturned to the water-treatment plant. In other respects, the poly-
electrolyte treatment is as previously described (FES-CP, Sec. 11.1.7). This
c.~.ange in discosition of the coagulated solids is the result of a requirement
in the NPOES permit tnat clarifier sludge not be discharged into the Misscuri
River.

Cemineralization

Gravity sano filters, activated-carton filters, and two ion exchcnge deminer-
alizer trains are used to produce hign ouality makeup water. The acclicant's
estimate of the amounts of sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide that will be
used for regenerating the demineralizer resins have been reduced from previous
estimates oy 21% anc 21%, respectively (ER-C?, Tacle E9-1; FES-CP, Table 3.7; -

ER-OL, Table 3.5-2).

. . - . _- .- , -- .. .-
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Scaling and Corrosion Control

The makeup water for the circulating and service-water systems will require
treatment with organic phosphonate dispersant to inhibit buildup of solid
deposits (scale) in the cooling system. The dispersant will be Betz 403U,
wnich consists of a water solution of methylenephosphonic acid. The water /acid ratio is proprietary information. The acplicant's estimate of the aver-
age concentration of dispersant in the cooling water that will be needed to
control the scale has been reduced by about 75% (FES-CP, Taole 3.7; ER-OL,Rev. 2, p. 291. 9-1). The methylenephosphonic acid may degrade to orthophos-
pnate. The time for this degradation to occur depends on many factors and is
not known.

The circulating and service water will be maintained at a proper pH level for
scaling anc corrosion control by acding sulfuric acid. The apolicant's esti-
mate of tne maximum amount of sulfuric acid neeced for this purcose is larger
than the oreconstruction estimate oy a factor of about three (?ES-CP, Table 3.7;ER-OL, Taole 3.5-2). This increase is, in part, due to a revised estimate of
the maximum alkalinity of the river (Sec. 2.2.5.2).

Biocide Treatment

The design of the biocide-treatment system has been enanged. A solution of
sodium hypochlorite will be used, rather than free chlorine, because the
recent develocment of reliaole onsite hypochlorite generation systems makes
sodium-hypocnlorite treatment safer and more economical.

The sodium hypochlorite will be proouced onsite using a packaged electrolytic
generation system located in the cooling-water chemical-control system building.
Rock salt nill be used as a raw material to produce 0.3% sodium hycochlorite
solution. At maximum cacacity, 7900 kg/d (17,500 lb/d) of rock salt will be
used. The autout will correspond to 2300 kg/d (5000 lb/d) of equivalent
available chlorine, which is about the same as the amount of gaseous chlorine
that would have ceen used according to creconstruction plans (ER-CP, Table E9-1).
Small amounts of dilute nydrochloric acid (uo to acout 300 L/mo or 30 gal /mo)
will be used for cleaning tne hypochlorite generation cell.

3iocice treatment of tne circulating water will require, for each unit, two
30- to 50-minute hypochlorite treatments each day. The acplicant states that
a maximum total-residual cniorine concentration of 0.5 mg/L could be present
in tne clowdown entering tne discharge line for short periods at the end of a
treatment oeriod, but that this aculd be reduced prior to discharge during ne
one-nour transit time in tne discharge pipe due to an excected enlorii.e cemand
in the discharge water. The acplicant estimates that the average total-residual-
cniorine cor. centration reacning the Missouri River from treatment of tne
circulating-water system will ce less than 0.2 mg/L curing a maximum two-hour
period eacn tay for eacn unit. The staff estimated the ca!orine concentration
in the river due to plant discnarge and found that even under conditions of
maximum cischarge flow rate for two units and a 1-day 30 year low-flow rate
for tne river it would be less than 0.005 mg/L.

2. 2. 5. ; Blowdown

About 75% of the makeuo water taken from the Missouri River (wnicn constitutes
98% of tne intake water) will be dissipated into the air by evacoration from

. . ,. - _ _ __
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the cooling towers, but less than 3% of the dissolved solids in the river
water will be removed by this means (as cooling-tower drift); hence, the
concentration of these dissolved solids in the plant effluent will be about
four times as large as the original concentration in the river water. New
data on the maximum concentration of dissolved solids in the Missouri River,
ootained by the applicant, is about 20% larger than preconstruction data
(ER-CP, Table 3.5-1; ER-CL, Taole 3.5-1); hence, there will be a corresponding
increase in the concentration of dissolved solids from this source in the
plant effluent. The chemicals in the olowdown will consist of the dissolved
solics frca the river that ere present in :ne makeup water and the chemicals
that were added for makeup-water treatment (Sec. 4.2.6.1). Updated values of
the concentrations of dissolved solids in the Missouri River, and in the plant.
effluent, wnicn consists primarily of blowcown but also includes wastes from
cetineralizer regeneration (Sec. 2.2.6.1), are given in Tacle 4.2.

4.2.5.3 Ocoling-Tower Orif t

Most of tne dissolved solids present in the intake water and added for makeuo-
water treatment will be discharged ith the cooling-tower blowdown into the
river; however, about 3% of these solids will be discharged into the atmosphere
as cooling-tower drift, wnich consists of small droplets of wate.' and dissolved
solids picked to ey the air flowing through the cooling tower.

i Th< preconstruction estimates of cooling-tower drift (FE5-C?, Sec. 5.1.2.3)
na.e oeen revised by .he applicant (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.1) and reviewec cy the
staff. The preconstruction estimate of the average rate of emission of solids
contained in crif t droplets from both cooling towers .as 23 g/s (3 lb/ min).
The soplicant's revisec estimate for the average rate for two enits was 25 g/s
(3.4 lb/ min) (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.4.2). On the basis of upcated data suopliec Oy
the acolicant for river water composition (ER-OL, Table 3.6-1), enemicals

to the cooling water (ER-OL, Tabic 3.5-2; ER-OL, Rev. 2, p. 291.9-1),acced
ef fluent-discharge rate (ER-OL, Rev. 2, p. 291.5-1), and drift enusion rate
of 14.3 L/s (227 gpm) (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.4.2), the staff estimatas that the
average rate of emission of solids contained in crift creolets frca both
towers 4ill be 30 g/s (410/ min). The rate of emission will be One-nalf this
value unen only one tower is coerating.

Using data provided by tne acclicant (ER-OL, Tables 3.5-2 and 3.5-5 anc
200. 20), the staff nas recalculated the average comoosition of :ne solics
tissolved in the cooling-tower crift anc found it to te: 35% sulfate, 25%
careenate,10% calcium,10% sodium, 7% calorice, 5% silicate, 4% magnesium, 3%
hexane soluoles, 1% fron, 0.3% phosonates, and 0.2% nitrates, nith trace
amounts Of other metals (Tacle 1.2). These values are within two percentage
coints of the values that may :e inferred f em data :rovided in the FE5-CP
(Table 3.2).

a.2.5.1 Sanitary anc Otner Wastes

Sanitary Wastes

7he cesign anc s ecifications for the sewage-treatment plai. :o be usec during
piant coeration, after construction activities have :een c moletec, are as
creviously described (FES-C?, Sec. 3.7.1; ER-CF, Sec. 3.7.1; anc ER-OL, -:
5ec. 3.7.1).
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Tatle 4.2.
Concentrations of Various Chemicals in the Plant Effluent and in

the Missouri River, Units 1 and 2tl (mg/L except as indicated)
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Oily-Wastewater Treatment

An oily-waste separator system will be used to remove most of the oil from the-plant-wastewater effluent for storage and shipment to an offsite waste-reclamation plant.
(FES-CP, Sec. 3.6.7) have not changed.The specifications provided for the construction permit

Gaseous Effluents

Gaseous effluents will be released from the auxiliary boilers and emargencydiesel generators.
affect;ng the release of gaseous effluents since the construction permit wasThese discharges will be small; there have been no changes
issued (FES-CP, Sec. 3.7.3).

4.2.7 Power-Transmission Systems

Two transmission lines, each consisting of two 345-kV circuits, will connect
the Callaway Plant to the 'JE grid.

The RGWs for both lines have been estab-lished and cleared. The
struction of the Callaw laway-31and line was under construction, and con-

.iuntgomery line was nearly complete, as of Decemoer-1980.
The discussion in the FES-CP is still applicable for both routes (FES-CP,Sec. 3.3 and Fig. 3.12).

4.3 PROJECT-RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTIONS

4.3.1 Hydrology,

4.3.1.1 Surface Water

The preconstruction descriotion of the surface water (FES-CP, Sec. 2.5.1),
supplemented by the following upcated information, remains valid. A discussion
of the nydrological effects of alterations in the floodplain, as required by
Executive Order 11988, Floocolain Management, is given in Section 5.3.3.
Availability

The Callaway Plant is located 'n a olateau acout 8 km (5 mi) north and 100 m
(330 ft) above the normal nater level of the Missouri River. The plateau is
dissected by intermittent and perennial streams rthat flow into the MissouriRiver. The principal streams incluce Cow Creek, wnich drains the area to the
north of the site; Logan Creek, wnich drains the area to the east of the site;Mud Creek, wnicn dra'r.3
which drains the area to the west of the site.the area to the south of the site; and Auxvasse Creek,

The location of these streamsrelative to the site and an outline of their drainage areas is shown inrigure 4.4

A revised cross sec-ion of the river at tne location af the intake and dis-
cnarge (RM 115.1) was orovided by the acolicant and is snown in Figure 4.5.
This section was clottec from a hycrograonic survey performed in Octcoer 1975,
and snows tne effect of crecging in front of the intake structure.
Users

There are no major municipal or industrial water users 4ithin.3 km (5 mi) of
.

the site; however, local streams are used for irrigation and livestock watering.

c

, . . . - . . . ., . _ _ _ - , - , - -.
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The predominant surface water withdrawal from the Missouri River in the
Callaway Plant site area is for the Contral Electric Power Cooperative ChamoisPlant. This plant,

located about 3 km (2 mi) upstream from the Callaway
intake, withdraws and discharges about 3100 L/s (110 cfs) for the purpose ofpower generation.

A list of other significant users of Missouri River water
and discharges from the mouth of the river to River Mile 225 has been providedby the applicant (ER-OL, Table 2.1-19).

A low-flow rate cf
ing water related imoacts under low-flow conditions for the Missouri Ri240,000 Us (3500 cfs) was used in the FE5-CP for calculat-

near the intake structure.
River Mile 115 (ER-OL, Tacle 2.4-5).This is the 7-day :'0 year low-flow rate at Missouri

ver

280,000 L/s (9900 cfs) (ER-OL, Table 2.4-5)The 7-day 10 year low-flow rate of
is used in this environmentalstatement.

The dilution factor under these low-flow conditions for a p13ee
discharge flow from two units of 500 Us will be (river flow)/(discharge flow)= 470.

The dilution factor increases to 940 for one unit operation. ,

measured average flow rate at Hermann, Missouri, over a 25 year period (1952-77)The
under regulated-flow conditions is 2.04 x 108

(59,000 cfs) (ER-OL, Sec. 2.4.1.1.5). flow rate near the site is estimated by the applicant to be 195 x 106Us (72,200 cfs); the averageUs
The lowest flow on record at Hermann,

.

Missouri,
is 119,000 Us (4200 cfs); the corresponding low flow near the site

is estimated by the applicant to be 99,000-Us (3500 cfs)
Sec. 2.2.1.2.2). occurred in January 1940 during a period of extensive river freezing (ER-OLThese conditions

.

,

4. 3.1. 2 Groundwater

A very brief description of the groundwater was given in the preconstructionreview (FES-CP, Sec. 2.5.2).
below. This description is updated and suoplemented

Availability

The local unconfined-aquifer system at the site consists of Quaternary depos-
its, including modified loess, accretion gley, and clayey glacial till.
Infiltration rates througt, these units are very low, witn permeabilitiesranging from about 10 8 to 10 8 cm/s.

layers of Graydon Chert conglomerate, Busnoerg Sandstone, Snyder CreekUnderneath the unconsolidated material
lie

Shale, and Callaway Limestone.
water levels extending 0.5 to 1 t,Tne Graydon Chert is c0mmonly saturated eita
5 to 10 m (15 to 30 ft) below the natural ground surface at the site.(1.5 to 3 ft) into the glacial till, about

;

Seneath the Ca16cy Limestone lies the Cotter-Jefferson City Formation
is the too unit of De regional leaky artesian-aquifer system.

; , wnich
|

yields to comestic and # arm wells of 20 to 50 Usin (10 to 15 gpm). Jefferson City Formation is a fine- to medium grained dolomite 41 n typical
The Cotter-

i

acout 90 to
170 m (300 to 560 ft) nick in the site area. It is

formations 41,hin :ne vicinity of the site include the following:Other bedrock

1.
The Roubidoux formation, a fine- to coarse grained sandstone with inter-
sedded enerty dolomite, is a major aquifer with yields .c municioal and

Its thickness ranges from 30 to 75 m (100 to 250 ft). industrial-suoply wells ranging from 95 to 1320 Umin (25 to 350 gpm).
-

r

.._ ,. .
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2.
The Gasconade Dolomite and Gunter Sandstone, cherty dolomite (averaging
90 m or 300 ft thick) and medium grained sandstone (ateaaging 3 to 10 m
or 25 to 30 ft thick), respectively, are major aquifers with typical-yields to municipal and

industrial wells of 190 to 230 Umin (50 to75 gpm). However, yields as high as 3800 Umin (1000 gpm) have beenreported.

3.
The Eminence Dolomite, a medium- to coarse grained crystalline dolomite,is

a minor aquifer with yields to domestic and farm-supply wells of
acout 60 to 75 Umin (15 to 20 gpm).
110 m (200 to 360 ft). Its thickness ranges from 60 to

4 The Potosi Colomite, a 'ine- to coarse grained doloaite, is a major
acuifer with yielos af uc to 1900 Umin (500 gpm) to municipal and indus-trial wells.

Its average tnickness ranges from 15 to 75 m (50 to 250 ft).
5.

The 5cnneterre ~ormation, a fine- to mediun grainec dolomite, is a minor
,

acuifer witn yields to domestic and farm wells of from 75 to 95 Umin-(20 to 25 gpm).
Formations, has a totalThis formation, along witn the Oeroy-Doerun and Davis
720 ft). thickness varying from 130 to 220 m (430 to

5.
The Lamotte Sandstone, a fine- to coarse grained well-cemented sancstone
is a major aquifer ith typical yields of about 250 Umin (65 gpm) to
domestic , municipal , and incustrial supply wells. Its average tnick-ness is aoout 60 m (200 ft).

In accition to the Cotter-Jefferson City Formation, the Postosi, Bonneterre,
and Lamotte Formations are probably present beneath the site. The presence ofthe Rouciccux, Gasconade-Gunter,

;gical Survey from drillers' logs and samples.and Eminence acuifers has been confirmed bythe Missouri Ge.

A generalized schematic diagram representing the site hydrogeologic environ-ment is presented in Figure 4.5.

The regionai deep-acuifer system is rechargec cy vertical leakage from the
Cottar-Jefferson Citj Formation .nere the formation occurs as exposec bedrockin stream courses. In the site area, which is an uolanc area coverec by tnick
decosits of soil with relatively low permeability, there is little recnarge tothe uncerlying formations (5R-OL, Sec. 2.4.2).
'Jsers

Accorcing to a well survey cerformed by the acplicant, tnere are 48 wells and
10 enclosec springs 4itain 3 t: (5 mi) of ne plant site. Of the 48 wells ,
seven are dug nelis ranging in ceoth from 3 to 20 m (10 to 70 ft) and secolying' rom 2 to 20 U iin (0.5 to 5 gam).
's acout 9100 Ud (2 00 gal /d). The total water use from taese dug weils
Jefferson City Formation within 3 km of the site.There are 39 .eils drillac into the Cotter-They range in death from
acout 30 to 150 m (100 to 500 f t) and yiele '.om 25 to 115 Umin (9 to 30 gpm).
The total use of ater from these nells is aceut 64,000 Ud (17,000 gal /c).
Of tne remaining wells, one is crilled into tne 'toucidoux Formation to a depth
of over 210 m (700 ft) and is cacaole of yielcing uo to 1100 Umin (300 gpm).

-The remaining well
is a driven noll that cotains water from the alluvial
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deposits along the Missouri River. The average yield from the enclosed springsis less than 19 L/ min (5 gpm).

Future use of groundwater for domestic and livestock purposes should remain
relatively unchanged over the life of the plant.

4.3.2 Water Quality

Water from the Missouri River is the only water that will be used for plant
operations or affected by water discharged as plant effluent. The quality of
this water was discussed prior to construction (FES-CP, Sec. 2.5.1 and
Table 2.2). This discussion was based on EPA STORET-System data taken prior
to 1973 near Hermann, Missouri, about 32 km (20 mi) dcwnstream from the plant.
Later EPA data at the same site, up to 1979, indicate no significant enange inwater quality (ER-OL, Taole 2.4-7). However, cata obtained by the applicant
from sampling stations closer to the plant during the preconstruction moni-
toring program (1974-75) anc .ater analyses concucted from 1975 to early 1979gave different results and appreciably higner maximum values (ER-OL,Sec. 2.2.2.2 and App. D). The maximum values from these data are reproducedin Table 4.2.

The staff has reviewed these data and considers them to bevalid if interpreted as maximum values that occur infrequently for shortperiods. The maximum values for hardness and alkalinity, wnich are 50% and,

33% larger than the maximum values reported in the FES-CP, were caserved only
once at a sampling site 1.5 km (1 mi) downriver from the intake structure, and
probaoly represent an infrequent local fluctuation.

Fecal-coliform counts observed during construction monitoring (June 1976
through Decemoer 1978) revealed a wice range of values: at the sampling
station closest to the intake structure the range was between 1 and 7800
per 100 milliliters, with an average of about 1300 per 100 militliters.
Comoarable values were ocserved downstream (ER-OL, App. 20).

1.3.3 Meteorology and Air Quality

The discussion of the general climatology of the site and vicinity contained
in the FES-CP remains unchanged. Since issuance of the FES-CP, information
about the frequencies of thunderstorms and tornadoes has changed. A recent
stucy by the National Climatic Center (Ref. 5) indicates that acout 75 thuncer-
storms can be expected to occur each year in the vicinity of the site, ceing
most frequent during May througn July. The apolicant has presented more
recent information on tornado occurrences in tne vicinity of the Callaway site
for 1956 to 1971 based on data from Poultney (Ref. 5). For this period, the
comouted recurrence interval for a tornado at the olant site is aoout 330 years.
The acclicant nas also determined that six tornacces have occurred in the
vicinity of the clant since 1971, sligntly increasing tne comooted recurrenceinterval for a tornado at the plant site.

Since issuance of the FES-C?, two additional years of meteorological data nave
been collected at tne olant :ite. For a composite tnree year period of record
(from 4 May 1973 to 3 May 1975 and from 15 Maren 1978 to 15 Maren 1979), data
from the 10-m level indicated t,at sinds from the southeast, south-southeast,
and south each occurrec acout 10% of the time. Winds from tne scutneast
clockwise througn tne southwest occurred about a5% of the time at the 10-m

-

level for this period of record. The winds are calm only acout 0.25% of the
time. The mean sind soeed is about 3 m/s (7 mph).

,
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4.3.4 Ecology

4.3.4.1 Terrestrial

The terrestrial ecology of the area is essentially unchanged frcm the descrip-
tion prepared prior to construction (FES-CP, Sec. 2.7.2). Data.cotained
during 1973 baseline studies and a 1974-75 preconstruction survey commissioned
oy the applicant nave been supplemented by a construction monitoring programthat continued up to May 1981 (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.4.3
cotained from the construction monitoring program)(a(nd preconstruction moni-Refs. 7 and 3). The data

toring data not available wnen the FES-CP was prepared) did not yield results
that would require changes in the description in the FES-CP. Most of theflora and fauna native to central Missouri may be found on the plant site.
The site prior to construction is describec in greater detail in a management
plan prepared by tne Missourf Department of Conservation (Ref.1).
4.3.4.2 Acuatic

A two year preconstruction monitoring program, whien is an expansion of previous
baseline studies (ER-CP, Sec. 2.7), and subsequent monitoring required oy the
construction permit have provided additional information on the aquatic commu-
nities at specified samoling stations on the Missouri River and Logan Creek.
The creek, which drains the plant-site area and enters the Missouri River
about 300 m (1000 ft) downstream from the discharge structure, is an imoortantspawning area and source of plankton. The second year (1975) of the precon-i

struction program included studies to investigate and define spawning activi-
ties and juvenile development cf fish in the Logan Creek area.

The expanded study of 1975 included the calculation of two indices tnat describe
the phytoolankton community; an index of community diversity and an index ofpollution-tolerant genera. Except for unusually great seasonal fluctuations
in density and productivity, attributed to increased flooding (ER-OL,
Sec. 2.2.2.3, p. 2.2-39), no major enange in plankton populations has occurred.
Methods of samoling bentnic macroinvertebrates ere modified: ?onar grao and
material tow samples were emoloyed at selected river stations; Ekman and Panar
grios crovided sediment samcles of Logan Creek. Analyses of the new data did

indicate any major cnange in the species diversity of the Missouri Rivernot

or Logan Creek.
No sink mucket pearly mussels (Lamosilis occiculata o-ciculata),an endangered species, were collected.

With tne update of the preconstruction mor'toring, fisn collections near theCallaway Plant site nave yielded a total of 58 species. The more abuncant
scecies in the Missouri River are as previously recorted (FES-CP, p. 2-6) with:the addition of the emerald sniner (Notroof s atterinoides), wnicn dominated
tne river-cac < water :allections of 1974 (ER-CP, sec. 2.2.2.3, p. 2.2-al).
Ieveral species of sniners are numerically dominant in lower Logan Creek; :ne -cluntnose minnow (3imeona'es notatus) is the crevalent species in uostreamstations on the creec

In accition to tne monitoring orograms discussed above, the applicant is in
the prccess of concucting new studies.

These accitional studies were to coverJune 1980 tnrougn May 1981 (Ref. 7). As of July 1981, tne applicant had
comoleted six montas of samoling and analysis. Results and trends of thesestudies are similar to the earlier programs. Two additional species of fish -

i.

. . - .
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a
. have been collected in the Missouri River, the rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax).
ard the blue sucker (Cyclectus elongatus). Neither species is threatened or
endangered, although the alue sucker is considered scarce in Misscuri (Ref. 9).

-

,

Thirty one species of fish have been identified as potential spawners in Logan~ Creek.
In late April 1975, when water temperatures and' levels had risen, a .

fish-spawning survey of the creek yielded only six species in the reproductivestate.
confirm that other species do not occur in this area.However, since spawning can occur at other times, the absence does not f,' '

Spawaing adults and/or
juveniles of 25 of the ~ expected 31 species have been collected from Logan

#

Creek since 1973. Although the presence of these fish:in 'the creek is not
Creek is moderately used as a spawning and nursery area.necessarily a consequence of spawning activities, the data suggest- that Logan _

-

~

A shallow cuteff channel, the Mollie Dozier Chute, is located directly upriver
.

from the plant intake structure (ER-OL, . Fig. 2.2-2). (|The significance of
Mollie Dozier Chute as a contributor to the fish productivity of the Missouri'River is unknown. This backwater area is not connected directly to the
Missouri' River and has been silted in by flooding and agricultural runoff.
Mollie Dozier Chute is frequently dry, and access to the area by fish is
limited to periods of sporadic and temporary flooding.
4.3.5

Endancered and Threatened Soecies_ ~

Rare and endangerer species were discussec and listed in the FES-CP (Sec. 2.7.2 2
-and Tables 2.3 and 2.4). No adverse impacts to any species listed were identi-' '

.

fied.
In 1973, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) dropped the category -" rare",
and now classifies species as either " endangered" or "threatenec".

In compliance with Section 7(c) of the 1978- amendments to the Endangered.Species Act,
the NRC requested from the FWS (Ref.10) a' list of endangered and-

threatened species that may occur in the vicinity of the Callaway Plant and
two transmission corridors in Callaway, Montgomery, Osage, and GasconadeCounties, Missouri.

in the area of concern:The FWS response (?r.f.11) stated that ~ three specie's may,be present
the buld eagle (Haliaeetus _leucocechalus-

alascensis) in Callaway, Osage, and Gasconade Counties; tne pink aucxet pear)y.
-

mussel
(Lamosilis orsiculata croiculata) in Osage and Gasconade Counties;'and

the peregrine falcon (Falco oersarinus) in Gasconace County. Bald eagles have

been signted along the Missouri River several kilometers from the' Callawaysite; they may be expected to be seen occasionally flying over the site,;but'

u '

do not nest in the area (ER-OL, Sec. 2.2.3.7) (Ref. 7). The pink mucket
pearly mussel has been found in the Gasconade ' liver, which enters the Missouri ,
River about 15 km (10 mi) downstream from the intake structure, and the OsageRiver, wnica enters the Missouri River aoout 2a '<m (15 mii~ upstream from theintake structure. It was also noted that the gray bat (Myotis grisescens).can ,

se found in one cave in the southeastern part of Osage County.
designated endangered or threatened plant species have been observed in theNo Feoeratly,_

site (ER-OL p. 2.2-31). 4
,

The Missouri Geoartment of Conservation maintains its own list of care anhendangered species (Ref.12).
the state have been observed near the Callaway ?lant:' Two species of bircs listed as endangered by

the marsh-hawk (Circus
cyaneus) aad the sharo-shinned hawk (Ac:ioter striatus) (ER-OL, 5ec. '2.cW.
One species of fisn, one scecies of mammals, anc two scecies of birds listed( -

i.
'

_.

[
!

_ _ . _ _ ,_-.w--"- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "
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as rare by the state have been observed near_ the Callaway-?lant:
bullhead (Ictalerus nebulosus), the long-tailed weasel (Mustela fenata), thethe brown
bald

eagle (naliaeetus leucocechalus alascensis).- and tne ruffed grouse(Bonasa umeellus) (ER-0L, Secs. 2. 2. 2. 7.1 and 2.2.3.3.3 and p. 2. 2-82).
brown cuTinead as collected once in the Missouri River and twice in LoganThe
Creek (ER-OL, Tables 2.2-18 and 2.2-19).
rare and endangered plants has been- found on the site:Only one state-designated species of

,

(Ulmus americana) (ER-OL, p <2.2-80). the American elm

4.3.6 Historic and Areneological Sites

The region in which tne Callaway Plant is located has a long and diversecultural sequence,
sites are known to exist., and namerous historic and prehistoric cultural-resource

.as provided by the apclicant- (ER-0L, Sec. 2.5 and Apos. 2I. 2J, and 2K).A description of the cultural history of the region
Two cultural-resource sit $s were located on the plant property prior to issu-
ance of the FES-CP (FES-CP Sec. 2.3).
indicated tnat one of t4e sites might nave cultural scientific importance.The applicant's archeological surveyhad ceen determined that It

inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.this site, 23CY20, was potentially eligible for
.

The site was nominatedby

National Register with a request for additional information (Refthe state, and the nomination was later 'returred by the Keeper of the
NRC staf f will _ resubmit the site 23CY20 material to the- seeper.. 13). The

is taking acor<;priate measurec to pr'otect the site during the determination
The acplicant,

process.

During a site visit on 18-19 Novemcer 1980, the staff and the Missouri Depart-
ment of Natural Reca,urces, Division of Parks and Historic Preservation, observed
sche unrecorded sites :aod requested the applicant to conduct a survey of the

of the nuclear power clint and ass' ociated facilities (see App. H). area ut potentisi en;'ronmental imoact related to the operation and maintenance
is presently oroceeding toward a final The appli-cant

survey and assessment of sites that may be identified.research design to undertake a

4.3.7 Socioeconomic Characteristics

5ccioecono~ mic characteristics include demography, governmental services,
nousing, land use, local economy, political ano social structures, and recrea-tion. The relevant

attributes for the region around the Callaway Plant naveceen cascribed (FES-CP, Secs. 2. 2, 4 2, 4. 5, and 5. 6).
occurred sinca the FES-CP was }1ssued; hese are described below.Some changes have
4. 3. 7.1 Demograpny

coulation projection; 4ithin an 30-km (50-mi) radius surrounding the site
nave oeen revised ucward sinca cuolication of tne FES-CP. Preconstruction
data and currsat data-?rcsideo by the acplicant and reviewed by the staff arecresented in Taole 4. 3.
sitnin 15 cn (10 mi) of the sita, are shown in Figure 4.7,-Pocalation-distribution estimates for 1970 and 2030,
s

ooulation fluctuations Aill occur seasonally within 3 km (5 mi) of the plant
Area and Lost Canyon Lakes.due to cnanges in tha transient peculations of ne Reform Wildlife Management

Tne Reform Wilolife Management Area allows nunting,:

4

d 6

&
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.

- fishing, and -trapping, but a ban against camping will prevent people from. staying in the area. Lost Canyon Lakes .f s a recreational-vehicle and trailer-_

park development with about 200 people on an average weekday, 600 people on a
typical weekend, and 1400 people on a holiday. As_ discussed in Section 4.3.7.2,

1 Lost Canyon Lakes plans further: development; should this occur, .there will be'-
an increase in the future transient population.

.

Table 4.3. Projected Poculation Within
80 Kilometers. .1970-2030

I
Pooulation Es-imates

Year Preconstructionti Currentt2 -

.

1970t3 305,411 305,338
: 1980 348,674 369,490

1999 391,374 421,180
2000 425,435 464,820

,

2010 465,591 492,190
.

2020 500,946 518,090
2030 553,3704 -

.

fl From the ER-CP (Tsole 2.2-3).
t2 From the ER-OL (Table 2.1-4).

37 The' difference between the two 1970
values reflects the census-data
update.

,

4. 3. 7. 2 Settlement Patterns

Eignt of tne original '.S residences located on the. land owned by UE' still
remain and are being rented to tenants by UE. When CAL-1 becomes operational,
the one residence on the plant site will not be leased bist will be used for. ,

various plant activities. UE plans to continue renting the other seven resi-
dences to tenants as long as it remains orofitaole,

,

The -developer of . Lost Canyon Lakas recently nas offered 110 nomesites in :ne
area, each of acout 1.2 ha (3 acres). Althougn tne area is innabited only by

,

transients at -his time, the comcosition of the population will cnange as
these units are sold and developed.

,

The staff expects tnat the area witnin 16 km'(10 mi) of the site will expe--
rience a ~ tiow growtn rate and continue its rural cnaracter. during tne opera-
tion of CAL-1. The location and. availability of land around Jefferson City -

wi.il not require the community to orow toward tne site. Also,'inasmucn as the

4
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site is not within commuting distance (130 km or 80 mi) of St. Louis, the
development of suburban communities near the site is Jot anticipated.

4.3.7.3 Commercial and Recreational Fishing .

Commercial- and recreational-fishing activities were covered very briefly in
the FES-CP (5ec. 2.7.1). Updated estimates of commercial and recreational
fish harvests within an 30-km (50-mi) radius of the plant were proviced by the
applicant (ER-OL, 5ec. 5.1. 4.2.1.2. 2). Commercial and recreational fishing on
the Missouri River between the Callaway ?lant and the Mississippi River were
examined bv the staff because of their importance for assessing the ootential
impacts from accidental releases of radioactive affluents (Sec. 5.9.a).

The commercial haiwest from the Missouri River in Missouri was acout 150,000 kg
(330,000 lb) in 1978 and acout 114,000 kg (250,000 lb) in 1979, mostly scecies
of carp, catfish, and buff alo (Refs.14 and 15). The comDined harvest of the
nine downstream counties potentially affected by operation of CAL-1 (from the
clant to the Mississippi River) *as 24% of the total .for 1973 and 29% of the
total for 1979. County agents of the Missouri Department of Conservation have
stated that commercial fisning in this area is limited by lack of access
points, seasonally poor river conditions, and low local-market demands.
Commercial fisning, determined by license checks on the Missouri River, is
fairly neavy during the summer moaths in the vicinity of St. Louis and
St. Charles Counties.

There are no current data available related to recreational fisning in Missouri.
County agents in tne area extending,from the Callaway Plant :o the Mississippi
River report that bank fisning is more prevalent than boat fisning, and is
usually confined to areas with road access. The few public access boat ramps
in tne area are locatad uostream from the plant at Mokane and Chamois, and
downstrean in St. Louis County. Recreational-ffshing pressure is greatest in
the areas near cities and towns. Catfisn, carp, and buffalo are the most
aoundantly caugnt recreational species.
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5.
ENVIRONMENTAL CCNSEQUENCES AND MITIGATING ACTIONS

5.1 Rd5UME

This rssumf highlights changes in the staff's evaluation of environmental
effects of operating the Callaway Plant in the lignt of information gained
since the FES-CP was issued in 1975. No discussion is provided of those
imoacts for which there has been no new information or change since the coa-struction review.

The major change is a consequence of the decision to defer construction ofUnit 2.
Analyses and conclusions in the FES-CP regarding environmental impactsapplied to two units. The analyses in this section (except as noted) also arefor two units; however, the conclusions pertain only to the operation ofCAL-1. Conclusions for operation of CAL-1 alone can be drawn from the two-

unit analyses because the one-unit impacts do not exceed the two unit impacts.
Other changes are relatively minor, and are summarized below.

Changes in land-use imoacts due to operation of the sludge lagoons and revised
estiniates prompted by updated information are discussed. Water-use and hydro-
logical imoacts are reexamined and updated to reflect enanges in plant design
and operation and more recent 2nvironmental data. Air quality impacts are
reexamined using onsite meteorological data collected after 1975. Terrestrial-
and aquatic-ecology impacts are reviewed and uodated. Historic snd archeo-
logical sites are reviewed in the light of new information gained during thesite visit. Socioeconomic impacts are reviewed and updated. Information on
radiological impacts of normal operation has been revised to reflect updated
knowledge gained since the FES-CP was issued. The material on plant accidents
now contains information that has been revised ano updated to include Class 9
accidents and the lessons learned from the accident at Three Mile Island,Unit 2.

The latest information on environmental effects of the uranium fuelcycle and decommissioning is provided.

Operational monitoring programs are to be conducted in accordance with the
Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) to oe issued by NRC as part of the coera-ting license.

The EPP will require the applicant, as licensee, to (1) notify
NRC if enanges in olant design or operation occur, or if tests or experiments
affecting the environment are performed, provided that sucn changes, tests, or
exoeriments involve an unreviewed environmental question; (2) maintain specific

' e~nvirondntall'yTelated Fecorcs; (3[ report violati~ons of conditions stated in-~-

One NpCE5 oermit or state certification oursuant to Section 401 of the Clean
Water Aci;'a'n~d (i)' report 'unusuar o'r"i'mport' ant'inviro'nmentiT~eien.s. '

.
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5.2 LAND USE

Much cf the discussion in the FES-CP of operational impacts on land use (FES-CP,
Secs. 5.3.4, 5.4.4, 5.5.4, and 5.6.1) remains valid. The following analyses
of potential land-use impacts are provided to take into consideration the
addition of sludge lagoons, other plant-design changes, and new information
gained since the FES-CP was issued.

Of the 2925 ha (7230 acres) constituting the plant site, peripheral land,
corridor area, and land committed to the plant by UE ownership, about 92 ha
(228 acres), of wnich 90% was prime farmland, will be used in the operation of
the Callaway Plant (ER-OL, Sec. 5. 7.1. 3). An additional area of 300 ha
(2000 acres) will be unavailable for puolic use during the operational lifetime
of the plant. It includes 300 ha (750 acres) of prime farmland (ER-OL,Fig. 2.1-34).

Recovery for sucsecuent use as terrestrial nabitat is expected on about half
the area impatted by construction. Recovery of terrestrial habitat lost to
settlement ponds (36 na or 88 acres) and the initial three sludge lagoons
(11 ha or 25 acres) should take place during the operational lifetime of the
plant. Temocrary destruction of an additional 46 ha (114 acres) of terres-
trial habitat will occur as a result of the construction and use of 13 addi-
tional sludge lagoons. All the land committed to use for sludge lagoons will"

become terrestrial habitat or be available for agriculture at the end of the
operational lifetime of the plant. Other changes in plant design, discussed
in Section 4.2.1, will have a negligible effect on land use.

Land use for the period 1977-1982 has been guided by an initial land-management
plan developed in cooperation with the Stata ' Missouri (Sec. 4.2.2). The
staff believes that this cooperative plan 41 f1 minimize adverse land-use
impacts and probaoly lead to beneficial effects because it provides expert
planning and advice that was not made availaole for the plant site and adjacent
areas prior to 1977, and recommends that it be continued with whatever imorove-
ments may oe indicated by experience gained during the initial period.

The land use imoacts due to operation of CAL-1 alone will not be very dif-
ferent from tnose due to operation of two units (the major difference ceing
that fewer slucge lagoons will be neeced), but they will be lest.

The staff concludes that land-use impacts due to operation of CAL-1 will not
exceed estimates given in the FES-CP. There will be some recovery from land-use
imoacts that have already occurred as a consequence of construction of the
plant, and some of the operational impacts will be temporary. The land-use
imoacts may Oe summarily characteri:ed as small.

5.3 WATER

5.3.1 use
.

The average / maximum net water use (intake less discharge) for coeration of two
units at the Callaway Plant would be aoout 1500/1900 L/s (24,000/30,000 gpm)
(Sec. 4.2.3). All the water for operating the plant would be taken from the
Missouri River, and would amount to about 0.1% of the average flow, accut
0.7% of the 7-day 10 year low flow, and about Z% of the lowest recorded flow
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; - (Sec. 4.3.1.1). No groundwater will be used for Callaway Plant operations.
Water use for a si gre unit will be about one-half the use for two units, or
about 750/950 L/s (12,000/15,000 gpe) for average / maximum net water use. On
the basis of these data, the staff concludes that the water-resource commitment
for operation of CAL-1 will be small and that this water use will have no
impact on surface-water supplies downstream or on organisms inhabiting the-river.

5.3.2 Quality

Water quality impacts will be caused by chemical and other wastes in the plant
effluent discharging into the Missouri River. They were examined by the staff
during the construction review (FES-CP, . Secs. 5.3.1 and 5.4.1). There have
been changes in concentrations of wastes in the plant effluent due to enanges
in plant design, operating procedures, and environmental data- (Secs. 4.2.6 -

and 4.3.2). The consequent changes in surface-water quality impacts are
examined below.

5.3.2.1 Surface Water

The revised estimates of the chemical wastes in the plant effluent that are
discharged into the Missouri River are given in Table 4.2. The values in the
taole are for two operating units; the changes needed to make them applicable
to one unit are described in the first footnote to the table and in Sec-tion 4.2.6.1.

The major change in the plant effluent is due to the addition of sludge lagoons
to collect most of the sediment from the makeup water. As a consequence, the-

concentration of suspended solids in the river downstream from the discharge
point will be decreased rather than increased. In addition, most of the
polyelectrolyte, which is adsorbed by the suspended particles, will remain in
the sludge lagoons witn the sediment instead of being discharged to the river.

Other changes that affect the quality of the river water below the discharge
point are as follows.

A new estimate of the amount of organic phosphonate dispersant needed for
scaling control, provided by the aaplicant, is smaller by a factor of four and
leads to a corresponding reduction in the estimate of the affluent phosononate.

concentration by a factor of four. Gaseous chlorine will be replaced by
! sodium hypochlorite for biocide control, but this does'not appreciably change

the applicant's estimated discharge of residual chlorine. The free available
cnlorine at the outfall from cooling-tower blowdown will still be within the
limits of 0.5 mg/L for the daily maximum and 0.2 mg/L for the monthly average
for coeration of either one or two units (Sec. A.2.5.1). The estimated con-
centrations of sodium, sulfate, copoer, and total dissolved solids in the
plant effluent, based on tne apolicant's data and reviewed by the staf f, nave
increased by 18%, 51%, 46%, and 3%, respectively. These and other cnanges in
the estimated chemical-discharge concentrations given in Table 4.2 are not _'

large enougn to alter any of the conclusions stated in the FES-CP (Sec. 5.3)
'

regarding water quality imoacts. The concentrations of dissolved cocoer and
nickel (less than- 0.8 mg/L each) in tne plant effluent are within the NPOES
limits (Tables 4.1 and 2.2 and Aap. 3). Changes in the concentrations of
dissolved solids in the river after mixing are mostly due to the use of updated'

. . - - - .. .. . -. - -, . -- , .- -
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values of the maximum measured corcentrations in the river prior to afxing(Sec. 4.3.2).

Under 7-day 10 year low-flow conditions (280,000 L/s or 9900 cfs), the concen-
tration of all dissolved substances present in the Missouri River would be
increased up to about 0.7% as a consequence of the loss of up to 1900 L/s
(66 cfs) of water cy evaporation, nearly all in the cooling towers. (Thisincrease is for operation.of two units; CAL-1 alone would cause an increase of
less than about 0.4%. );

This increase . is not expected to produce observable
adverse impacts on the downstream water quality.

The .numoer of fecal-coliform bacteria already present in the Missouri River
water was found to exceed state water quality standards (ER-OL, p. 2.2-5).
Operation of the plant will probably have a very small but favorable imcact on
the number of bacteria; the biocide treatment.will kill a large fraction of
the bacteria in the cooling water, and treatment of sanitary wastes should be

-

sufficient so that the number of bacteria returned to the river in the discharge
should be less than the number removed from the river in the intake.

The applicant asserts that the Callaway Plant will be in compliance with all
acolicable state and Federal regulations regarding plant effluents (ER-OL,Rev. 2, Sec. 3.6.10). EPA standards for existing sources are appifcable(ER-OL, App. 5B). The applicable standards are stated in NPOES Permit
No. MO-0098001 issued to the applicant by the State of Missouri (App. 3). The
staff concurs with the applicant's assertion and concludes, on the basis of
the foregoing analysis and review of data submitted by the applicant and of
the analysis and review in the FES-CP, that the surface-water quality impactscaused by operation of CAL-1 will be small.

5.3.2.2 Groundwater

No plant use of groundwater is projected during the operational stages ofCallaway Units 1 and 2.
into the Missouri River after suitable treatment. Liquid effluent from the plant will be discnarged

There will be no releasesto the groundwater as a result of normal plant operation.

The staff concludes that operation of the Callaway ?lant will have no effect
on grounewater use in the area.

5.3.3 Floodolain Ascects

Construction of the intake structures and discnarge outlet had already begun
i

at the time Executive Order 11988, Floocolain. Management, was signed in May1977. Therefore, it is the staff's conclusion tnat consideration of alterna-
tive locations for those structures identified as Seing in the floocplain is
neither reouired nor cracticable.

.

For the Missouri River in the vicinity of tne plant intake and discharge -
structures and cocking facility, 'the L4 cnance (100 year) flood discharge is -

17. 3 x 106 L/s (610,000 cfs). The rating curve for the river at this location
shows the water level corresponding to this discharge as elevation 162 ai (533 ft) MSL Portions of these structures are, oy design, located below thiselevation. However, the intake structure is designed to remain functional -

curing the 200 year ficed (water elevation 154 m or 539 ft MSL). In addis'en,

, .,- - - . _ . . . ~. . . . . . - , . .- - - - ,
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the plant can 3e safely shut down using the onsite cooling towers, which areunaffected by M10touri River floods.

The 100 year floodplain of the Missouri River is about 3000 m (10,000 ft) wide
at the location of the intake and discharge outlet. These structures, along
with an access road running from State Highway 94, extend about 600 m (2000 ft)
into the 100 year floodplain on the north side of the river. However, a
preexisting levee system, although overtopped by the 100 year flood, greatly
reduces the conveyance that would otherwise exist in the affected overbank

The additional reduttion in channel conveyan; i caused by the road andarea.

structures is considered to be minor, and upstream erfects on 100 year flood-water level will be negligible. The 100 year floocolai . of the Missouri River
at the site and the location of floocplain structures is shown in Figure 5.1.

The Callaway Plant is located on the high point of a plateau; therefore, there
will be no interaction between plant structures and the floccolains of streamscraining the plant area.

In conclusion, the effect on the 100 year flood levels of any streams in the
vicinity of the site due to the construction or operation of the CallawayPlant will be negligible.

5. 4 AIR QUALITY

5. 4.1 Foq and Ice

The only significant source of fog and ice from plant operations wit' be from
the cooling towers. Contributions from other plant sources, such as the
ultimate heat sink, are exoected by the staff to be smaller. The fogging and
icing imoacts from the cooling towers were examined by the staff during the
construction review (FES-CP, Sec. 5.1.2.3); they have been reexamined in the
lignt of new data provided by the applicant on drift emission rates and plume
enaracteristics (RR-OL, Sec. 5.1).

The generation of visible plumes, wnich remain aloft sometimes for extended
distances, is the most apparent atmospheric effect of natural-draft cooling-tower operation. An analysis of the visible plumes generated by two towers,
based on thren. years of onsite meteorological data as mocel incut rather than
the more limited offsite data used in the preconstruction analysis, has been
provided by the applicant (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.4.1). The acolicant predicted that
the plumes from both towers will extend less than 1200 m (4000 ft) 43% of tne
time, more than 3000 m (10,000 ft) 23% of the time, and greater than 5000 m
(20,000 ft) 3% of the time (ER-OL, Taole 5.1-1). The staff has reviewed thisanalysis and concludes taat it is reasonable. These results cannot be comoareddirectly with the single-tower calculations because plume effects for two
towers are not additive; however, they do crovide loose uocer limits for piume
lengths from a single tower.

Grouno-level fogging in areas of level terrain can result when the cooling- - '

tower plume descends to tne surface. If this occurs unen surface temperatures
are celow freezing, icing can result. The revisec analysis by the soplicant
predicts two additional hours per year of ground fogging (but no icing) fr0m
two towers operating at maximum capacity (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.4.1 and Table 5.1-2).
These precictions are supported by puolisned reports hicn state that natural-

. , _ _-- _ - .-
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draft cooling towers rarely induce ground fogging or icing (Refs.1 and 2).
Therefora, ground-level fogging and icing due to cooling-tower operation are
not expected to be frequent occurrences at or near the Callaway site.

The possibility of increased ground-level humidity due to the moisture emitted
from th cooling tower has been examined by the applicant (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.4.1).The findings indicate that, over a three year period, such increases are
expected to occur less than 1% of the time, primarily because the large tower
height and great heat flux from the tower result in elevated plumes that
rarely reach the ground.

The visible plume from a natural-draft cooling tower will reduce the amount of
sunshine reaching the ground below. Studies have indicated that reductions in
sunsnine of up to 20 min /d can occur in the immediate vicinity of such towers.
At distances of about 10 km (5 mi) such reductions drop to 1 min /d. Thus, it
is reasonable to expect plume-shadowing effects of a similar magnitude in thevicinity of the ".11 3way site.

It was assumed at the time the FES-CP was issued, on the basis of information
from puolished studies, that the vertical extant of the plume should neither
create cumulus clouds nor produce precipitation (primarily snow in winter)
downwind from the site. Such phenomena have subsequently been obst'.rved at
other natural-draft cooling towers, although they occur relatively infrequently
(Refs.1 and 2). The staff considers such a small. and infrequent increase in
precipitation and creation of cumulen clouds to be generally neutral e- benign
impacts and, therefore, does not concider this new information to be suffic ient
basis for revising its conclusions regarding cooling-tower impacts.

The staff concludes, on the basis of the foregoing considerations, that the
contributions to fogging and icing from operation of the CAL-1 natural-draft
cooling tower will be negligib!e.

5.1. 2 Emissions and Dust

5.4.2.1 Ccoling-Towar Grift

Estimatas of the total rate of emission of solids in the cooling-tower drift
! from botn towers (30 g/s or 4 lb/ min) and of the comoosition of these soifds

(mostl,' calcium, sodium and magnesium sulfates, caroonates, chlorices, and
silicanes) were reviewed and uodated by the staff (Sec. 4.2.5.3) on the basis
of new data provided by the arplicar.t. The emission rate is 30% higher than,

'

areconstruction estimates. The revised estimate is still within the expected
range for natural-draft cooling towers, for which the Ocserved drift effacts
are small and limited to the immediate vicinity of one cooling tower (9ef. 2).
Hence, the staff does not cor.sicer this increase _ to be sufficient to alter
conclusions stated in the FES-CP regarding air quality imoacts from cooling- -

;

i

tower drift, and concludes that those cue to operation of CAL-1 will be smali.
: Terrestrial impacts from drift f allout are considereo in Section 3.5.1.2.
|

.

| 5. 4. 2. 2 Other Emissions and Dust

As stated in the ES-CP, nonradioactive atmosaheric pollutants (e.g. oxides ofnitrogen and 50 ) crocuced by operation of auxiliary boilars and diesels2

snould not have a significant imoact on air quality in the vicinity of the,

clant.j.
|

i
i

I
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; 5.4.3 Monitorina

The operational phase of the onsite meteorological measurements program will
be essentially the same as the preoperational program described in the FES-CP.
Because of the increased emphasis on real-time assessments of atmospheric-
dispersion conditions during plant operation, the following information will
be monitored in the controi room:

1. Wind speed and direction at tr e 10 , 60 , and 90-m levels,
2. Vertical temperature difference between 10 m and 50 m and between 10 m

and 90 m,

3. Dry-bulb and dew point temoeratures at 10 m, and,

4 Precipitation near the ground.

Procedures to imorove data recovery during the operational program snould beimplemented by the applicant.

5.5 ECOLOGY

5.5.1 Terrestrial

The terrestrial-ecology impactr. that were expected to be caused by operation
of the plant were assessed curing the construction permit review (FES-CP,Secs. 5.3.3, 5.4.3, and 5.5.3). Additional impacts that are expected to occur
during operatior, but were not considered previously, and -impacts that were
reevaluated in the light of changes in plant design operating procedures, orsnew meteorological data, are considered below. The permanent loss of terres-
trial haoitat from the presence and operation of the Callaway Plant is about
92 ha (223 acres) (Sec. 5.2); other temocrary losses related to plant operation
are described below.

5.5.1.1 Sludge Lagoons
,

There 4ill be a temporary loss of aoout 57 ha (140 acres) of terrestrial
habitat, mostly pasture and old f armland, to excavation of the sludge lagoons
(Fig. 4.2) as they are used for plant operations (Refs. 3 and 4). The loss of
11 ha (26 acres) has already occurred; the loss of up to 46 ha (114 acres)
could occu- during the operational lifetime of the plant ('Jnits 1 and 2).Most of tne suspended solids in the makeup water from the river, and the
polyelectrolyte added to the makeup water to coagulate the suspended solids,
will ce deposited in the sludge lagoons instead of being returned to the river
as originally planned. After - each sludge lagoon is filled witn sediment

,

removed from the Missouri River vater, ne area will ce fertili:ed and reseeded
with a mixture of grasses and otner ground cover to restore it to a state .~

*nere native plarts are sufficiently establishec to maintain a natural cover.
The staff concisdes that, if the foregoing plans are implemented, the sludge ~

lagoons and rock quarry will have a small and temporary, out not oermanent,
'

negative impact on tne terrestrial ecology.

The tooograpny of the plant site and the location of the plant facilities are
such that no accelerated erosion will occur c.s a consequence of the existence

, , .- - . . . -- -
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or operation of the plant, after construction activities and final landscapinghave been. completed.

The sludge lagoons might occasionally serve as a resting place for waterfawl,
but they will be less attractive than the settling ponds and nearby naturalbodies of water. They provide no food and are more susceptible to interferenceby man. They will not act as potential sites for algal bloems because their
high levels of suspended solids will inhibit . algal growth. Or,the basis of
the foregoing considerations, the staff concludes that the studge lagoons do
not pose a hazard to the ecosystem.

5. 5.1. 2 Cooling-Tower Emissions

Terrestrial impacts resulting from cooling-tcwer emissions were reexamined by
the staff in the light of new data provided by the applicant on emission
rates, crift comoosition, plume characteristics, and arift-f allout distribution
(Secs, a.2.5.3, 5.4.1, and 5.4.2.1). This information is used to update the
preconstruction discussion of terrestrial imcacts from cooling-tower emissions(FES-CP, Sec. 5.1.2.3).

Fog and Ice

The fogging and icing that might result from cooling-tower emissions and other
plant sources are examined in Section 5.4.1 and found to be negligible; hence,.
the staff concludes that there will be no terrestrial imoacts from fogging andicing as a consequence of operation of CAL-1.

Grift Fallout

The preconstruction calculation of the gec;rapnical distribution of crift
fallcut for two units (FES-CP, Taole 5.6) has been revised by the acolicant
using more recent meteorological data and providing more cetail (ER-OL, Rev. 2,Table 5.1-6). The staff has reviewed the applicant's calculation and concludes
that it is reasonable. It should be noted tnat the applicant's' moceling
results are very conservative in that they neglect evaporation of drift drop-
lets and, hence, overestimate the numoer of droplets (i.e. the amounts of
solids) that do, in fact, reach the ground. The estimated maximum deoositionrate of 4.5 g/m2 cer year (1.1 ton /mi2 per montn), nica will occur at a
location aoout 2500 m (3200 f t) directly north of the cooling towers (ER-OL,Rev. 2, Table 5.1-6, corrected for revised estimate of total emission rate),
is well below the stancard of 15 ton /mi2 per month for settleable particalates
establisned by the State of Missouri (ER-0L, 5ec. 3.6.11). Decosition rates
for operation of CAL-1 alone will be one-nalf tne rates stated. acove, wnicn
are for both units. ' The comcosition of the drift will be as described in Sec-tion 4.2.5.3. Natural rainfall will prevent a buildup of salt deoosits in tne
soil. A review of experience with fresnwater cooling towers, coth in tnis
country anc aoroad, has failed to provice any findings of an environmental .

-

effect beyona the immediate vicinity of tne cooling towers (Ref. 2). There fore ,
tne staff concluces that terrestrial impacts due to cooling-tower-crift fallout .

resulting from coeration of CAL-1 sill be small.

i

- - -.- , , _ . - - - . - .- - - - - -- _, ,
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5.5.1.3 Bird Impaction

Bird kills by collision with cooling towers have been studied and reviewed
(Refs. 5 and 6). The ha:ard is greatest on overcast nights during migration.
There are no data for estimating the extent of bird kills that might be expected
at the Callaway Plant, but all lighting on the towers should be intermittent,
hign-intensity strace lights. This type of lignting will serve adecuata.ly for
aircraf t .arning, and it will not attract birds as do nonblinking lignts
(Ref. 7). This mode of illumination should decrease the number of birdskilled by collision with the towers. The staff expects that, with such precau-
tions, the number of birds killed will be small relative to their populations.
5.5.1.2 oise

The ;oises of coeration creduced by the power plant and the cooling towers -

sili be less than 70 cBA at the fence (Sec. 5.3.5). This is witnin
5FA-recommended limits for the sound power level for uncopulated land. The
' cund will return to amoient levels at 1700 m (5600 ft) from the cooling,

towers. The major source of noise, the cooling towers, resemoles the noise of
small waterfalls and, consectently, will not disturo resident wildlife.
5.5.1.5 Transmission Lines

The RCWs for both transmission lines have alreacy been built. Selective
cutting was used througnout; wnere streams were crossed, vegetation on the
banks was not disturned; and there 'oundations have been or wil' be dug,
contouring, reseeding, and fertilitation of the disturned area are being
undertaken to prevent erosion (ER-OL,- Aap. 4A). The cleared tree trunks have
been windrawed along the edge of the R0W; branches and limos have been removed.
The amount of forest that nas been removed (270 ha or 570 acres) is a small
fraction of tne forestland that exists in the area. Where the RCWs go througn
the forest, ecotone communities will develop along the edges. The staff
believes that new flora and fauna will e the same as in the conti, acus similar
communities that will serve as the source of new immigrants.

Potential coerational hazards of hign voltage transmission lines, sucn as
ozone, noise, snock nazards, and low-level electric fields, have Oeen stacied.
The effects of these coerational by-creducts on terrestrial ecosystems was
thoroughly reviewed for a 500-kV transmission line (Ref. 2) and none of these
cotential hazards .as found to have a measurable imoact. The Callaway slant
will use lower-voltage 345-kV lines; therefore, tne staff concludes that it is
unlikely these factors will have any measursole imcact on terrestrial ecology.

Bird collisions with tne transmission lines are most likely to occur witn
oirds tnat fly in flocks, :uca as starlings, tlackcirds, and grackles; the
estimated death rate due to sucn collisions is less than five cieds cer line-mile per year (Ref 9). The imoact of these deatas on the poculation of thesa

.
'

ubicuit0us species .ould not be detectacle.
-

The towers will provide new roosts for ractors along the length of tne RCW.
g ihe effects of crecator prey relationships will ce in favor of ne ractors.

This is cesiracle ~cecause acceptable ractor nacitat is Test .ith most Of man's
new construction projects. -
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The Callaway-Bland transmission line crosses the Gasconade River at one point.
The Gasconade River has been inc uded, in its entirety, in the first. Nationwide
River Inventory listing of rivers that might qualify for designation in the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System (Ref.10). The Callaway-Bland line
uses an existing RCW for about half the length, including the Gascor.ade Rivercrossing. The river banks are not distrubed at the crossing and the closest
towers' are set far back; a screen of willows on one bank and a hign bank on
the other side block any view of the towers from small boats on the river.
The staff concludes that the impact of the RCW crossing has been minimized as
much as is reasonably possible, and that there will be no adverse effect that
could preclude inclusion of the Gasconade River in the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System or alter its potential classification within it.

On the basis of the foregoing considerations and information provided in the
FES-CP, the staff concludes tnat terrestrial-ecology imoacts of the transmis-

-sion lines during operatioit of CAL-1 will ce small.

5.5.1.6 Monitoring

A recommendation in the FE5-CP (Secs. 5.1.4.2 and 6.2.4.2) was that the appli-
cant's postconstruction monitoring should include an analysis of the enemicalcomposition of the soil and leaf litter. This was to ensure verification of
the prediction that the cooling-tower drift would not adversely affect thesoil enemistry and, therefore, any placts growing in the soil. On the basis
of the considerations discussed above, the staff concludes that the potential
for damage to the surrounding ecosystem caused oy the water and enemicals in
drift expected to come from tne CAL-1 cooling tower will be small. Neverthe-
less, the staff believes it is prudent to undertake a limited-term inspection
program because a margin of uncertainty exists in the foregoing conclusion.
An acceptacle monitoring program is best accomplished by means of infrared
aerial pnotography with accompanying ground truth. A program to accomolish
this will be specified in an environmental protection plan that will be
included as Acpendix 3 of the operating license. This plan also will include
requirements for promot reporting by tne licensee of any occurrence of imcor-
tant events that potentially could result in significant environmental imcactcausally relatec to plant operation. Examples of such events are excessive
oird cestruction due to collision with plant f acilities, onsite plant- or
animal-disease cutoreaks, and mortality of any species protected by the Endan-
gerec Species Act of 1973 as amended.

5.5.2 Acuatic

The acuatic-ecology imoacts that wr.re expected to be caused by coeration of
the plant (both units) were asses <.ed during the construction review (FES-CP,Secs. 1. 4.1, 5.1.1, 5.1. 2, 5. 3.1, 5.1.1, and 5. 5.1) . Changes in clant cesign
and planned coerating procedures tnat have occurred since the FES-CP aas

-

issued and that mignt affect acuatic-ecciogy imcacts are described in Sec-
tions 4.2.1, 4.2.3, 2.2.4, and 2.3.4.2. Consequent enanges in aquatic-ecology

,imcacts are discussed teicw.

5.5.2.1 Imoingement and Entrainment

The recesign of the intake structure (Sec. 4.2.4.1) has increased tne si:e of
the incividual amoayments, and thus reduced maximum 4ater velocity througn the

. - . .- - - - .- - .- -
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screens (now estimated at 0.18 m/s or 0.6_ft/s). These new conditions willsiightly lessen the potential for impingement and entrainment.
,

The relocation
of the intake-structure base and gates will not affect the number of organisms
that might enter the opening and, therefore, should not alter the losses of
aquatic biota due to imoingement and/or entrainment, as compared with the
losses assessed in the FES-CP.

3ecause optimal operation of the intake-strur ture pumps is at a fixed pumping
rate chosen for afficient overall operation, more water will be withdrawn from
the river at c" 'cin times of the ye.c than is necessary fer cooling-towercoeration. This excess water will be d2scharged directly back into the Missouri
River througn the common discharge pipe (Sec. a.2.4.1). Periods of excess
water withdrawal will coincide with high or normal river flows; therefore,
scour associatcd with discnarging this excess water will be minimal.

The closed-cycle cooling design with low makeup volume and intake velocitywill minimize entrainment ar.d imaingement losses. The conclusion stated in
tne FES-CP was that the impacts would be minor and insignificant to the riverfish populations.

This conclusion remains valid. Limited fisheries of theriver in the site vicinity ('ec. 4.3.7.3) further reduce the likelihood of
socioeconomic impacts from irtake lesses of fish.

Results of the 315(b) moni-toring studies, as required oy the NPDES permit, will indicate if additional
mitigative measures are needed (Sec. 5.5.2.4).

5.5.2.2 Thermal Discharge

The thermal-discharge effects associated with the thermal plume created by
discharge of the blowdown into the Missouri River were analyzed during the
construction review (FE3-CP, Sec. 5.1.2.1). The staff has updated that analysis
to take into account the following changes that have been introduced since theconstruction review: (1) a correction in the value used for the 7-day 10 year
low flow for the river; (2) new data for the maximum ambient river temperature;
(3) repositioning of the discharge pioe; and (4) the decision to defer construc-tion af the second unit.
therm &I' discharge impacts is given below.An analysis of the effect of these changes on the

Missouri water-temperature standards for the Missouri River, as amenced through
10 July 1980, are uncnanged from thosa considered in the :ES-CP. These stan-
dards require tnat effluents not elevate or depress stream temperatures more
than 2.3 C (5 F) or cause the stream temoerature to exceed 32*C (90*F) outsidethe mixing zone. As a guideline for the design of outfalls, no more than 25%
of the cross-sectional area or volume of a stream shall be allowed as a mixingzone (Ref. 11). The only adoitional requirement, as soecified in the NPOES
Permit No. MO-0098001 (Apo. 3), is that the discharge be controlled, limitad
to a maximum aischarge temoerature of 35*C (55 F), and monitored continuouslyon a 24-nour recorder.

:

Thermal plume analyses were performed by the acclicant and verified by the
_staff (FES-CP, Sec. 5.1.2.1). The two conditions investigated were:

1. Extreme January low river flow (the 7-day 10 year low flow) and extreme
outfall-temcerature difference (AT) above amoient river temperature and

, _ - _ _ - . _
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2.
Highest ambient river temperature ever ' recorded, the lowest legal flow!.

maintained by the Corps of Engineers for the period of the year most.
likely to have the high temperature, and discharge flow and temperaturevalues higher than ever expected.

*

The thermal plumes for these two cases are shown in the FES-CP-(Fig. 5.1).
For Case 1,

the 7-day 10 year low flow of- 280,000 L/s (9900 cfs, ER-OL,
calculation (240,000 L/s or 8500 cfs, FES-CP Sec. 5.1.2.1). Table 2.4-5) is larger than tne value used for the original thermal-dischargeThe discharge
temperature used in the analysis was about A*C (7*F) higher than the expected
discharge temcerature; nence, the maximum difference, AT, between the tempera-
ture of the effluent and the river at the point of _ discharge will be less 1;hanthe assumed value. Thus, the the ml plume is excected to be smaller than
predicted in the FES-CP, and the wate. temperature standards will be satisfied.

For Case 2, it was snown that an extreme discharge temperature of 35*C-(95*F)
and a maximum ambient river temperature of 30*C (87*F) will satisfy water-
quality standards. - However, an ambient temperature of 32*C (90*F) nas been

The maximum discharge temperatures are estimated to be 34.4*C (94*F) andobserved at Boonville, Missouri, in both July and August (ER-OL, Table 3.4-4).
33.9*C (93*F) in these two months, respectively. Thus, the AT for two oper-
estimated (FES-CP, Fig. 5.1).ating units will be smaller and the plume will be smaller than previously

;
~

extreme case are even less thaa,Although the environmental effects of this
site will reduce the stream temperature to 32*C (90*F) or be'.:w outside thepreviously predicted, no mixing zone of anymixing zone.

The state water quality standards do not address themselves to
this possibility; therefore, no definite conclusion as to compliance or viola-
tion of the standards can be made. However, it can be stated that, under this
condition, the discharge will increase the river temperature by an undetectable
amount within a short distance from the discnarge structure.

The repositioning of the discharge pipe from 148 m (187 ft) MSL to 150 m
(193 ft) MSL (Sec. 4.2.4.3 and Fig, a.3; cf. ER-CP, Fig. 3.4-4) will not./ fact the results of the thermal plume analysis because a two-dimensional
model was used for tne analysis (ER-CP, Apo. 5A).

small enanges tnat are not taken into account ~4ecositioning could intro-duce
in the two-dimensional

model; the stresses introduced by these changes will either te the same or
smaller (e.g. there will be a reduction in the flow velocit/ and thermal; gradient at the river bottom). Therefore, the conclusion that losses of
aquatic oiota due to thermal plume effects will not be significant (FES-CP,Sec. 5.1.2.1) is still valid. The spatial separation between the fish escape
cortal and the discharge plume is still sufficient to avoid thermal stress toorganisms leaving the intake structure by this route, and the plume still
allows sufficient bypass for other organisms in the river. Imcacts to benthicinverteorates from river-cottom scouring and tnermal ' stress were considered in
the construction review and found to be acceptacle (FES-CP, Sec. 5.1.2.2); 7
recositioning Gill decrease tnese
current will be farther from the river bottom.imoacts, because the discharge flow or

1 _

i

The difference in temoerature between the river water and the plant effluent,averagad over each month,
,

is expected to vary from A*C (7*F) in August to 16*C(29*F) in January, with a yearly average of 10*C (IS*F). The average rate at

- - -, -- . . . . . .- , - . . - ..
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which heat would be discharged into the river if both units operated continu-
ously is 1.0 x 107 J/s, as calculated from the average monthly river-effluent
temperature difference and average monthly effluent flow and averaged over one
year (ER-OL. Table 3.4-4; ER-OL, Rev.1, Table 3.4-2).

The analyses that led to the results summarized above were based on the co a-tion of two units. The areal extent of the plume for the operation of CAL I
alone will be less, althougn not necessarily half the value listed, because
the area of the plume will not be directly proportional to- the flow rate.

The environmental consequences of thermal discharge to the river were examined
previously and found to be small and in compliance with water quality standards
of the State of Missouri, including those stated in NPOES Permit No MO-0098001(Acp.

3) for two unit operation under the expected extreme conditions (FES-CP,Sec. 5.1.2.1).
,

Inasmucn as one-unit operation will have a lesser potential for aquatic impacts
due to thermal effects, the staff concludes that the environmental consequences
of thermal discnarge to the river will still be small and that the thermal
discharge will sti'l be in comoliance with the requiremects of the State ofMissouri.

5.5.2.3 Chemical Discharges

Aquatic impacts from chemical (including biocidal) discharges and other nonra-
aicactive wastes were examined during the construction review (FES-CP,
Secs. 5.3.1 and 5.4.1). Changes in discharges of chemical and other nonradio-
active-waste materials that have occurred since the construction review arediscussed in Sections 4.2.5 and 4.3.2. The consequent changes in water qualityare discussed in Section 5.3.2. The aquatic-ecology impacts that may occur as
a consequence of the water quality changes are considered below.

Taole 4.2, which provides a list of the revised estimates of the chemical
wastes discharged to the Missouri River, includes a list of annotations pro-
vided by the appifcant that gives a summary indication of the maximum levels
of cnemicals and other water quality attributes that have been found not to Deharmfui to aquatic life.

The maximum observed ambient river concentrations of several substances are
already above the maximum levels not harmful to aquatic life (Table 4.2).
Amoient concentrations of cooper and cadmium that may be toxic to aquatic
organisms were found (ER-OL, p. 2.2-5). These concentrations will be further
increased by operation of the Callaway Plant, but the predicted increases will
be small compared to natural fluctuations and within the NPDES limita
(Sec. 5.3.2.1). The staff believes that aquatic ecology impacts due to chem-
icals acced to the river by plant operations will be smali, because tne acuatic
soecies tnat are present in :ne Missouri River nave acaoted to the amoient -

3

levels of dissolved ano suscended substances.

The number of fecal-coliform bacteria already present in tne Missouri River
_

nas found to exceed state water quality standards (ER-OL, p. 2.2-5).water

Goeration of the plant will orocaoly heve a very small but favorable incact on
the numcer of bacteria; the biocide treatment will kill a large fraction of '

the cacteria in the cooling water so tnat very few of the bacteria removed in
the makeup water aill be returned in the discharge.

. _, __ _
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On the basis of the foregoing analysis and review of data submitted by the
applicant and of. the analysis and review in the FES-CP, the staff concludes
that tha impacts due te discharge of chemical and other nonradioactive wastes-
on th. tic ecology cat *4d by operation of both units would be comparableto o- "- 7 those presanted in the FES-CP. The overall nonradioactive-waste- imoacts from operation of CAL-1 alone will be smaller by a.,s
factor two.

5.5.2.4 Monitoring

Since issuance of the construction permits for the Callaway Plant in 1976, it
has been concluded in a number of decisions interpreting Section 511 of the

'

Clean Water Act that the NRC does not have responsibility for imposing opera-
tional monitoring conditions for protection of the aquatic environment, inas-
mucn as the act placed that responsibility on the USEPA or agreement states.
The certifications and permits required under the Clean Water Act pro' vide the

-

mecnanisms for protection of water quality and aquatic biota. Operational
monitoring of plant effluents will be required by the NPOES permit issued by
the State of Missouri (App. 3). A fish-impingement and entrainment monitoring
program, as required under Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act, has been
.eviewed and approved by the Missouri Department of Natural Resources. That
program has been defined in tne NPOES permit and will provide information nec-
essary for the state to determine if further mitigation of intake losses isnecessary. NRC will rely on the decision made by the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources, under the authority of the Clean Water Act, for any require-
ment for intake-design changes, should they be necessary.

5. 5 ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES

The only Federally listed endangered terrestrial species that has been re-
in Callaway County is the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

ported

(Sec. 4.3.5). The Callaway Plant and its transmission-line R0Ws will not
disturb any knuwn nesting or feeding areas; hence, the operation of CAL-1 willnave no froact on tnis species. Two other Federally listed endangered or
threatened terrestrial species, the peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) and

,

'

gray bat (Myotis grisescens), have been observed in neignooring counties
(Osage and Gasconace) (5ec. 4.3.5). Tia piant site is too distant to have any
imoact on there species; the cave in which the gray bat was found is 'not closeto tne R0W,

and tne imoacts of transmission-line operation on the peregrine
'alcon would be r.egligible aven if tne R0W went inrougn the territory in wnichit was caserved;
affect these species.nence, the itaff concludes the c operation of CAL-1 will not

*

The only Federally listed endangered aquatic species tnat has been reported
for tne area of concern is the oink mucket pearly mussel .('.amosilis articulata<

!

oroiculata), .nien has been found in tne Gacconace and Osage Rivers (Sec. 4.3.5).
Sano 3,1 gravel are the oreferred haoitat, althougn muc may also be 2.cep?aole. '

.

Turoid waters sucn as those of the F'ssouri River are unlikel" haoitats; in
fact, tne Missouri River is considered a natural barrier (Ref. 12). Therefore, '

the staff concluces that coeration of CAL-1 will not have an impact on the
cinK mucket pearly mussel.

The staff nas also considered the imoacts of CAL-1 operation on rare and
encangered animal and plant species from the state list that have been observed

.

L

*
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near the plant (Sec. 4.2.5). They are the marsh hawk (circus cyaneus), sharp-
shinned hawk (Acciater striatus), brown bullhead (Ictaluru_s neoulosus), long-
tailed weasel-(Mustela fenata), bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucoceanalus alascensis),
ruffed grouse (Bonasa umcellus), and American elm (Ulmus americana) (3ec. 4.3.5).

The Callaway Plant site is not critical habitat for any of the listed species.
Habitat loss is small and has already occurred (Sec. 5.2). Further imoacts

-

due to plant coerations will' be very small; traffic and the numoer of workers
will be less than'during construction, and operational impacts due to cooling-
tower operation and waste discharges have been examined and found to be negli-
gible or small (Secs. 5.3.2, 5.4, and 5.5). Therefore, tne staff concludes
that operation of CAL-1 will not have an adverse impact on any of the rare or
endangered species.

5. 7 HISTORIC AND ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE 5

At the request of the NRC and tne Missou ' Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Parks and Historic Dreservation, the -applicant will undertake a
survey of the area of potential environmental impact related to the operation
and maintenance of the nuclear power plant and associated facilities. Theapolicant is preparing a final reearch design for the completion af the
cultural-resources survey, which will include an assessment of identified
sites and a cultural-resources management plan, which *ill be done in consulta-
tion with the Missouri Department of Natural Resources, Division of Parks and
Historic Preservation. For sites that may subseouently be identified and
considered potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places,
determination-of eligibility requests will be prepared and sent to the Xeeper
of the National Register, with the acclicant taking approcriate measures to-
pistect such sites during the process. A well-designed cultural-resources
management plan will avoid preventable coerational impacts and will assure the
preservation of information wnere disruption is unavoidable.

5.3 SOCI0 ECONOMICS

The expected socioeconomic imoacts due to operation of the Callaway ?lant were
considered prior to the start of construction (FE5-CP, Sec. 5.6). New cata
has become available for some of the impacts; these nave been reexamined and
the credictions have been updated using tne most-recent cata available. Therelevant results are presented below. On the casis of these results, tM
staff concludes that the overall socioeconomic impacts of operating CAi.~1 willbe beneficial.

5. 3.1 Local Econog

UE estimates that CAL-1 will require 291 coerating and maintenanc emolayees,
.=ith a cayroll of 38.1 million in 1982 (ER-OL. Rev. 2, Taole 3.1-9). Certain
.

oositions at tne plant will require people of unique skills that may not
resice in tne local area. The acolicant has estimated that aoout 35 people
aili move into the area to fill these jobs (ER-OL, Rev. 2, p. 310.5-1 and
Taole 3.1-3), and that these employees and their families will add aoout 230
people to tne local population. The soplicant has projected that aoout 5L% of

._these people will_ reside _f n - Fulton, ~ 25% in Jefferson C_ity,10%. in Columota
._and the remainder in other locations (~ER-OL, p. 3.1-5) . The staff estimates

that the numoer of operating and' mairtenance emoloyees required will be locrox ,
imately 60*. greater than estimated by the soolicant. Projections resulting frem
tnis nigner staff estimate will be increasec at the same ratio.

_
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' Indirect jobs (those created locally for supplying the site) and . induced jobs.
(those created by the increase of consumer spending) will be created by theoperation of CAL-1. Based on an appropriate employment multiplier, UE has
estimated that 117 support service jobs will -be added as' a result of CAL-1
operation (ER-OL, Rev. 2, p. 310.5-1 and Table 8.1-8). The staff concurs that
this level of secondary employment could be achieved. Many of these positions
will be filled by local residents, attracting only a few people to move into
the area for these joos.

The transition from construction to operation will result in a net loss of
payroll income. The construction payroll reached a maximum of about
2000 workers with a gross snnual payroll of'about $80 million per year during
1979 to 1981, and will drop rapidly to secut 100 construction workers _ and
$3 million per year in 1983 (ER-CP, Sec. 3.1.3.1.1). The aperating work fcrce~

started with an initial contingent of 40 workers and an. estimated payroll
income of 51 million in 1979,. and is projected by the applicant to reach 231
workers with an estimated payroll income (in current dollars) of 'acout $8 mil-
tion in 1982 (ER-OL, Rev. 2, Table 3.1-9). The staff believes tnat this loss
will be mitigated by the gradual. nature of the transition-from construction to
operation, the greater stability of the operating work force and a tendency
for the operating workers to invest and spend a greater fraction of their
income locally, the increased taxes paid by the applicant to local agencies(Sec. 5.3.2), and the fact that the operational payroll . income will extendover a longer period.

The applicant estimates that retail purchases by plant operating employees.
will be about 32.7 million in 1982 (ER-OL, Rev. 2, Table 3.1-11).

Indirect benefits to the local economy will arise from the purchase of mate-
rials and supplies. Income spent by operating workers residing in the. area
will provide a benefit to local businessmen involved in selling commodities
and services. Howevsr, because of the small ' number of new operating workerhouseholds', the staff concludes that the local benefit would be small and not
necessarily contribute to an increase 11 local employment or expansion of
local businesses.

Purchases of local materials and supplies by the applicant will be limited to
commonly availacle items. Harcware, clerical goods, and consumacle bulk
suoplies will constitute some of these types of local purchases,- ano the
applicant has estimated a 1982 expenditure of $700,000 for these types ofsupplies and materials. Essential components for the facility will te suoplied
directly by the original manufacturers (ER-OL, Sec. ~ 3.1.2.2.1).i

The staffi anticioates that t.he local purchases, which represent a small percentage of
the CAL-1 operating budget, will have a minor impact on the regional economy.

5.3.2. Tax 3enefits,

j

UE, wnicn is a privately owned utility, has begun to pay large tax revenues to
the local area and the state. The property taxes collected from UE for CAL-1-,

! amounted to 33.25 million .in 1980 (ER-OL, Rev. 2, Taole 3.1-14). Calla.,ayi

County, with its increased tax base, is making improvements in public services
. (e.g. its school system). UE's tax payments will be suostantial unen CAL-1'

cegins to operate, and these payments can stabilize and/or reduce tax rates.
The applicant estimatas that property taxes for CAL-1 will amount to 34.1,,

?

i

!

- _ , , , . - - , . - , , , . .
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$5.4, anc $6.1 million en 1981,1982, and 1983, respectively (ER-OL, Rev. 2,
Table 8.1-15). The long-term effect of enlarging the tax base has been studied
at other nuclear-host communities (Ref.13), and it was found that services *

were increased and functions were added to local government. The staff believes
'that this expansion will occur ~around the Callaway Plant, also.

5.8.3 Settlement Patterns

Because the housing requirements of construction workers (e.g. trailers,
apartments, and other temporary housing) are differant from those of trost
operational workers (e.g. single-family homes), there has begun a search by
operational employees for permanent housing near the site. The staff conferred
with local realtors and found that tne supply of single-family homes close to
the sita was limited, wnereas demand has begun to increase. New nousing
construction may occur in the local area if interest rates decline and money
becomes more available for borrowing.

5.8.4 Recreation

Use of the Reform Wildlife Management Area (Sec. 4.2.2) should increase after
construction of the Callaway Plant is comolete. The numcers of trucks and
heavy equipment and passenger cars will decline, decreasing tne num::er of
noise sources and lowering noise levels. This decline will favorably affect
the hunting and trapping in the area and may encourage other pecole to visit

,

it. The setting is sucn that the visual intrusion of the plant, as Observed
and inferred by the staff during a visit to the site on 18-19 Novemoer 1980,is small.

5.8.5 Community services and Institutions

As the construction labor force declines with the completion of the plant,
various resources and community facilities will become availaole. The small
number of operation employees moving into the area will make use of these
resources and facilities and nave an insignificant effect on regional supp1fes.
In adcition, tne migration of these pecole into the area over a three- to
four year peri 0d allows for a mild, rather than stressful, absorption of them
into the local community structure.

3.8.5 toise
'

Ooerating-noise levels were discussed briefly in qualitative terms in the
construction review (FES-CP, Sec. 5.5.5), but no quantitative data were pro-
vided. Therefore, the staff has reexamined the noise imoacts on the casis of
cuantitative calculations. Sound pressure levels that will result from oper-'

ation of tne clant nave been calculated by the staff at six receptor locations
on the owner control fence, as shown in Figure 4.1, and at the location of ne

.:nearest residence. The calculations were based on the methodology described
in the " Electric Power Plant Environmental Noise Guide (Ref. 14) and on the.

d

assumotion nat the plant nill coerate continuously at full power. The three
,

principal noise sources considtred in this analysis are tho tno natural-draft
cooling towers and the switenyard. The nearest residence is located acout
1700 m (5600 ft) from the cooling towers and 2200 m (7200 ft) from tne switch-
yard (ER-OL, Rev. 2, p. 290.5-1).

. , . - _- - - - ,- , . - ~ ~ - , - - . .- --
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Ambient sound pressure levels were not measured in the vicinity of the site.
The applicant has estimated the ambient day-night sound level to be 35-40 dB
(ER-OL, Rev. 2, p. 290.7-1), using a report by the National Academy of Sciences
(Ref. 15) for undeveloped rural areas. In its own calculations, the staff has
assumed a standard ambient spectrum slightly higher than this range, but
within the quotac uncertainty of : 10 dBA. The resulting calculated sound
pressure levels at the receptor sites and at the recrest residence are listed
in Table 5.1. However, the values listed are expected to be conservative
(high) because effects of grcund cover, barriers, and terrain are not included.
An acditional uncertainty is introduced because sound power levels of the
sources are uncertain within a few d8.

Table 5.1. Noise Levels at Receptor Locations
Onsite and at the Nearest Residence

Receptor Sound Pressure Level (dBA)
Locatienti Overall Day-Night

R1 61 68

R2 59 66

R3 60 67

R4 53 60

R5 52 58

R6 55 61

Nearest residencetz 42 43

ft See Figure 1.1 for locations.
12 These values are essentially the assumed ambient

levels. The contributions due to the plant are
29 c8A to the overall sound level and 36 d8A to
tne day-night sound level and, when added loga-
rithmically, contribute a negligible amount.

The State of Missouri nas no noise regulations that scoly to the aceration of
the Callaway Plant. However, the E?A noise guidelines (Ref.16) nave been

3used oy the staff as a standard to wnica noise levels it has calculated can be
ccmoared.

EPA recommends a limit of 70 c8A. for the sound power level for farmland and
generally unpopulated land. This is primarily for protection from nearing
loss. From Table 5.1, it is apparent that tnis level is already satisfied at
the owner Control fence (receptor locations R1 througn R6 in Fig.1.1); the
sound level beyond the fence continues to decrease inversely with the square
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of the distance from the source.
with outside space, the recommendations for the day night sound power levelFor farm residences and residential areas
are 55 d8A outdoors and 45 dBA indoors. The calculated sound levels at thenearest residence during operation of CAL-1 will be essentially ancient, and
the contribution from plant operation is negligible.

The staff concludes, on the basis of the foregoing considerations, that noise
produced by operation of the plant will be well below EPA recommendations for
protection of the public health and welfare, and that there will be no adversenoise impacts.

5.9 RADIOLOGICAL

5. 9.1 Regulatory Recuirements

Nuclear power reactors in the United States must comply with certain regulatory.

requirements and guidance in order to operate. The permissible -levels of

stricted areas are spelled out in 10 CFR Part 20, " Standards for Protectionradiation in unrestricted areas and the radioactivity in effluents to unre-Against Radiation" (Ref.17).
These regulations specify limits on levels of

air and sater (above natural background) under which the reactor must operate. radiation and limits on concentration in effluent releases of radionuclides in
These regulations state that no memcer of the general public in unrestrictedareas shall

2 millirems per hour or 100 millirems oer 7 days) to the total body. receive a radiation dose of more than 0.5 rem per year (or
radiation-oose limits are established to be consistent with considerations of

These
the health and safety of the public.,

,

In addition to the radiation protection standards of 10 CFR Part 20, ifcense
requirements are spelled out in 10 CFR Part 50.36a (Ref.18) tnat are to ce
imposed on licensees in the form of tachnical specifications on effluents from
nuclear power reactors to keep releases of radioactive materials to unrestricted
areas during normal reactor operations, including expected operationa' occur-rences,

as low as is reasonably acnievable (ALARA). Appendix I to 10 CFR
Part 50 provides numerical guidance on design objectives and limiting condi-
tions for operation for LWRs to meet this ALARA requirement.
permits to construct and licenses to coerate an LWR shall provide reasonable

Applicants for

assurance that tne following dose-design objectives will be met: 3 millirems
per year to tne total body or 10 millirems per year to any organ fecm liquideffluents:

10 millirads per year gamma raciation or 20 millirads per year cetaradiation
from gaseous affluents--and/or 5 millirems per year to the totalbocy or

15 millirems per year to the skin from gaseous effluents;
15 millirems per year to any organ from the airtorne effluents that includeand

the rad ofotines, caroon-14, tritium, and particulates.
,

Experience witn the design, construction, and coeration of nuclear powerreactors
indicates tnat comoliance witn such tecnnical saecif t:stians will 'keep average annual

.

releases of radioactive material in effluents at small
percentages of ne limits specifiec in 10 CFR Part 20 ano, in fact, generallycelow tne design objective values of Appencix I.
is permitted one flexibility of cperation, ccmoatible with considerations ofAt the same time, the licensee
health and safety, to assure that the puolic is provided a decendable source
of power even under unusual operating conditions that may temocrarily result

;

limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20.in releases nigher than such small percentages, but still well withf a the

.

- .-y,, - . - , - - - r . _ , . _ , . . . - _ . . . 2.
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In addition to the impact created by radioactive e'ffluents from LWRs discussed
above there are, within the NRC policy and procedures for environmental pro-
taction spelled out in 10 CFR Part 51, generic-treatments of environmental-
effects of all aspects of the uranium fuel cycle. These environmental data-
are discussed and tabulated in Section 5.10. In the same manner, data regard-
ing the environmental impact of transportation of fuel and waste to and from
an LWR are discussed and tabulated in Section 5.9.3.

Recently, an additional operational requirement. for uranium-fuel-cycle facil-
ities including nuclear pcwer plants has been established'by the EPA in 40 CFR
Part 190 (Ref.19). This standard specifies annual dose ifmits (excluding
radon and daugnters) for mercers of. the public of 25 millf rems total body,
75 millirems thyroid, and 25 millfrees other organs from all fuel-cycle-facility
contributions that may impact a specific individual in the oublic.

5.9.2 Coerational' Overview

During normal operations of CAL-1, small cuantities of fission products and
induced radioactivity will M released tr. tne environment. In pari.ial
fulfill-ment of NEPA requirements, the staff has determined the estimated dose
t memoers of the public outside the plant boundary due to the radiation from
tnese radioisotope releases and relative to natural-background-radiation doselevels.

These very small environmental doses are the result of a series of successive,
conscious efforts to contain and control all radioactive emissions and effluentsfrom the plant. As mentioned aoove, highly efficient radioactive waste-
management systems are incorporated in the nuclear plant design and are spect-
fiec in cetail in the operating technical specifications for the plant. Theeffectiveness of these systems is ieasured c' y process and effluent
radiological-monitoring systems that permanently record the amounts of radio-
active constitutents remaining in the various airborne and waterborno process
and effluent streams. The amounts of radioactivity released through vents and
discharge points to be further dispersed and diluted to points outside the
plant boundary are recorded and published semiannually in the Radioactive-
Effluent-Release Reports of each facility.

The small
amounts of airborne effluents that are released diffuse in the

atmospnere in a fashion determined by the prevalent meteorological concitions
and, thus, are much dispersed and diluted by the time they reach unrestricted
areas that are ocen to the public. Similarly, the small amounts of watercorne
effluents that are released are diluted with plant . wastewater and then are
further diluted as they are discharged into the Missouri River beyond theolant boundary.

Any radioisotopes originating in CAL-1 that finally enter unrestrictad areas
will produce dose effects tnrougn their radiations on members of the general -

;

puolic similar to tne effects from background radiations (i.e. cosmic /terres-
trial and :nternal radiations), which also include radiation from nuclear-
weacons fallout. These radiatton-dose effects can be calculated for the many
potential radiological-exposure pathways specific to the environment cutside
the plant coundary such as direct-radiation doses from airoorne or watarcorneeffluent

streams or internal radiation-dose commitments from radioactive
contaminants decosited on vegetation, in meat and fisn oroducts, in drinkingwater, or in cows milk.

.
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These doses, calculated for the " maximally exposed" individual (i.e. thehypothetical
individual potentially subject to maximum exposure), form thebasis of staff evaluation of impacts. Actually, these estimates are for a

fictitious person because assumptions are made that tend to overescimate the
dose tha' would actually accrue to memoers of the public outside the plantboundary. For example, for the maximally exposed individual to receive the
dose calculated at the plant boundary, he would have to remain physically at
that boundary for 70% of the year, an unlikely occurrence.

Site specific values for the various parameters involved in each dose pathwayare used in the calculations.
These include calculated or observed values for

the amounts of radioisotopes released in the gaseous and licuid effluents,meteorological information (e.g. wind speed and direction) specific to the
site topograony and affluent release points, and nydrological information rel-
ative to cilution and " flushing" of the liquid effluents as they are discnarged.

A ceriodic land census, required ' y the radiological technical specifications,o
will oe made. As use of the land surrounding the site boundary changes,
revised calculations will be made to ensure that the dose estimate for gaseous
effluents always reoresents the h4gnest dose for any individual member of the
puolic for eacn applicable pathway. For ex:mple, the estimate considers where
people live, vegetaole gardens are located, cows are pastured, etc.

For CAL-1, in addition to the direct effluent monitoring, measurements 4111 be
made on a numcer of types of samples frcm the surrounding area to determine
the possible presence of radioactive contaminants that,
have been deposited on vegetation, be present in drinkin for example, might
plant, or be incorporated in cows' milk at nearby farms. g water outside the
5.9.3 Routine Coeration

5.9.'3.1 Excosure Pathways: Dose Commitments

There are many environmental pathways througn .hich persons may be exposad to
radiation originating in a nuclear power reactor.
meaningful exposure patnways are snown schematically in Figure 5.2.All of the pote:ntiallyWhen anindividual

is exposed through one of these pathways, his dose is determined,in part, by ne amount of time he is in the vicinity of the source or tne
amount of time the radioactivity is retained in nis body. The actual effect
of the radiation or radioactivity is uatarmined oy calculating tne cose commit-

This dose commitment represents the total dose that would be received
ment.

over a 50 year period follow 3g the intake of radioactivity for one year under
the conditions existing 15 years after the plant begins operation (i.e. themidooint of plant operation).

There are a numcer of ;:ossible exoosure cathwr; _ . e n that can be studied to
determine nether routine releases at the Ci-1 i1w see likely to nave any
significant imoact on memoers of ne general puolic if ving and .orting outside

~

the site coundary, and wnether tne releases will in fact meet regulatoryrequirements.
A detailed listing of these possibilities would include external

raoiation exposure from gaseous affluents, innalation of f adines and particu-
late contaminants in the air, drinking milk from a cow or eating neat from ananimal that
lates may nave decosited, feeds on ocen pasture near tne site on which iodines or particu-

eating vegetables from a garden near the sita that
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may be coataminated by similar deposits,1 and eating fish caught near the pointof discharge of Ifquid effluents.

Oiner itss significant pathways include:
external irradiation. from radio-

nuclides deposited on the ground surface, eating animals and food crops raised
near'ine site using-irrigation water that may contain liquid effluents, shore-
lir.e activities near lakes or strenos that may be contaminated by effluents,and direct radiation from within the plant;

itself. Note that for the CAL-1
site there is no drinking-water pattway of concern N:ause the first dr'nking-
water intake is 125 km (about Scal) downstream o the plant and dilutionmakes the effect completely negttfole.,

pathways are limited to a radius of BO' km (50 31). Calculations of the. effects for most
Expsrience hat, sn This limitation is based<n several f acts.

(greater than 0.1 millirem per year)gwn shat all significant dose commitments
for witnin an 30-km (50-mi) radius of tne plant.for radioactive effluenta are accounted! Beyond that radius the doses
are smaller than 0.1 Milirem.oer year, which is 'ar below natural-background
doses, tnd are subject to substIntial uncertainty because of limitations ofpredictive mathematical models. .

The staff has made a detailed study of all the significant patnways and has
evaluated the radiation-dose commitments both to the plant workers and .the
general public for these pathways resulting from routine operation of CAL-1.
Discussions of- these,avaluations foliow:

Occupational Radiatbn Excokre b,

The doss' to nuclear plant workers 6 arias fron reactor to reactor and can be
, o

i projected fo" envircnmental-ispact purposes b'y using the experience to datej with nodern PWRs.
Post of the dose to nuclear-olant workers is due to externalexposure to radiation from radioactive materials catside the body rather than'

internal exposure from inhaled or ingested radioactive materials. Recently
ifcensed 1000-We PWRs are des:gned and operated in a manner consistent with
new (ptst-1975) regulatory r6411hments and guidelines.~

These new require-ments and guidelines p', ace increased eschasis on maintaining ~ occupational
exposute at nuclear power plants ALAPA, and are cactined in 10 CFR Part 20(Ref. 17);

" Standard Review Plan," Chapter,12 (Ref. 20); and Regulatory
.

Guide 3.3 (Ref. 21). The acolicant's proposed imolementation of these require-| ments and gulaelbes is reviewed by the staff at tne construction peniti
stage, the operaticq-ilcense stage, and ducira actual operation. Approval is
grantec only after the review indicates that an ALARA program can actually be

;

; implemented.

3ased on actua'' coerating experience, it has been observed that occucational
dose has varied considerably from plant to plant,J and from year to year.
Average collective occupational-dose infors? tion from 239 PWR years of opera-'

tion is availaDie #cr those plants operating ::etneen 1974 and 1980. (The year -

need capacity ter reactors for years prf or to 1974 was celow 300 We.)1971 %as :nosen as 'aJstarting date for tnese data because the total average
Thesecata indicate Inat":ba average reactor annual dose at P%Rs has ceen about

i,.
'

440 ::erson-rems, with particular plants experiencing an average lifetime
' ~ annual cose to date as ii;c as 1300 person-rems (Ref. 22). These dose averages
o

are based on widely varying yearly doses at P%Rs. For example annual col-
1ective Aoses for PWRs ha'/e ranged fror.? .13 to 5252 person-rems,per reactor,
and the ' average annual' rose per nuclear plant norker has been about-0.3 rem
(Re(s. 32'and 23)., .

k
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The wide range of annual doses (18 to 5262 persca-rems) experienced at PWRs in
the United States is dependent on a number of factors such as the amount of
required routine and special maintenance and the degree of reactor cperations
and in plant surveillanca. Because these factors can vary in an unpredictable
manner, it is impossible to determine in advance a specific year-to year or
average annual occupational radiation dose for a particular plant over its
operatirg lifetime. The need to accept high doses can occur, even at plants
with radiation-protection programs that have been developed to assure that
occupational radiation doses will be kept at levels that are ALARA.

In recognition of the factors mentioned acove, staff occupational-dose estimates
for environmental _ impact. purposes for CAL-1 are based on the assumption that
the plant will experience the annual average occupational dose for PWRs to
date. Thus, the staff has projected that the occupational dose for CAL-1 will
be 140 person-rems per year, but could average as much as three to four times

.tais value over the life of the plant.

The risks of various occupations, including nuclear-olant workers,' are given
in Taole 5.2. References and supporting text for this table are given in
NUREG-0743 (Ref. 24). Based on the comparisons in the table, the staff
concludes that the risk to nuclear-plant workers from plant coeration is
comoarable to the risks associated v'th other occupations.

Table 5.2. Incidence of Job-Related Fatalities

Fatality Incidence Rates
(premature deaths per

Occupational Group 103 man years)
'

Underground metal miners 1275

Uranium miners 422

Smeiter workers 194

M'aing 61

Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 35

Contract construction 33
4

"

; Iransportation and public utilities 24
Nuclear plant workers 23

Manufacturing 7m

Wholesale and retail trade 5

Finance, insurance, and real estate 3

Services' 3

Total, private sector 10

-

**'
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Public Radiation Excesure
-

Transoortation of Radioactive Materials. The transportation of " cold" nuclear
fuel to tne reactor, of irradiated fuel from the reactor to a fuel reprocessing
plant, and of solid radioactive wastes from the reactor to waste-burial grounds
is considered in 10 CFR Part 51.20, Paragraph g (Ref.18). The contribution
of the environmental effects of such transportation to the environmental costs
of licensing the nuclear power reactor is set forth in Summary Table 5-4 from
10 CFR Part 51.20, reproduced herein as Table 5.3. The ,;umulative dose to the
exposed population as summarized in Table S-4 is very small wnen compared to
the annual dose of 26,000,000 person-rems to this same population from back-
ground radiation.

.

Table 5.3. (Sumi.ry Table S-4) Environmental Impact of Transportation
of Fuel and Waste to and from One Light-Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Reactort

_
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Direct Radiation. Radiation fields are produced around nuclear plants as a
result of racioactivity within the reactor and its associated components, as
well as of radioactive-effluent releases. Direct radiation from sources
within the plant are due primarily to nitrogen-16, a radionuclide produced inthe reactor core. Because the primary coolant of a 'PWR is contained in a
heavily shielded area, dose rates in the vicinity of PWRs are generally unde-
tectable (less than 5 millf rems per year).

Low-level radioactivity storage containers outside the plant are
make a dose contribution at the site boundary of less than 1% of that due to

,imated to

the direct radiation from the plant.

Radioactive Eff'aent Releases: Air and Water. As pointed out earlier, all
effluents from CAL-1 will ce suoject to extensive decontamination, but small-
controlled quantities of radioactive effluents will be released to the atmo-
sphere and to the hydrosenere during normal operations. Estimates of site-
scecific racioisotooe release values have been developed on the basis of thedescriptions of operational and radwaste systems in the aoplicant's ER and
FSAR and by using the calculational model and parameters developec in
NUREG-0017 (Ref. 25). This nas been supplemented by extensive use of the
applicant's site and environmental data in the ER, and in suosequent answers
to staff questions, to obtain a complete picture of airborne and waterborne
releases from CAL-1.

These small amounts of effluents are then highly diluted by the air and water
into whicn tney are released tefore they reach areas in which they interactwith activities of the general public.

Radioactive effluents can be divided into several groups. Among the airborne
effluents, the radioisctopes of the noole gases--krypton, xenon, and argon--do
not deposit on the ground or interact with living organisms; therefore, the
noble gas effluents act primarily as a source of external radiation emanatingdirectly from the effluent clume. 00se Calculations are performed for tt.e
site boundary wnere the hignest external-radiation doses to a memoer of the
public as a result of gaseous effluents have been estimated to occur; these
include One annual beta and gamma air doses as well as the total-bocy and skin
doses from the plume at that boundary location.

t

Another group of airoorne effluents--the radiolodines, carbon-14, and tritium--
are also gaseous but tend to be deposited on :ne grounc and/or acsoroec intothe body during innalation. For this class of effluenos, estimates of direct
external-radiation cases from deposits on the gr0und, and of internal-radiation
doses to total body, thyroid, cone, and other organs from innalation and from -

,

| vegetable, milk, and meat consumption are made. Concentrations of iodine inj the thyroid and of carbon-14 in boi.e are of carticular significance nere.

A third grouo of airoorne effluents, consisting of particulates tnat remain ~
:

after filtration of the affluents, Oculd include fission oroducts such as
cesium and barium and corrosion products such as cocalt and chromium. Thecalcuiational mocal cetermines for inese contaminants the direct external-
esciation dose and tne internal-radiation doses through the same pathways as

;

!, described acove for the racioiodines, caroon-la, and tritium. Doses from the
particulatas are comoined sith those of the raciaiodines, carbon-14, and
tritium for comoarison to one of the cesign cofectives of Apoendix I to 10 CFR3 art 50. - -

I
!
|
|
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The waterborne radioactive effluent constituents could include fission products
such as strontium and iodine, corrosion and activation products such as sodiumand manganese, and tritium as tritiated water.

Calculations estimate the
internal doses (if any) from fish consumption, water ingestion (as drinking
water), and eating of meat or vegetables raised near the site on irrigation
water, as well as any external radiation from recreational use of the waterpast the point of discharge.

The release values for eacn group of effluents, along with site-specific
meteorological and nydrological data, serve as input to computerized radiation-
dose models that estimate the maximum radiation dose that would be receivedoutside the facility via a number of pathways foe individual members of the
public and for the general public as a whole.

These models and the radiation
cose calculations are discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Ref. 25) and inAppendix 0 of this environmental statement.

u
Examoles of site-specific dose-assessment calculations and discussions of
parameters involved are given in Appendix C.

Ooses frcm all aircorne affluents
except the noole gases are calculated for the location (e.g. site boundary,garden, residence, milk cow, meat animal) wnere the nignest radiation dose to
a memoer of the public from all applicable pathways has been established.
Only those pathways associated with airborne effluents that are kncwn to exist
at a single location are comoined to calculate the total maximum exposure toan exposed individual. Pathways associated with liquid effluents are comoined
without regard to location, but they are assumed to be associated with maximum
exposure to an individual other than through gaseous effluent patnways.
5.9.3.2 Radiological Impact on Man

Although the doses calculated in Appendix C are based on radioactive-waste-
treatment system capability, the actual radiological impact as ociated with
tne operation of CAL-1 will depend, in part, on :he manner in wnicn the radio-active-waste-treatment system is operated. Based on its evaluation of the
potential performance of the ventilation and radwaste-treatment systems, the

effluent releases to meet the dose-design ocjectives of Appendix I to 10 CFRstaff nas concluded that the systems as now procosed are capable of controlling
? art 50 (Ref. 13).

31 ant coeration will be governed by radiological-effluent tecnnical soecifi-cations that will be based on tne cose-design ooiactives of Appendix I.
Because these design-cojective values were cnosen to permit flexibility ofoperation while stili ensuring that plant operations are ALARA, tne actual
radiological imoact of plant coeration may result in doses close to the dose-cesign oojectives. Even if this situation exists, the individual doses for
tne member of the oublic subject to maximum exoosure will still be very smali
enen comoared to natural-background doses (acout 100 millirems per year

in 10 CFR Part 20 (500 millirems per year, wn) ole .the cose limits soecified or

body). As a result, the staff Concludes that there will ce no measuraole
"

radiological impact on memoers of the puolic from routine operation of theplant.

Since 1 December 1979, the licensee has also been regulated according to
a0 CFR Part 190, the Environmental Protection Agency's " Environmental Radiation
Protection Standarus for Nuclear Power Operations" (Ref.19). These acerating

- _ _ _ _
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;

standards specify that the annual dose equivalent must not exceed 25 millirems
to the wnole body, 73 millirems to the thyroid, and 25 millirems to any other
organ of any member of the public as the result of exposures to planned dis-
charges of radioactive materials (radon' and its daughters excepted) to 1.ne
general environment from all uranium-fuel-cycle operations and radiation from+

these operations that can be expected to affect a given individual. The staff
within.these guidelines.further concludes that, under normal operations, CAL-1 is capable of operating

.

The rsdiological effects of a nuclear power clant are well known and documented.
Accurate measurements of radiation and radioactive contaminants can be made
with very high sensitivity so that much smaller amounts of radioisotopes can
be recorded than can be associated with any possible known fil effects.
Furthermore, tne effects of radiation on living systems have for decades been
suoject to intensive investigation and consiceration by individual scientists

_as well as by select committees occasionally constituted to oi,jectively andincependently assess radiation-dose effects. Althougn, as in the case of
chemical contaminants, there is decate about the exact extent of the effects
of very low levels of radiation, the limits of deleterious effects are wellestablished and amenable to standard methods of risk analysis. Thus , the
risks tc the maximally exposed member of the public outside the site boundarycan be readily quantified. Furthermore, the impacts on, and risks to, the
total population outside the boundary can also be readily calculated andrecorded.

5.9.3.3 Raciological Impact on Biota Other than Man

Depending on the pathway and the radiation source, terrestrial- and aquatic
ciota will receive about the same or somewhat higher doses than man receives.
Althougn guidelines have not been established for acceptacle limits for radi-
ation exposure to species other than man, it is generally agreed that the
limits established for man arc also conservative for other species. Exce-rience has shown that it is the maintenance of peculation stability that iscrucial to the survival of a species, and species in most ecosystems sufferrather nign mortality rates from natural cacses.

Althougn the existence of extremely radiosensitive biota is possible anc
increased radiosensitivity in organisms may result from environmental inter-
actions with other stresses (e.g. heat, biocides), no biota have yet oeen
discovered that sacw a sensitivity (in terms of increased morbidity or mortal-
ity) to radiation exposures as low as those expected in the area surroundingCAL-1. Furtnermore, at all the plants where radiation exposure to biota otner
than man has been analyzed (Ref. 27), there nave been no cases of exposurethat can be considered significant in terms of harm to the species, or thataccroach the exoosure limits to memcers of the puolic permitted by 10 CFR3 3rt 20 (Ref.17). Inasmuch as the 1972 3EIR Report (Ref. 28) concluded that
svicence incicated no other living organisms are very much more radiosensitive .

than man, no measuracle raciological impact on populations of biota is excected
"

as a result of the routine operation of this plant.
5.9.3.4 Radiological Monitoring

Raciological environmental-monitoring programs are established to provide data
on measurable levels of radiation and radioactive materials in the site envi-

Such monitoring programs are concucted to verify the effective 1ess ofcons.

, ._ _ _ _ _ _ . - .
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in plant systems used to control the release of radioactive materials and to
ensure that unanticipated buildups of radioactivity will not occur in the .environment.
unlikely existence of unmonitored releases of radioactivity. Secondarily, the monitoring programs could identify the highlyA surveillance(land-census) program is established a identify changes in the use of unre-
stricted areas to provide a basis for modifications of the monitoring programs.

These programs are discussed in greater detail in Regulatory Guide 4.1, Rev. 1,
" Programs for Monitoring Radioactivity in the Environs of Nuclear Power Plants"
(Ref. 29), and the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Rev.1,"An Acceptaole Radiological En"ironmental Monitoring Program" (Ref. 30).
Precoerational

The preoperational pnase of the monitoring progran should provide for the
measurement of background levels of radioactivity and radiation and their '

variations along the anticipated important pathways in the areas surrounding
_

tne plant, the training of personnel, and the evaluation of procedures, equip-ment, and techniques. In the ER, the applicant proposed a radiological envi-
conmental-monitoring program to meet these objectives, and it was discussed inthe FES-CP. This early program has been updated and expanded; it is presented
in the ER-OL (Sec. 6.1.5) and is summarized here in Table 5.4

'

The applicant initiated a baseline preoperational program in the summer of
1973 and continued it through Decemoer 1974.
the program will be resumea to provide two full years of preoperational data.One year prior to fuel loading,

The staff has reviewed the applicant's preoperational environmental-monitoringplan and finds that it is acceptable as presented.

Ocerational

The operational c*fsite radiological-monitoring program is conducted to measure
radiation levels and radioactivity in plant environs. It assists and provides
backup supoort to the effluent monitoring program as reccmmended in Regulatory
Guice 1.21, " Measuring, Evaluating, and Reporting Radioactivity in Solid
Wastes anc Releases of Racicactive Materials in L: quid and Gaseous Effluents
from Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 31).

The aoplicant states that the coerational program will in essence be a continu-
ation of the preoperational crogram described above, providing adequate sampling
of soecific indicator organisms and selected media to confirm that levels of
racioactivity in the environment stemming from CAL-1 remain ALARA. The proposedcoerational program will be reviewed prior to plant coeration. Modification: will

! be based on anomalies and/or exposure pathway variations observed duringthe creoper?tional orogram.
:

The final ocerational-monitoring program procosed by the aoplicant will ce
reviewed in detail by the staff, and the specifics of the required monitoringcrogram will be incorporated into the raciolcgiczi tecnnical specificationsfor the acerating license.

.

- .- . . . - -
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Taule 5.4. Preoperational Radiological-Monitoring Program i

caricu.
SAwu! N PARAAETERS WASURED sAwu!

PATNMS/GRCUPS F740LENCY

COA 4J4TES 7ta samples fran Grose gassas analysis self usethlys,

Fumm Aa. tars 1 mile half amenallygg or lese from comanity
and vitala L W ie
radise of facility

Air particulate agles same Laotopie, frees a pea, amataly .upsettae
frw samplers 1 atie er groes beta analysee
Lane from ammmanity and unealy
withis 1CMule radium of
facility

todine particulata samplee Radleww nmetaly
from cartridge filters

1 mile or lese frza
-=1 ty and vicALa
10 eLie radius of f acility

SCfLS one 3.5-t11ogram sample rose alpha, groes beta, My La 1773
frem each of 4 locatione gamme tactopic analysee end Ls74
imediately se==di a,
the tu t t ity

GEXECWATER so 3.5-titer semples camme teotmpte. elpme, r:11 of tst2.
from esca of 2 se-etta yroes beta, tritium analyses appraniantely seathly
wella enstag is74

CRf>4 CPG WATER :srs. 2.5-titer samples same as for greematar rait of 1s73,
from puelic water supply approminately meetAly
claseet htrees from during is74
fas111ty

StJFACE MTER on. 2.5-Liter sample same as f ar troundweter amt nimenthly far
from esca af 2 Locations, trinaisq votar 4 periods,
ame apetrana from proposed amataly for flaal
dimenarge sut. fall, see 7 periode
emanstream

BCTICM SC6 *me 3.5-tilogram sample :|rees alpha, vroes boca, Sree collections.

fram enca of 3 locations gamme isotopia analyses aasreally t?/73.
La proposed 11acharge area 9/73, 9/74)

FISH ant 3 one 3.5-t11agram sample : roes alone, trees boca, roer co11.esions
6 si emot of 5 esectee af samme Laotopic analysee - m ity .

edible freen fian fram
enen af 3 locattoma la
propeed timetarge aree
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Table 5.4 (Continued)

N m m a.ps sA m .s e amadEms WAs eJ

Adlu( One 3.5-11 tar sample % reneaaive analysts for annuly diaria4from 3 commercial taizias Ladividual radionus11 des I-131, pasture === = tnear f* alton Co-114, ca.137, Sr-eg, tr=90, 31-eenely durisq
as-140, E-40. Za-45, Or-51 wtacar amathe vnes

cows feed as stared
grais

FRUITS att one 3.5-t11ogram sample Oroes alpaa, seta, and samma ammaally at harvestVEGETABLES oc - - portions tascapie an. lyse.
6 Et3 %W one 3.5-t11ogram sample :rees alpaa, beta. and tamma "se samples esca ofof edible particas of imetopte analysee boot and ports oneeasmals fed an feed grown

La area aample esca of

mattom and 31caen

N6 ror metrod refer to ':sErn Orese 7amme. Troes alpha. "!D, amatAly andPOINTS CF estp/szD. Figure 3 groes beta, radiatodine, amman11rr air14CICP(JCLgg m Laetopts analysee pertaculate, weealygg and asethly
emmposieaes ;-131,
ammtaly

Adapted from the ER-OL (Table 5.1-5).a

| 5. 9. 4 3cstulated Accidents

On 13 June 1980 the Ocnmission puolished in the " Federal Register" a statement
of interim policy regarding accident considerations (Ref. 32). This statementwithdrew

the crocosec Annex to Accencix 0 of 10 CFR ? art 50 and suscenced therulemaking proceedings associatec with it. It also out forth tne Occmission's
.interim policy tnat:

. . Environmental :mcact Statements snail include consi- '

"

cerations of the site-specific ac icent sequences that lead to releases of
radiation anc/or radicactive materials, inclucing secuences that can result in|

l inaceouate cooling of reactor fuel and to melting of tne reactor core. In
this regard, attention shall ce given ' oth to the procacility of occurrence ofc

sucn relerses and to the environmental consecuences of suca releases." This
section presents an analysis of accidents, including those commonly referred
to as Class 9 accidents.

|
|

!

!
1
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The staff nas considered the potential radiological impacts on the environment
of possible accidents at the Callaway Plant Units 1 and 2 in accordance with
the statement of interim policy. The following discussion reflects these
considerations and conclusions.

"

The first section deals with general characteristics of nuclear power plant
accidents including a brief summary of safety measures to minimize the prob-

,

ability 'of their occurrence and to mitigate their consequences if they should
Also described are the important properties of radioactive materials

' occur.
and the pathways by which they could be transported to become environmental
hazards. Potential adverse health effects and impacts on society associated
with actions to avoid such health effects are also identified.

Next, actual experience with nuclear power plant ac:idents and their observed
health effects and otner societal impacts are then described. This is followed
by a summary review of safety features of the facilities of Callaway Units 1
and 2 and of the site that act- to mitigate the consequences of accidents. ~

t
.

The results of calculations of the potential consequences of accidents that
-

have been postulated in the design basis are then given. Also described are
the results of calculations for'the Callaway site using probabilistic methods
to estimate the possiole impacts and the risks associated with severe accident
sequences of exceedingly low probability of occurrenc .

5. 9. 4.1 General Characteristics of Accidents

The term accident, as used in this section, refers to any unintentional event
not addressed in Section 5.9.3 that results in a release of radioactive mate-rials into the environment. Therefore, the predominant focus is on events
that can lead to releases substantially in excess of permissible limits for
normal operation. Such limits are soecified in the Commission's regulations
at 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50, Acpendix I.

There are several features that comoine to reduce the risk associated withaccidents at nuclear power plants. Safety features in the design, construc-
tion, and operation comprising the first ;ine of defense are to a very large .
extent devoted to the prevention of the release of these radioactive materials
from their normal places of confinement within the plant. There are also a
numcer of acditional lines of defense that are designed to mitigate the conse-
quences of failures in the first line. Descriptions of these features for
Callaway Units 1 and 2 may be found in the acplicant's Final Safety Analysis
Report (Ref. 33), and in the staff's forthcoming Safety Evaluation Report.
The most imoortant mitigative features are described in Section 5.9.4.3 Derfen
Features.

These safety features are designed taking into consideration the specific
locations of racioactive materials within the plant, their amounts, their ,

nuclear, anysical, and chemical properties, and their relative tendency to be
trar: ported into, and for creating biological hazards in, the environment.,

Fission-Product Characteristics

Sy far the largest inventory of radioactive material in a nuclear power plant
is produced as a oy product of the fission process and is located in the

r
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uranium oxide fuel pellets in the the reactor core in the form of fission
products. During periodic refueling shutdowns, the assemolies containing
these fuel pellets are transferred to a spent fuel storage pool so that the
second largest inventory of radioactive material is located in this storage

Much smaller inventories of radioactive materials are also normallyarea.
present in the water that circulates in the reactor coolant system and in the

-

systems used to process gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes in the plant.

These radioactive materials exist in a variety of physical and chemical forms.
Their potential for dispersion into the environment is dependent not only on
mecnanical forces that might physically transport them, but also on their
inherent properties, particularly their volatility. The majority of these
materials exist as nonvolatile solids over a wide range of temperatures.
However, some are relatively volatile solids and a few are gaseous in nature.
These characteristics have a significant bearing on the assessment of the
environmental radiological impact of accidents.

The gaseous materials include radioactive forms of the chemically inert noble
gases krypton and -xenon. These have the highest potential for release into
the atmosphere. If a reactor accident were to occur involving degradation of
the fuel cladding, the release of substantial quantities of these radioactive
gases from the fuel is a virtual certainty. Such accidents are very low fre-
quency but credible events (cf. Sec. 5.9.4.2). It is for this reason that the
safety analysis of each nuclear power plant analyzes a hypothetical design-
basis accident that postulates the release of the antire contained inventory -
of radioactive noble gases from the fuel into the containment system. If fur-
ther released to the environment as a possible result of failure of safety
features, the hazard to individuals from these noble gases would arise predomi-
nantly through the external gamma radiation from the airborne plume. The
reactor containment system is designed to minimize this type of release.

Radioactive forms of iodine are formed in substantial quantities in the fuel
by the fission process and, in some enemical forms, may be quite volatile.
For this reason, they nave traditionally been regarded as having a relatively
hign potential for release from the fuel. However, the chemical forms in
wnich the fission product radiciodines are found are generally solid materials
at ~ room temoerature, so that they have a strong tendency to condense (or" plate out") onto cooler surfaces. In addition, most of the iodine comoounds
are quite soluble in, or chemically reactive with, water. Althougn these
properties co not prevent the release of radiciodines from degraded fuel,
they do act to mitigate the release from containment systems that have large
internal surf ace areas and that contain large quantities of water as a result
of an accident. The same properties affect the behavior of radiciodines that
may " escape" into the atmosphere. Thus, if rainfall occurs during a release,
or if there is moisture on exposed surf aces, e.g. dew, tne radiciodines will
snow a strong tandency to be aosorced oy the moisture. Because of radio-
f odine's cistinct ' endiological nazard, its potential for release to tne atmo-
senere has also teen reduced by the use of soecial filter systems and/or -
containment spray systems. If released to the environment, the principal
radiological hazard associated with the radiciocines is ingestion into the
numan Docy and subsequent concentration in the thyroid gland.

Other radioactive matarials formed during the operation of a nuclear -power
olant nave lower volatilities and, therefore, by comoarison with the noble
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gases and fodine, a much smaller tendency to escape from degraded fuel unless
the temperature of the fuel becomes quite hign. By the same token, such
materials, if they escape by volatilization from the fuel, tend to condense
quite rapidly to solid form again when transported to a lower temperature
region and/or dissolve in water when present. The former mechanism can have
the result of producing some solid particles of sufficiently small size to be
carried some distance by a moving stream of gas or air. If such particulate
materials are dispersed into the atmosphere as a result of failure of ?.ha
containment barrier, they will tend to - be carried downwind and deposit on
surface features by gravitational settling or by precipitation (fallout),
where they will become " contamination" nazards in the environment.

All of these radioactive materials exhibit the property of radioactive decay
with characteristic half-lives ranging from fractions of a second to many days
or years (see Taole 5.5). Many of them decay tnrougn sequence or chain-of-
decay processes and all eventually become stable (nonradioactive) materials.
Tne radiation emitted during these decay processes is the reason that they are
hazardous materials.

Excosure Pathways

The radiation exposure (hazard) to individuals is determined by their proximity
to the radioactive material, the duration of exposure, and factors that act to
snield the individual from the radiation. Pathways for the transport of
radiation and radioactive materials that lead to radiation exposure hazards to
humans are generally the same for accidental as for " normal" releases. These
are depicted in Figure 5.2. There are two additional possible pathways that
could be significant for accidental releases that are not shown in that figure.
One of these is the fallout onto open bcdfes of water of radioactivity ini-
tially carried in the air. The second would be unique to an accident that
results in temperatures inside the reactor core sufficiently high to cause
melting and subsequent penetration of the basemat underlying the reactor by
the molten core debris. This creates the potential for the release of radio-
active material into the hydrospnere througn contact with groundwater. These
pathways may lead to external exposure to radiation, and to internal exoosures
if radioactivity is inhaled or ingestad from contaminated food or watar.

It is characteristic of tnese pathways tnat during the transport of radioactive
material by winc or by water, the material tends to spread and disperse, like
a plume of smoke from a smokestack, becoming less concentrated in larger
volumes of air or water. The result of these natural processes is to lessen
the intensity of exposure to individuals downwind or downstream of the point
of release, but they also tend to increase the numoer of individuals who may
be exposed. For a release into the atmospnere, the degree to wnich discersion
reduces tne concentration in the clume at any downwind point is governea by
the turculence cnaracteristics of the atmosahere, wnicn vary consiceraoly with ;time and from place to place. This fact, taken in conjunction with the vari-
acility of winc oirection and the presence or abser o of precipitation, means
that accident consequences are very mucn deoendent on tne weather conaitions '

existing at the time.

Health Effects

The cause-and-effect relationships between radiation exposure and adverse
heal th effects are quite comolex (Ref. 34, pp. 517-534, and Ref. 35), but

_- _ _ . _ . . _.
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Table 5.5. Activity of Radionuclides in a
Callaway Reactor Core at 3636 MWt

tadioactfwe Inventory HaIf-t.1feRadionucilce (zillion Cl) (cays)
Notte Oases

tr-95 0.54tr-95e 3,950
27,5

<r-17 O.183
53 0.0529(r-38 77 0,117'de-133 194 5.29Xe-135 39 3.384

Iodiae$

I 131 97 3.05I-132 133 J.3958I- 133 154 0.575I- 134 214 0.3366I-M5 173 0.280
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4b-96 3.33 18. 7Cs 134 3.5 750Cs-136 3. 4 13.0Os 137 5.3 11,300
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fe-127 5.7 0.391fe-127a 1. 2 109Te-129 34.7 3.348Te-129e 5.3 34.3Te 131a 14.3 L.257e-132 133 3.2550-127 5.7 3.38Sb-129 37.7 3.179
41kaliae far*,Ms

3 r-99 102 52.13 r-90 4.2 11.3305r-91 122 0.4033a-140 *84 12.3.

30 alt and % Ole Wetals
2o-58 3.39 71.0Co-60 3.33 1.320w -99 184 2.3o
re-99e 153 0.25tu-103 12 39.5tu-105 52 0.185tu-LC6 29 366th-105 56 1.50
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Ce-141 173 32.3
Ce- L43 153 1.38a-144 37 294
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7 - 143 153 13.7
Nd-147 sa 11.1
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they have been more exhaustively studied than any other environmental
contaminant.

Whole-body radiation exposure resulting in a dose greater than about 10 rems
for a few persons and about 25 rems for nearly all people over a short period
of time (hours) is necessary before any physiological effects to an individualare clinically detectable. Doses about 10 to 20 times larger, also received
over a relatively short period of time (hours to a few days), can be expectedto cause some fatal injuries.
of the accident At the severe but extremely low probability end

spectrum, exposures of these magnitudes are theoretically
possible for persons in the proximity of such accidents if measures are not or
cannot be taken to provide protection, e.g. by sheltering or evacuation.

~

Lower levels of exposures may also constitute a health risk, but the ability
to define a direct cause-and-effect relationship between any given health
effect and a known exposure to radiation is difficult given the backdroo of
the many other possible reasons wny a particular effect is observed in aspecific individual. For this reason, it is necessary to assess such effectson a statistical basis. Such effects include cancer in the exposed population
and genetic changes in future generations after exposure of a prospective

Cancer in the exposed population _ may begin to develop only after a
parent.

lapse of 2 to 15 years (latent period) from the time of exposure and then
continue over a period of acout 30 years (plateau period). However, in the
case of exposure of fetuses (in utero), cancer may cegin to develop at birth
(no latent period) and end at age 10 (i.e. the plateau period is 10 years).

-

The health consequences model currently being used is based on the 1972 BEIR
Report of the National Academy of Sciences (Ref. 28).

Most authorities are in agreement that a reasonable and probably conservative
estimate of the statistical relationship between low levels of radiation expo-
sure to a large number of people is within the range of about 10 to 500 poten-
tial cancer deaths (althougn zero is not excluded by the data) per million

The range comes from the latest NAS BEIR III Report (1980) wnichperson-rems.
also indicates a procable value of about 150. This value is virtually iden-
tical to the value of about 140 used in the current NRC health-effects models.
In addition, about 220 genetic changes per million person-rems would be pro-
jected by BEIR III over succeeding generations. That also compares well with
the value of about 250 cer million person rems currently used by the NRCsta#f.

Health-Effects Avoidance

Radiation hazards in the environment tend to disacoear by the natural crecess
of radioactive decay. However, where the decay crocess is a slow one, and
where the material becomes relatively fixed in its location as an environ-
mental contamirant (e. g. in soil), the hazard can continue to exist for a
relatively long period of time--months, years, or even decades. Thus, a

;

cassible consequentiai 'avironmental societal impact of severe accicents _is
tne avoidance of tne health hazard rather taan :ne health hazard itself, cy
restrictions on the use of the contaminated procerty or contaminated food-
stuffs, milk, and drinking water. The potential economic impacts that thi1
can cause-are discussed below.
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5.9.4.2 Accident Experience and Observed Impacts

The evidence of accident frequency and impacts in the past is a useful indi-
cator of future probabilities and imoacts. As of mid-1981, there were 73 com-
mercial nuclear power reactor units licensed for operation in the United
States at 51 sites with power generating capacities ranging from 50 to
1130 megawatts electric (MWe). (The Callaway Units 1 and 2 are designed -for
1188 MWe eacn.) The combined experience with these units represents acout
500 reactor years of operation over an elapsed time of about 20 years. Acci-
dents have occurred at several of these facilities (Refs. 36 and 37). Some of
these have resulted in releases of radioactive material to the environment,
ranging from very small fractions of a curie to a few million curies. None is
known to have caused any radiation injury or f atality to any member of the
public, any significant individual or collective public radiation exposure, or
any significant contamination of the environment. This experience base is not
large enougn to permit a reliable quantitative statistical inference. However,
it does suggest that significant environmental impacts due to accidents are
very unlikely to occur over time periods of a few decades.

Melting or severe degradation of reactor fuel has occurred in only one of
these units, during the accident at Three Mile Island - Unit 2 (TMI-2) on
28 March 1979. In addition to the release of a few million curies of xenon-133,
it has been estimated that a release of about 15 curies of radiciodine to the
environment occurred at TMI-2 (Ref. 38). This amount regrasents ar extremely
minute fraction of the total radioiadine inventory present in the reactor at
the time of the accicent. No other radioactive fission products were released
in messarable quantity.

It has been estimated that the maximum cumulative offsite radiation dose to an
individual was less than 100 millirems (Refs. 38 and 39). The total population
exoosure has been estimated to be in the range of about 1000 to 3000 person rems..
This exposure could produce between zero and one additional fatal cancer over

| the lifetime of the copulation. The same population receives each year from
natural-background radiation about 240,000 person-rems, and about 4 half-

! million cancers are expected to deveioo in this group over its lifetime,
primarily from causes other than radiation (Refs. 38 and 39). Trace quantities
(barely acove the limit of detectacility) of racioicdine were found in a few
samples of milk produced in the area. No other food or water supplies were
imoacted.

Accidents at nuclear power plants have also caused occacational injuries and a
few f atalities, out none attributed to radiation exposure. Individual worker
exposures have ranged uo to acout a rems as a direct consecuence of accidents,
but the collective 4orker-exposure levels (person-rems) are a small fraction
of the exoosures excerienced during normal routine coerations that average
acout 110 person-rems per reactor year.

Accidents nave also occurred at other nuclear reactor facilities in tne United
States and in otner countries (Refs. 36 and 37). Due to innerent differences
in design, construction, operation, and purpose of most of these other facili-
ti e s , their accident records have only indirect elevance to current nuclear
power clants. Me! ting of reactor fuel occurred in at least seven of these
accidents, including the one ic 1966 at tne Enr co Fermi Atcmic power ?lanti

Unit 1. This was a socium-cooled fast breecer demonstration reactor cesigned

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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to generate 61 MWe,
power in four years following the accident.The damages were repaired and the reactor reached full

,

It operated successfully andcompleted its mission in 1973.
to the environment. This accident did not release any radioactivity

A reactor accident in 1957 at Windscale, England,' released a significant quan-
tity of radiciodine, about 20,000 curies, to the environment.
which. was not operated to generate electricity, used air rather than water toThis reactor,
cool the uranium fuel.
graphite in this reactor, the fuel overheated and radiciodine and noble gasesDuring a special operation to heat the 'large amount of

-

were released directly to the atmospnere from a 123-m (405-ft) stackproduced in a 520-km2 Milk
However, (this kind of accident cannot occur in a water cooled 2CO-mi2)' area around the facility was impounded for up

.

to 44 days.
4

reactor like that at Callaway.
5.9.4.3 Mitigation of Accident Consequences _

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
is conducting a safety evaluation of the application. to operate CallawayUnits 1 and 2.

Although this evaluation will contain more detailed informa-
tion on plant design, the principal design features are presented in the fol-lowing section.

Design Features

Callaway Units 1 and 2 are essentially identical units.
designed to prevent accidental release of radioactive fission products fromEach contains features
the fuel and to lessen the consequences should such a release occur

analysis of postulated events known as design-basis accidents.the design and operating specifications of these features are derived from the
Many of.

preventive and mitigative features are collectively referred to as engineeredThese accident -
safety features (E5F).

The possibilities or probabilities of failure of thesesystems are incorporated
in the assessments discussed in section 5.9.4. A.

i
Eacn steel-lined concrete containment building is a passive mitigating systemi that

is designed to minimize accidental radioactivity releases to the envi-conment.
Safety injection systems are incorporated .to provide cooling water

to the reactor core during an accident to prevent or minimize fuel damage
,

The containment spray system is designed to spray cool water into the contain-;
.

ment atmosonere. The oper'. tion of the soray system after a loss-of-coolant-

steam generated as a result of reactor coolant flashing into the containmentaccident (LOCA) would prevent containment-system overpressure by quenching-the:
,

atmosohere.

will chemically react with any airoorne radiciodine to remove it from the con-The soray water also contains an additive (sodium hydroxide) that
tainment atmosch re and prevent its release to the environment.
The mecnanical

onsite diesel generators in the event tnat normal offsite station power issystems mentioneo acove are sucolied with emergency power from
.;

interrupted.

The fuel-handling area locatec in the fuel building also has accident mitigat-ing systems.
ciency carticulate filters.The ventilation system contains botn charcoal and high effi-

the area around tne spent-fuel pool below the prevailing barometric pressureThis ventilation system is clso designed to keep-

:
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during fuel-handling operations so as to prevent exfiltration through buildinoopenings.

drawn through the ventilation system and most of the radioactive iodine andIf radioactivity were to be released from the building, it would be
particulate fission products would be removed from the flow stream beforeexhausting to tne environment.

There are features of the plant that are necessary for its power generationfunction that can also play a role in mitigating certain accident consequences
For examole, the main condenser, although not classified as an ESF, can act to.

mitigate the consequences of accidents involving leakage from the primary to
the secondary side of the steam generators (such as steam generator tuberuptures).

If normal offsite power is maintainad, the ability of the plant to send conta-minated steam t
valves or powero the condenser instead of releasing it througn the safety
radioactivity released to the environment.coerated relief valves can significantly reduce the amount of
come into play. removal capability of the normally operating water processing system wouldIn this case, the fission-product-

Much more extensive discussions of the safety features and characte.'istics of
Report (Ref. 33).tne Callaway Plant may be found in the applicant's Final Safetv Analysis
a forthcoming Safety Evaluation Report.The staff evaluation of these features will be addressed in
the lessons learned fror. the TMI-2 accident,In addition, the implementation ofin the form of improvements in

design, and procedures and operator training, will significantly ecuce thelikelihoed of a degraded core accident that could result in large releasas of
fission products to the containment.
to follow the guidance on TMI related matters specified in NUREG-0737Specifically, the applicant is expected
noted in Section 5.9.4.4 Uncertainties, no credit has been taken for theseAs.

actions and improvements in estaolisning the radiological risk of accidents inthis environmental statement.

Site Features

In the process of considering the suitability of the sita of Callaway Units 1and 2, pursuac ,
to NRC's reactor-site criteria in 10 CFR Part 100, consid-

eration was given to certain factors that tend to minimite the risk and thepotential imcact of accidents.
First, the site has an exclusion area as pro-vided in 10 CFR Part 100.

The exclusion area of the 1290-na (3138-acre) site
has a minimum exclusion distance of 1200 m (3937 ft) from the micooint betweenthe reactor buildings, and lies entirely within tne plant site. The applicantowns all

the surface rignts within the exclusion area, including tne mineralrignts.
The authority of the acplicant to determine all activities within the

exclusion area, wnien is required by Part 100, has been estaclished by rigntof ownarshic-
:

Activities within the exclusion area that are unrelated to plant oceration arelimited *.o agricultural activities.
residential structures within tne plant area.There are no industrial, recreational, or

The acclicant has negotiatedwith
Roads 335 and 337 traversing tne exclusion area.the Callaway County Court with respect to traffic control on County

The applicant states tnat it
nas received assurances that traffic on these roads in the exclusion area canbe controlled adequately in case of emergency.

The staff has cetermined that

_
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these activities ~ will not interfere with normal plant operation, as requiredby Part 100.

Second, beycnd and surrounding .the exclusion area is a low population zone(LPZ), also required by 10 CFR Part 100.
This is a circular. area with aradius of 4 km (2.5 mi). Within this zone the applicant must assure thatthere is a reasonable probability that appropriate and effective measures

could be taken on behalf. of the residents and other memoers of the public in
the event of a serious accident.

Third, Part 100 also requires that the nearest population center of about
25,000 or more persons be no closer than one and one-third times the outerradius of the LPI. The purpose of this criterion is a recognition that,
although accidents of greater potential hazards than those commonly postulated
as representing an upper limit are conceivable, but highly imorobable, it was
considered desirable to add the population-center distance requirement to
provide for protection against excessive doses to people in large centers.

No commercial or industrial facilities are located within the LPZ. In 1970,
116 residents lived within it, and the 1980 population has been estimated at76.

There are no sources of seasonal population in the LPZ with the exception
of Lost Canyon Lake (a trailer park used seasonally), and the Reform Wildlife
Management Area, which attracts hunters and fishermen. There is no working-
day concentration that would create a significant transient population. Thepopulation canter is Jefferson City, Missouri, located about 40 kmnearest

(25 mi) west-southwest of the plant. The City of Fulton, Missouri, located
about 16 km (10 mi) southeast of the plant, had a 1970 population of 12,248.
Fulton is not expected to reach a population of 25,000 by 2020. The population-
center distance is more than one and one-third times tne LPZ, as required byPart 100.

The safety evaluation of the Callaway site has also included a review ofpotential external hazards, i.e.
affect the operation of the plant and cause an accident. activities offsite that might adverselyThis review encom-
passed nearoy industrial, t ansportation, and military facilities that might
create explosive, missile, toxic gas, or similar hazards. The staff has con-
cluded that the hazards from-nearcy industrial and military facilities, pipe-
lines, air transcortation, waterways, and railways are acceptably low. A morei detailed discussion of the site features will be included in the staff'ssafety evaluation report.

!

Emercency Precaredness
f

Emergency-creparedness plans including protective-action measures for the
Callaway Plant and environs are in an advanced, but not yet fully comoleted,stage. In accordance with the orovisions of 10 CFR 5ection 50.a7, effective3 Novemoer 1980, an acerating license will not ce issued to the acplicant
unless a finding is made cy the NRC that the state of onsite and offsite emer-
gency precaredness provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

,

'

Among the standards that must be met by these plans are provisions for two
Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ). A plume exoosure pathway E?Z of acout 16 km
(10 mi) in radius and an ingestion exposure-cathway E?Z of about 80 km (50 mi)
in radius are required. Other standards include accropriate ranges of protec-
tive actions for each of these E?Is, provisions for dissemination to the

-. _ . . - ~. _ - _. __ _
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puolic of basic emergency planning information, provisions for rapid nociff-
cation of the public during a serious reactor emergency, and methods, systems,
and equipment for assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite conse-
quences in the EPZs of radiological-emergency conditions.

The NRC findings will be based on a review of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency findings and determinations as to whether state and locai government
emergency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented, and on the NRC
of being imolemented. assessment as to whether the applicant's onsite plans are adequate and capable

Althougn the presence of adequate and tested emergency
plans cannot prevent the occurrence of an accident, it is the judgment of thestaff that they can and will
public should one occur. suostantially mitigate the consequences to the

,

5.3.4.1 Accident Risk and Impact Assessment

Design-Basis Accidents

As a means of assuring that certain features of the Callaway Units i and 2
meet acceptacle design and performance criteria, both the applicant and thestaff have analyzed the potential consequences of a number of postulatedaccidents. Scme of these could lead to significant releases of radioactive
materials to the environment, and calculations have ceen performed to estimate
the potential radiological consequences to persons offsite.- For eacn postu-
lated initiating ever.t, the potential radiological consequences cover a consi-
derable range of values depending on the particular course taken by the acci-
dent and the concitions, including wind direction and weather, prevalentduring the accident.

In the safety analysis and evaluation of Callaway Units 1 and 2, three cate-
gories of accidents have been considered by the applicant and the staff.
These categories are based upon their procacility of occurrence and include
(1) incicents of moderate frequency, i.e. events that can reasonably be expected _

to occur during any year of operation; (2) infrequent accidents, i.e. events
mignt occur once during the lifetime of the plant;that

and (3)' limitingfaults, i.e. accidents not exoected to occur but that have the potential for
significant aeleases of radioactivity. The radiological consequences of inci-
cents in tne first category, also called anticipated operational occurrences,
are discussed in Section 5. 9. 3. Initiating events postulatec in tne second

<

and third categories for the Callaway Units 1 and 2 are shown in Tacle 5.5.
These are designated design-basis accicents in :nat specific
design and ocerating features as descriced in Section 5.9.4.3 Design Features
are provided to limit their potential radiological consequences. Accroximata
radiation doses that might be received by a cerson at the most acverse location'
along the site bouncary (1200 m or 3900 ft from the plant) are also shown in
the table, along witn a cnaracterication of the time duration of the releases.
The staff nas usec conservative models for calculations to estimate the poten- ,

tial uccer councs for incivicual excosures summarized in Tabla 5.6 for Onepurpose of imolementing the provisions of -10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor SiteCriteria." For taese calculations, pessimistic (conservative or worst case)-
assumotions are mace as to tne course taken by the accident anc the crevailingconcitions. These assumptions include auca larger than excected amounts ofradioactive material released by the initiating events, additional single

. .. . . --- -
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failures -in equipment, operation of E5Fs in a degraded mode,* and very poor
meteorological-dispersion conditions.

Tacle 5.6. Approximate Radiation Ooses frog Design-Basis
Accidents at the Callaway Plant

,

Oose at 1200 mU (rems)
Design-Basis Accidents Thyroid Whole Body

Infrecuent Accidents
Rod-ejection accident 43.0 0.1
Steam generator tuce rupture 72.0 1. 0

Fuel-handling accident 4.0 1. 0

Limiting Faults

Main steam-line break 3.6 0.1
CLarge-break LOCA 91.0 2. 2

a Duration of release less than two hours.
b The site boundary distance that yields the highest radiologi-

cal dose following an accident.
c Loss-of-coolant accident.

.

The results of these calculations show that, for these events, the limiting
wnole-body exposures are not expected to exceed 2.2 rems to any individual at
the site toundary. They also show that racioiodine releases have the poten-
tial for offsite exposures ranging uo to about 91 rems to the thyroid. For

~

such an exposure to occur, an incividual would have to be located at a point
on the site boundary wnere the radiof odine concentration in the plume has its
highest value and innale at a breat' ting rate characteristic of a person jogging,
for a period of two hours. The healtn risk to an individual receiving sucn a
thyroic exposure is the potential appearance of benign or malignant thyroid
nodules in acout 3 out of 100 cases, and the development of a f atal cancer in
about 1 out of 1000 cases.

None of tne calculations of the imoacts of design-basis accidents describec in
this section takes into consideration possible reduction in indivicual or popu-
lation excosures as a result of taking any protective action.

'However, the containment system is assumed to prevent leakage in excess of
tnat cemonstraole by tasting, as proviced in 10 CFR ? art 100.11(a).

. . -.- - - . -- - - - - - _,- -.- ,- ... -_
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Probabilistic Assessment of Severe Accidents

In this and the following three sections, there is a discussion of the proba-
bilities and consequences of accidents of greater severity than the design-
Dasis accidents discussed in the previous section. They are considered less
likely to occur, but their consequences could be severe, both for the plant
itself and for the environment. These severe accidents can be distinguished
from design-basis accidents in two primary respects: they involve substantial
physical deterioration of the fuel in the reactor core, including overneating
to the point of melting, and they involve deterioration of the capability of
the containment structure to perform its intanded function of limiting the
release of radioactive materials to the environment. Heretofore, these acci-
dents have frequently been called Class 9 accidents. As a class, they include
all accidents involving sequences of f ailures more severe than those postu-
lated for the design basis of the protective systems and engineered safety
features. The consequences of such accidents could be severe.

The assessment metnedology employed is that described in the Reactor Safety
Study (RSS), which was puolished in 1975 (Ref. 40).* However, the sets of
accident sequences that were found in the RSS to be.the dominant contributors
to the risk in the prototype PWR (Surry Unit 1) have recently been updated or
"rebaselined" (Ref. 41). The rebaselining has been done largely to incorco-
rate peer group comments (Ref. 42) and better data and analytical techniques
resulting from research and development after the publication of the RSS.

Entailed in the recaselining effort was the evaluation of the individual demi-
nant accident sequences as they are understood to evolve. The earlier tech-
nique of grouping a numcer of accident sequences into the encomparsing release
categories, as was done in the RSS, has been largely (but not completely)
eliminated.

The Callaway Units 1 and 2 are Westinghouse-designed PWRs having design and
coerating characteristics similar to those of Surry Unit 1, which was used in
the RSS as a prototype for PWRs. Therefore, the present assessment for Callaway
has used as its starting point the recaselined accident sequences and release
categories referred to aoove, and more fully cescribed in Acpendix E. Charac-
teristics of the sequences (and release categories) used (all of which involve
partial to complete melting of the reactor core) are shown in Tacle 5.7.
Sequences initiated by natural chenomena such as tornados, flood, or seismic
events, and those that could be initiated oy deliberate acts of sacotage, are
not included in these event sequences. The radiological consecuences of such
events would not be different in kind from those that have been treated.
Moreover, it is one staff's judgment, based on design requirements of 10 CFR,

Part 50, Accendix A, relating to effects of natural pnenomena, and safecuards
recuirements of 10 CFR ? art 73, that these events do not contribute signifi-
cantly to afsk.

Calculated procacility per reactor year associated with eacn' accident sequence
(or sequence group) used is shown in the second column in Table 5.7. As in

'Secause this report nas been the sucject of consideraole controversy, a dis-
cussion of the uncertainties surrounding it is provided in Section 5.9.4.4
Uncertainties.

, . , . . . , ... - -. . . - - -. ,,
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the RSS there are substantial uncertainties in these probabilities. This is
due, in part, to difficulties associated with the quantification of human
error and to inadequacies in the data base on failure rates of individual
plant components that were used to calculate the probabilities (Ref. 42) (see
Sec. 5.9.4.4 Uncertainties). The probability of accident sequences from the
Surry plant were usec to give a perspective of the societal risk at CallawayUnits 1 and 2 because, al though he probabilities of particular accident
sequences may be substantially .different for Callaway, the overall effect of
all sequences taken together is likely to be within the uncertainties (seeSec. 5.9.4.4 Uncertainties).

The magnitudes (curies) of radioactivity releases for each accident sequence
or release category are cotained by multiplying the release fractions,shown in
Table 5.7 by the amounts that would be present in the core at the time of the
hypotnetical accident. These are shown in Table 5.5 for a Callaway reactor
core at the thermal power level of 3636 megawatts.

The pctential radiological consequences of these releases have been calcu- ~

lated by the consequence model used in the RSS (Ref. 43)- and adapted to apply*o a specific site..

The essential elements are shown in schematic form inFigure 5.3. Environmental parameters specific to the Callaway site havq been'

used and include the following:

1. Ons full year of consecutive hourly averages of 1974/1975 meteorological
data from the site meteorological-monitoring systems, and precipitation
data obtained from Columbia, which is about 24 km (15 mi) from the site;

2. Drojected population for the year 2000 extending throughout regions of
30- and 560-km (50- and 350-mi) radii from the site;

3. The habitable land fraction within the 560-km (350-mi) radius; and
4 Land-use statistics, on a state-wide basis, including farm land values,.

farm product values including dairy production, and growing-season infor-mation, for the State of Missouri and eacn surrouncing state within the
560-km (350-mi) region. 1

To cotain a probacility distribution of consequences, the calculations are
?erformed assuming the occurrence of each accident release sequenca at each of;

91 ci f ferent " start" times tnrougnout a one year period. Eacn calculation
uses the site-specific hourly meteorological data and seasonal information for
the time ceriod following eacn " start" time. The consequence model also
contains provisions for incorporating the consequence-reduction benefits of
evacuation and otner orotective actions'. Early evacuation of pecole would
considersely reduce tne exoosure from the radioactive cloud and the contami-
nated ground in the nake of the cloud paisage. *he evacuation mocel used, as
::iscussed in Apoendix F, has been rev sed from that used in the RS5 for cettersite specific application. The quantitative enaracteristics of the evacuation
mocel used for the Callaway site are best estimate values made oy the staff

based on evacuation-time estimatas prepared by :ne applicant. Actual
and

evacuation effectiveness could be greater or less than that characteri:;ed, but
would not be expected to ce very much different.

E

- -- . . - , - - - , . , ,
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Pgure 5.3. Schematic Cutline of Consequence Model.

The other crotective actions include: (1) either complete denial of use
(interciction) or permitting use only at a s'afficiently later time after
sopropriate decontamination of foodstuffs such as crops and milk, (2) cecon-
tamination of severely contaminated environment (land and property) wnen it is-
considered to be economically feasible to lower the levels of contamination to
protective-action guide (DAG) levels, and (3) denial of use (interdiction) of
severely contaminated land and property for varying periods of time until the
contamination levels reduce to such values by radioactive decay and weathering
so that land anc property can be economically decontaminated as in (2) above.
These actions would reduce the radiological exposure to the people from the
immediate and/or subsequent use of, or living in, the contaminated environment.

Early evacuation within the plume-exoosure pathway E?I and other protectiveactions as mentioned above are considered as essential sequels to serious
nuclear reactor accidents involving significant release of radioactivity tone atmoschere. Therefore, the results snown for Callaway include the bene-fits of these protective actions.

There are also uncertainties in the estimates of consequences, and the error
bounds may be as large as they are 'or the crocaDilities. However, in the
judgment of tne staff, it is more likely that the calculated rasults are
overestimates of consecuences ratner tnan underestimates. ,

The results of the calculations using tnis consecuence model are radiologicaldosas .c individuals and to populations, health affects that mignt result from
these exoosures, costs of imolementing protective actions, and costs asso-
ciated witn procerty damage cy radioactive contamination.

-- __ . _ . .- ,
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Dose and Health Imoacts of Atmoscheric Releases

The results of the calculations of dose effects and health impacts performed
for the Callaway Plant and site are presented in the form of probability
distributions in Figures 5.4 through 5.7 and are included in the impact-
summary Table 5.3. All of the four accident sequences and release categories
shown in Table 5.7 contribute to the results, the consequences from each being
weighted by its associated probability.

Figure 5.4 shows the probability distribution for the number of persons who
mignt receive whole-body doses equal to or greater than 200 rems _and 25 rems,
and thyroid doses equal to or greater than 300 rems from early exposure,* all
on a per-reactor year casis. The 200-rem whole-body dose figure corresponds
aoproximately to a threshold value for wnich hospitalization would ce indicated
for the treatment of radiation injury. The 25 rem whole-cody (which has been
identified earlier as tne lower limit for a clinically observable physiological
effect) :nc 300-rem thyroid figures correscond to the Commission's guideline
values for reactor siting in 10 CFR Part 100.

The figure shows in the left-hand portion that there are less than eight
chances in a million per reactor year (i.e. 8 x 10-8) that one or more persons may
receive doses equal to or greater than any of the doses specified. The fact
that the three curves run almost parallel and horizon 1.al snows that if one
person were to receive such doses, the chances are about the same that several
tens to hundreds would be so exposed. The chances of larger numbers of persons
being exoosed at those levels are seen to be considerably smaller. For example,
the chances are about one in a hundred million per reactnr year (i s.10 8)
that 5000 or more people might receive doses of 200 rems or greater. A majority
of the excosures reflected in this figure would be expected to occur to persons
within an 80-km (50-mi) radius of the plant. Virtually all would occur within
a 160-km (100-mi) radius.

Figure 5.5 shows the probacility distribution for the total population expo-
sure in person-rems, i.e. the crobability per reactor year that the total
ocpulation exposure will equal or exceed tne values given. For the more
severe accidents (first three accidents in Tacle 5.7) the population exposure
uo to 1 million person-rems would occur within 50 km (50 mi), and exoosure
greater than 10 million person-rems would result co persons beyond tne 30-km
(50-mi) range as shown.

For oerscective, population doses shown in Figure 5.5 may be compared with the
annual average dose to the population within 30 km (50 mi) of tne Callaway
site due to natural-background radiation of 50,000 person-rems, and to ne
anticipated annual cooulation cose to the general :ublic from normal plantt

coeration of aceut 1 person-rem (excluding plant workers) (App. C, Tables C.7
and 0.9).

igure 5.5 snows the pr,oaciif ty distributions for acute fatalities, repre-
! senting radiation injuries tnat would produce f atalities within about one year
!

*Early exoosure to an individual includes external doses from the radioactive
cloud and the contaminated ground, and the dose from internally deposited
radionuclides from inhalation of contaminated air during the cloud cassage.
Other oathways of exposure are excluded.
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m.

after exposurra. V1rtual'ly all the acute fatalities would be expected to occur
within the 24hm (15-mi) radius. 'The result:; of the calculations shown in
this figure and-in Table 5.8 reflect tne effect of evacuacion within the 16-km
(10-mi) plume-expostire pathway EPZ only. For the very low probability acci-
dents having the potential for causfag radiation exposures above the threshold
for acute fatalP.y'at distances beyond 16 km (10 mi), it would be realistic
to expect ~that ' authorities would evacuate persons at all distances at which
such exposures might occur. Therefore, acute-fatality consequences would be,

~

expected to be less than the numbers shcwn.
- '

-

'

Figure 5.7 represents the statistical rela ~tionship between population exposure
and the induction of fatal cancers that might appear over a period of manyyears following exposwe. The impacts on the total populaticn and the popula-
tion within 30 km (50 mi) are snown separately. further, the latent fatalcancers , have been subdivided i
thyroia and all other organs. d nto those attributeble to e;<cosures of the/f '1

Economic and Societal Imoact " .' -.

x e

a
s noted in Section'5.9.4.1, the various measures for avoidance of adverse

health effects,' including those due to residttp racioactive contamination in
ne environment, are possible. consequential imgacts of severe accidents. Cal-

^- -

culations of tne probabilities and magnitudes of such impacts for the Callaway
~

Plant and environs have 'also been. cade. }Unlike the radiation exposure and
adverse healtn effect incacts discussed abore, imoacts askociated with adverse-
health-effects avoidances are mora readily }.cansformed into economic impacts.

. ) > ?

' The results are shcwn as t'phrocability distribution for costs of offsite
mitigating 'actionsJ in- Ti 6ea' 5.3 and , are included in the 'i. pact-summary

-

G
' Tabla 5.8. *

They factors cogriuhthgj to these astimatad costs include thefollowing: ',_$ ' -
, i - ' '.

N .

A. tvacuation costs,
, - ' -.e, ,

-
>

2., value of crops c -mated and condemned,~

i *
-

\
*

3. Value of milk tontaminated and condemned,
r

4. Costs of decontamination of property wnere practical, anda

[ncirect costs due to loss of use of property and incomes derived5.i

'
'

therefrom.
,

The last4amed costs would derive from the necessity for interdict on to"

arevent the use of crocerty until it is eftner free of contaminati0n or can be
aconomicpilydecontaminated.- -

yigtn e 5.3 snows tnat at the extreme end 2f the accicent spectrum these costs
,

could aoproach ten billion dollars, but that the probacility that this wculd
occur is exceedingly small, less than one chance in one 3i11 ton per reactoryear. 't ; ,

t

Adcit'onal {eccnomic imoacts that can be moretned- include costs of dec6ntami-
s

'

~

natiori cf 'the f'icility itself and the cost's jf pentacement pcwer. Pr.cacility
yw t

'
,

, .,

.
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-

5
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f
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distributions for these impacts have not been calculated, but they are included
in the discussion of risk considerations in Section 5.9.4. t Sisk Considerations.

, o
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(See Sec. 5.9.4.4 Uncertainties for a discu; tion off '

uncertainties in risk estimates.)
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Release to Grouncwater ' -
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i
A pathway for puolic radiation, expo 2ure and en conmental contaminction that. ~

could be associated with severe reactor accidents was identified in Sec-
^

tion 5.9.4.1 Exocsure o thways. Consic3rs, tion -nas been given to the poten-a
? t'al environmentai imoact of tHs pathway for the Callaway Plant. The prin-%

c'oal contributors to the risk are the core-melt accidents. The penetrationj f' of the basemat of t0e containment buildings can release molten core debris to, s

the straca acreath the plant.
Soluble radionuclices in this decris can be

-

.7,
leached and, transported wita;grouncwater tol'downgradient domestic nells usedfor drinking'Or *.o

surf ace water bodies usad for drinking water, acuatic food,
-

,

s and recreation. Ir pressurized sater reaMors, such as the Callaway units,
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[ < there is 3n additional opp.wtunity for grouncwater, contamination cue to tne

release et contaminatec sump water to tne ground through a treacn in tna
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An analysis of tne potential consequences of- a Yiquid-pathway release ofs
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radioactivity for generic sites was presj6ted'"in .*he " Liquid ?att.way Generic
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the liquid pathway (drinking water, irrigation, aquatic food, swimming and
shoreline usage) for four conventional, generic land-based nuclear plants anda floating nuclear plant,
barge and moored in a water body.for which the nuclear reactors would be mounted on a

Parameters for the land-based sites werechosen to represent averages for a wide range of real sites and are thus
,

" typical," but represented no esi site in particular.

The discussion in this section is an analysis to determine whether or not the
Callaway site liquid pathway consequences would be unique anen compared to
land-based sites considered in the LPGS. The method consists of a dire:t
scaling of LPGS population doses based on the relative values of key param-
eters characteri:ing the LPGS "small-river" site and the Callaway site. The
parameters that are normally evaluated incluced amounts of radioactive mate-
rials entering the ground, groundwater travel time, sorption on geological
media, surface water transport, drinking water use, aquatic-foori consumption,and shoreline use. ,

Individual and population doses were calculated in the LPGS without consider-
ation of interdiction methods such as isolating the contaminated groundwateror denying use of.the water. In the event of surface-water contamination,
alterr,ative sources of water for drinking, irrigation, and industrial use
would be expected to be found, if necessary.
well as many other water-related activities, would be restricted. Commercial and sport fishing, asTherefore,
the consequences would be largely economic or social, rather than radiological.
In any event, the individual and population doses for tne liquid pathway range
from fractions to very small fractions of those that can arise from the air-borne pathways.

The Callaway site is located above several aquifers. However, contamination
from an assumed core-melt accident would affect only the uoper water-table; acuifer. This is cecause of the depths of the 10wer aquifers and the lack of
nydraulic connection to the upper aquifer due to intervening aquicludes.

In its analysis of ligt.id tank spills in Section 2.4.13 of the Final SafetyAnalysis Report (Ref. 33), the aaplicant estimated groundwater transport time
from the site to the nearest surf ace water-drainage feature, a tributary ofMud Creek. Grcunowater transport was assumed to occur in the Graydon Chert
conglomerate, the Burlington timescune, and Sushoerg Sandstone. A conservativei

value of of 5.0 < 10-4 cm/s was used for norizontal permeacility, tne effective
porosity was estimated to be 0.12, and the hydraulic gradient was chosen to be0.0144 The staff consicers these parameters to be conservative. Using these
parameters, a minimum travel time of about 50 years was calculated for ground-
water released at the site to reach the tributary of Mud Creek and subsequently':he Missouri River. This compares to a travel time of noout 0.5 year used forthe LPGS river site.

For grouncwater travel times of several years or longer, the L?GS snowed that
the only significant contricutors to population dose from an assumed core-melt
accicent would be Sr-90 and Cs-137. To estimate the travel -imes of these
nuclides the acplicant estimated values of the retardation f actors, snich
reflect tne effects of sorption witnin the aquifer. Based on data obtained
from similar geologic media, these values were 7.1 for Sr-90 and la.5 for -
Cs-137. The staff consicers these estimates to be consistent with ranges of
retardat4n factors observed in a wide variety of geologic materials similar

i

'
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to those at the site (Ref. 45). Using these estimates, tw transport time
from the reactor building to Mud Creek is estimated to be 426 years for Sr-90-
and 870 years for Cs-137.

When these times are compared to 5.7 years fer Sr-90 and 5.1 years for Cs-137
in the LPGS land-based river case, the relatively larger travel times for the
Callaway site would allow a much smaller portion of the radioactivity to enter
the surface water. For an equal source of radioactive material, the quantity
of materials entering the river would be reduced by a factor of at least
17,000 for Sr-90 and 1.3 x 108 for Cs-137, compared to the LPG 5 case.

The nearest water well that could be affected by liquid releases to grouncwater
is about 2550 m (3700 f t) downgrad%nt. The minimum groundwater travel time
to this well nas been conservatively calculated to ce greater tnan 200 years.
Therefore, direct contamination of groundwater drinking supplies nas not been
considered to contribute in any significant way to popuiation dose.

Without further analysis it can be concluded that, because of the relatively
long travel times, little or no radioactive materials could enter and contam-
inate surface water near the Callaway site. Therefore, the Callaway liquid-
pathway contribution to population dose has been shown to be much smaller than
that predicted for the LPG 5 river site, which represents a " typical" river
site. Thus, the Callaway site is not unique in its liquid pathway contri-
bution to risk.

Furthermore, there are measures that could ce taken to minimite the impact of
tne liquid pathway. The staff estimates that the minimum groundwater travel
time from the site to Mud Creek would be about 60 years, and that the noldup
radioactivity would be much greater, wnica would allow amole time for engine-
ering measures much as slurry walls and well point cewatering to "solate the
radioactive contaminants at tne source.

Risk Consicerations

The 1'oregoing discussions have dealt with both the frequency (or likelihood of
occurrence) of accidents and their impacts (or consequences). Because the
ranges of both lactors are quite broad, it is useful to :ombine them to obtain
average measures of environmental risk. Such averages can be particularly
instructive as an aid to the comoarison of radiolog' cal risks associated with
accident releases and sita normal operational releases.

A ccmmon way in wnich this comoination of f actors is used to estimate risk is
to multiply the probabilities by the consequences. The resultant risk is t."en
expressed as a numoer of consequences expected per unit of time. Sucn a.
cuantification of risk does not at all mean that there is universal agreement
that pecole's attitudes scout risk, or wnat constitutes an acceptable risk,
can or should be ;overned solely by sucn a reasure. At best, it can be a
contributing f actor to a risk jucgment, but not necessarily a decisive factor.

In Taole 5.9 are shcwn average excected values of risk associated with popu-
lation dose, acute f atalities, latent fatalities, and costs for evacuation and
other protective ac fons. The:e average values are cotained by summir.g the
orobacilities vul;iplied by the consecuences over the entire raage of cistri-
butions. Because the procacilities are on a per-reactor year basis, the
averages snown are also in a per-seactor year basis.

_ _ _ - - _ _ . - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - - - - - - - _ - - - - - -_
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Table 5.9. Annual Average Expected Values of
EnvironmentalRisksOuetoAgcidentsat

the Callaway Plant

Population exposure (person-rems)

Within.80 km (50 mi) 9
Tntal 125

Number of acute' fatalities 0.0001

Number of latent-cancer fatalities
All organs excluding thyroid 0.0065
Thyroid only 0.0012

Cost of protective actions
and decontamination (5) 4300

a See Section 5.9.4.4 Uncertainties for dis-
cussions of uncertainties in rism estimates.

The population exposure and latent-cancer-fatality risks may be comoared with
'

those for normal-operatica releases, shown in Appendix C, Tables C.7 and C.9.
TFs radiological dose to the population due to normal operation of each unit
may be aoout 44 person-rems per year. This dose may result in 0.0067 latent-
cancer death to the exposed population. The latent-cancer death predicted to
result from accidents is expected to be 0.0077 (Table 5.9). The comparisone

'

snows that accident risks are comparable to normal-operstion risks.

There are no acute-fatality or economic risks associated with protective
actions and decontamination for normal releases; therefore, these risks are
unique for accidants. However, for perspective and understanding of the
meaning of the acute-fatality risk of 0.0001 per year the staff notes that, to

' a good approximation, the copulation at risk is that within about 16 km (10 mi),

of the plant, about 12,000 persons in the year 2000. Accidental fatalities-
per year for a population of this size, based on overall averages for the
United States, are about two from motor-vehicle accidents, one from falls, one
from drowning, and one from burns (Ref. 34).

Figure 5.9 shows the calculated risk excressed as whole-body dose to an indi-
eicaal from early exposure 2s a function of the distance from the plant witnin
the plume-exposure-cathway E?!. The values are on a per-reactor year basis,
and all accida it sequences and release categories in Taole .5.7, weighted by;

t.9eir associated procabilities, contributed to the dose.

Within the 16-km (10-ml) radius 31 se-ex00sure pathway E?Z, the calculations
show that the oest estimate evacuation can reduce the risk of acute f atality
to an individual to near zero. Evacuation and other protective actions also
reduce the risk to ar. individual of latent-cancer fatality. Figures 5.10
and 5.11 show curves of constant risk per reactor year to an individual living

. - _ - - _ - _ _ - _ - _ - - - _ _ - . - -
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INDIYLDUAL RISK 0F DOSE AS A FUNCT!0N OF DISTLYC2
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Figure 5.9. Individual Risk of Cose as a Function of Distance.
(See Sec. 5.9.4.4 Uncertainties for a oiscussion
of uncertainties in ris< estimates.) (To con-
vert mi to km, multiply by 1.6093. )

witnin the pluma excesure-pathway E?Z of the Callawcy Plant of acute death and
of death from latent canct , respectively, as a function of distance :ue to
potential accidents in a reactor. Directional variation of these curves
reflecos the variation in :ne average fraction of the year the wind would be
blowing into eacn direction from the plant. For c0moarison, the following
risks of fatality cer year to an individual living in the United States may se
noted: automooile accicent 2.2 x 10 4, falls 7.7 x 10 3, drowning 3.1 x10 3,
curning 2.9 x '" 3, and fietsar s 1.2 < 10 3 (Ref. 31).

The economic ris< associatad with evacuation and other protective actions
could be ccmcared with crocerty-damage costs associated wita alternative
energy generation tecnnologies. The use of fossil fuels, coal or oil for
examole, would emit sucstantial quantities of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides into the atmospere and, among other tnings, laad to environmental and
ecolcgical camage througn the chanomenon of acid rain (Ref. 34, pp. 559-560),
dowever, this effect has not been sufficiently quantified to craw a usaful
comoarison at tais time.

. . ._ - - - -
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Figure 5.10. Isopleths of Risk of Acute Fatality per
Reactor Year to an Individual. (To
convert mi to km, mu :.iply by 1.6093.)

There are other economic impacts and risks that can be moneti:ed that are not
incluced in the cost calculations discussed in Section 5.9. A.2 Economic and3ccietal mcacts. These imcacts relata to tne added cost to tne cuolic cue to
One ioss of One nuclear unit itsel f. The :osts associated with tnis loss
include those for decontamination, repair or replacement of tne plant, and
replacement power.

No cetai'ed methocology nas oeen develoced for estimating the contribution of
an accident to the econcmic risk to tne licensee for cecontamination andrestoration of tne plant. Excerience with such ecsts is currently being accu-
mulated as a result of tne Three '4ile Island ac f dent. If an accident Occurs
duriag the first year of the Callaway Unit 1 coeration, the econcmic cenalty

. . _ _ - - - .. - . _ . . . -.. - - - . . - - . .-
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Figure 5.11. Iscoletns of Risk of !.atent-Cancer Fatality per
Reactor Year to an Individual. (To convert
mi to km, multiply by 1.6093. )

h

in cresent-. orth tollars, reflected to the initial jear of Unit 1 oceration,is estimated at 31.3 cillion for decontamination and restoration of the plant
ana 3600 million for reolacement power during tne perica the clant is being

This estimate assumes that the plant .ould be out of commission forrestored.
eignt years and that the energy that 'dould have been forthcoming from the
Callaway unit (assuming 50". capacity factor) ould ce replaced largely by
coal-fired generation witnin the general area.

*f the crocaoility of sustaining a total loss of One original plant is taKen
the sum of the probacilities of the occurrence of care-melt accidents,as

_ _ . _ _ . - - .
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there would be about 4.3 chances in 100,000 (i.e. probability of 4.8 x 10 5)
that a disabling accident would happen during each year of service if fe of theunits. Multiplying the previously estimated cost of $1900 million for an
accident to Callaway Unit 1 during the initial year of its operation by the4. 8 x 10.s probability results in an economic risk of 391,000 applicable-to
Callaway Unit 1 during that year. This is also the approximate economic risk
during the second and. each subsequent year of its cperation. Althougn the
nuclear units depreciate in value and probably operate at reduced capacity
factors such that the economic consequences due to an accident become.less as
the units become 01cer, this is offset by higher cost (due to inflation) of
decontamination and restoration of the units in the later years.
Uncertainties

The foregoing procabilistic and risk-assessment discussion has oeen based on
tne methodology presented in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS), wnich was pub- ~

lished in 1975.

In' July 1977, the NRC organized an Independent Risk Assassment Review Group to
(1) clarify the achievements and limitations of the RSS Group, (2) assess the
peer comments thereon and the responses to the comments, (3) study the current
state of such risk-assessment methodology, and (4) recommend to the Commission
how and whether sucn methodology can be used in the regulatory and licensing

The results of this study were issued in Septemeer 1978 (Ref.12).process.
This report, called the Lewis Report, contains several findings and recommen-

| dations concerning the RSS. 5pmeofthemoresignificantfindingsaresumma-ri:ed below:

1. A numoer of sources of both conservatism and nonconservatism in the prob-
ability calculations in RSS were found, wnien were very difficult to
balance. The Review Group was unaole to determine.. nether the overall
prooability of a core melt given in the RSS was hign or low, but tney did
conclude that the error bands were uncerstated.

2. The methodology, wnich was in important acvance over earlier methodolo-
gies that nad oeen applied to reactor risk, was sound.

3. It is very cifficult to follow the aetailed thread of calculations tnroughthe RSS. In particular, tne Executive Summary is a poor description of
the contents of tne recort, should not be used as such, and has lent
itself to misuse in the discussion of reactor risk.

On 19 January 1979, the Commission issued a statement of colicy concerning the
RSS ano the Review Group Report. The Commission acceoted the fincings of the

; Review Grouc.

The accident at Three Mile Islana occurred la Maren 1979 at a time unen the
accumulatea exoerience record as about 100 reactor years. It is of interest
to note that tnis was nithin the range of frecuencies estimated by the RSS for

i

an accident of this severity (Ref. 3', c. 553). It snould also te noted that
the Three Mile Islanc accicent has ><sulted in a very comprehensive evaluation
of reactor accicents like that one, by a significant numoer of investigative

nitnin NRC and outside it. Actions to imorove the safety ofgroups both

nuclear power plants have come out of these investigations, including those.

.
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from the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, and NRC
staff investigations and task forces. A comprehensive "NRC Action Plan Devel-
oped as a Result of the THI-2 Accident," NUREG-0660, Vol. I, May 1980, collects
the various recommendations of these groups and describes them under the sub-
ject areas of: Operational Safety; Siting and Design; Emergency Preparedness
and Radiation Effects; Practices and Procedures; and NRC Policy, Organi:ation,
and Ma:egement. The action plan presents a sequence of actions, some already
taken, thaw will result in a gradually increasing improvement in safety asindividual actions are completed. The Callaway Plant is receiving and will
receive the cenefit of these actions on the schedule indicated in NUREG-0660.
However, the improvement in safety from these actions has not been quantified,
and the radiological risk of accidents discussed in tnis section does not
reflect these improvements.

5.9.4.5 Conclusions

The foregoing sections consider the potential environmental impacts from acci-
dents at the Callaway Plant. These nave covered a broad spectrum of possible
accidental releases of radioactive materials into the environment by atmo-
spneric and groundwater pathways. Included in the considerations are postu-
lated design-basis accidents and more severe accident sequences that lead to a
severely damaged reactor core or core melt.

The environmental impacts tnat have been considered include potential radia-
tion exposures to individuals and to the population as a whole, tne risk of
near- and long-term adverse health effects that such exposures could entail,
and the potential economic and societal consequences of accidental contamina-
tion of the environment. These impacts could be severe, but the likelihood of
their occurrence is judged to be small. This conclusion is basec on (1) the
fact tnat considerable experience has been gained with the operation of simi-
lar facilities without significant degradation of the environment; (2) tnat,
in order to obtain a license to coerate the Callaway Plant, it must comply
with the apolicable Commission regulations and requirements; and (3) a procabi-
listic assessment of the risk based on the methocology developed in tne RSS.
The overall assessment of environmental risk of accidents, assuming protective
action, shows that it is less than the risk for normal operational releases,
altnougn accidents have a catential for acute fatalities and economic costs
tnat cannot arise from normal coerations. The risks of acute fatality from
potential accidents at the site are small in comoarison with tne risks of
acute f atality from otner numan activities in a comoaraoly siced population.

The staff concluces tnat tnere are no special or unique features about the
Callaway site and environs that would warrant special mitigation features for
the Callaway Plant.

5.10 THE URANIUM UEL CYCLE

The uranium-fuel-cycle rule,10 CFR Part 51.20 (la FR 45362), reflects tne
latest information relative to reprocessing of scent fuel and to radioactive-
aste management as ciscussed in NUREG-0116, " Environmental Survey of tne Re-

crocessing and Waste Management Portions of the LWR Fuel Cycle (Ref. 46), andd

NUREG-0216 (Ref. 47), wnica presents staff resconses to comments on NUREG-0116.
The rule also considers other environmental factors of the uranium fuel -le,
including aspects of mining and milling, i<otopic anricnment, fuel facrication,

1

3
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and management of low- and .hign-level wastes.. These are described in the AEC
recort WASH-1248, " Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle" (Ref. 48).
The Commission also directed that an explanatory narrative be developed that
would convey in understandable terms the significance of releases tabulated inthe final rule. The narrative was also to address such important fuel-cycle
impacts as environmental dose commitments and health effects, socioeconomic.
impacts, and cumulative imoacts, where these are appropriate for generic

.

treatment. This explanatory narrative was published in the Federal Register
on 4 March 1981 (46 FR 15154-15175). Appendix G -addresses those impacts of :
the fuel cycle that reasonably appear to have significance for individual

-reactor licensing sufficient to warrant attention for NEPA purposes.

Tanle S-3 of the final uranium-fuel-cycle rule is reoroduced in its entiretyherein as TaDie 5.10. Specific rategories of natural-resource use included in-
the table relate to land use, water consumption and thermal effluents, radio -
active releases, burial of transuranic and high and low-level wastes, and ,

radiation doses from transportation and occupational exposures. The contri '
butions in the table for reprocessing, waste management, and transportation of
wastes are maximized for either of the two fuel cycles (uranium only and no
recycle); that is, the cycle that results in the greatar impact is used.

Appendix G contains a description of. the environmental impact assessment of
the uranium fuel cycle as related to the operation of CAL-1. The environmental
impacts. are based on the values given in Table S-3 and on an analysis of theradiological impact from radon releases. The staff finds that the enviren -
mental impact of CAL-1 on the U.S. population fro.a radioactive . gaseous and
liquid releases (including radon) due to the uranium fuel cycle is inconse-
cuential when compared to the impact of natural-background radiation. In-
addition, the nonradiological impacts of the uranium fuel cycle are found tobe acceptable.

5.11 OECOMMISSIONING

Decommissioning of a nuclear power reactor does not usually involve environ 1
mental impacts that are unique to a specific project. The tecnnology for

_

decommissioning nuclear facilities is well in hand and, although tecnnical
imorovements in decommissioning tecnniques are to be expected , a* the present
time decommissioning can be performed safely and at reasonable cost. Radi-
ation doses to the puolic as a result of decommissioning activities sr.ould be
very small and would come primarily from the transportation of decommissioningwaste to waste-burial grounds. Radiation doses to decommissioning workers
should be a small fraction of the worker exoosure over the operating lifetime -
of the facility; these coses usually will be well within the occucational-
exposure limits imoosed by regulatory recuirements. Cecommissioning costs for
reactors are a small fraction of the present worth commissioning costs. A
full analysis of decommissioning is available in NUREG-0586,l'Oraft Generic
Environmental Imoact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities"
(Ref. 49).

5.12 EMERGENCY PLANNING IMPACTS i

Construction of the facilities is discussed in Section 4.2.1. The staff believes-
the only noteworthy potential source of imoacts to the public from emergency
clanning would be associated with the testing of the early notification system.
The test requirements .and noise levels will be consistent with those used for
existing alert systems; therefore, tae. staff concludes that the noise imcacts
from the system will be infrequent.and insignificant.
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Table 5.10. (Table 5-3) (Continued)
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6.
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

6.1 UNAVOIDA8LE ADVERSE IMPACTS

The staff has reassessed the physical, social, biological, and economic imcacts
the can be attributed to the operation of CAL-1. Its construction was 77%
complete as of 1 July 1981, and most of the predicted and expected -imoacts of
the construction pnase are evident, have already occurred, or have been miti-gated oy the applicant.

Changes ir, plant design and operating procedures and
the use of updated data have led to minor adjustments in the preconstruction
estimates of unavoidaale adverse cperational imcacts. No major additional
adverse effects attributable to plant operation were fcund, and the adjust-
ments in the preconstruction estimates do not invalidate the preconstruction
presentation (FES-CP, Sec. 10.1). Most operational impacts are significantly
less than as described in the FES-CP because the conclusions in this statementare for a single unit, wnereas those in the FES-CP are for two units.
6. 2

IRREVEF.3!3LE AND IRRETRIEVABLE CCMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

There have been no significant changes in the staff's assessment of resource
commitments made prior to construction (FES-CP, Sec.10.3) except that the
continuing escalation of costs has increased the dollar values of materials
used for construction ano fueling of the plant. CAL-1 will consume acout 30 t
of uranium by fission over 30 years of operation at an average capacity fr.ctor
of 50% (FES-CP, Taole 10.2; ER-OL, Sec. 5.7.2). About 5000 t of U 0s in theform of yellowcake will ce needed to provide this fuel (Ref.1). 3

5.3
RELATICNSHIP 3ET%EEN SHORT-TERM USES AND LONG-TERM PRCCCCTIVITY

There nave been no significant changes in tne staff's creconst. auction evalua-
tion of the relation cetween the environmental effects of short-term uses
(construction and operation of the plant) and long-term croductivity (FES-CP,Sec. 10.2).

The conclusion that the dedication of resources for a nuclearower plant at
the Callaway site is consistent with the balancing of short-

and long-term oojectives for use of the environment is still valid.

6.a SENEFIT-COST SUMMARY

The benefits ano costs of coerating CAL-1 are summari:ed in Taole 6.1, whicn
orovices tne srsff's assessments of degrees of tenefit or cost, as well asmagnitudes of imoact anere they are quantifiaole. References that containfurtner inf armation are indicated.

5. 4.1 3enefits

The primary cenefits to be derived from oceration of CAL-1 include an annual
production of acout 5 oillion kWh of baseload electrical energy over the life

5-1
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Table 6.1. Benefit-Cost Suwar/ for CAL-1

Benefit or Cost (Reference) Magnitude Staff Assessment
or Referencett of Seneff t or Costta

BENEFITS

0irect
Electrical energy (Sec. 2.2)

6 million kwn/yr NderateAdditional LE capacity (Sec. 2.4) 1150 % Moderate4 educed generating costs (Sec. 2.2) 190 million/yrT3 LargeOvversity of fuel sucoly
(Sec. 2.3)System rellaoflity 1.arge

(Sec. 2.4) Large

Indirect
Local procerty taxes (Sec. 5.3.2) 56.1 million/yrt* Large i
Emoloyment (Sec. 5.3.1)

231 emolayeest5 % derate7 yroll (Sec. 5.3.1)t
.

18.1 011 ton /yr?5 %derate
Local oureneses (Sec. 5.3.1):

3y emoloyees
52. 7 1st11(on/yr?s NderateBy uti!ity
5700,000/yrt8 Smallr

4 SEi

Economic

Fuel (Sec. 2.2)
7.5 millikwnt* Small

Coeration and maintenance (Sec. 2.2) 3.2 ii111/kwnt* SmallOecommissiontng (Sec. 2.2)
559 to 573 ailliont* Small

,

Environmental and Socioeconomic
Resources committed:

Land (Sec. 5.2)
2925 ha small*ater (Sec. 5.3.1) 0.7 millfon 9 SmallJrantum - U 0, (Sec. 6.2)3 Abcut 5000 t small

Other materf als and succifes (FES-CP, Sec. 10.3.4) Small
i'

Oamages suf*eaco by otner .ater asers fue to:

Sarf ace-water :ensumotion (Sec. 5.3.1) 1 M/s (maximun) Small
Surface-water contamination

(Sec. 5.3.2.1) Small
Oroundwater :ensumotion (Sec. 5.3.1) *e ro None
Groundwater contamination

(Sec. 5.3.2.2) None
amage to squatic biota cue to:
Imoingement and entrairment

(Sec. 5.5.2.1) SmallThermal ef4 cts
(Sec. 5.5.2.2) SmallCPemtcal 31scnarges .

(Sec. 5.5.2.3, Small
3amage to terrestrial resources due to:

51uoge lagocos
(Sec. 5.5.'.1) SmaliSg and ice
(Sec. 5.5.1.2) NoneCooling-tow e tri f t
(Sec. 5.5.1.2) Small3 fed fs action
(Secs. 5.5.1.3 Small

and 5.5.1.5)

;

_ . . __ -. __. _, .. _ _.
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Table 6.1. (Continued)

Beneff t or Cost (Reference)
Magnituce Staff Assessment

or Referencert of Beneff t or Costt8

C0sTS (Continued)

Envi m naental and Socioeconcele (Continued)

Adverse socioeconomic effects due to:
Loss of historic or areneological resources (Sec. 5.7) Small
visual intrusion (Sec. 5.3.4) Smell
Noise

(Sec. 5.3.6)- None
Increased traffic (Sec. 5.3.4) Small
Increased Jeands on suolf e facilities and services (See. 5.3.5) Small
:ncreased comanos on orivate factiftfes and services (Sec. 5.3.3) Small

.

Acverse nonractological neelta effects due to:
Air-quality :hanges

(Sec. 5.4) Small-
mater-quality enanges

(Sec. 5.3.2) Small
Adverse raciological hesith effects oue to:

deactor coeration on:
General ;opulation

(Sec. 5.9.3) Small
workers onsite

(Sec. 5.9.3) Small3alance of fuel cycle
(Sec. 5.10) $ mall

Accident risks
(Sec. 5.9.4) Small

d
If an estimate of the sagnitude of the Senefit or cost ander consiceration nas not teen sace,
tne section of this .nvironmental statemens (or otner reference) containing further Informationis indicated.

t1
The casts for *Me 3ssignments of descriptors used by the staff to make jucc . ntal comoArative'

assessments of quantitatively incommensuranle conefits and costs is as fol<oies:
None:

Tbsolutely none, or too small to have detectacle consequences and se estimated oy acrociale procacure.

Smail: Senefits or costs for nfcn f acacts are of such a lifr.or 9ature taat, based on cur-
,

rently availaole information, detailed :ensideration of t.*e relevant adverse fiscacts'

or 1:1tigative actions is not warranted.
Mocerate: 3enefits or costs for .ntc3 the relevan* fsoacts are If kely to be clear!y evicent.

Mitigation alter 9atives are usually considerec for toderate aoverse imoscts. *

Large: Major tenefits or costs 'or nica the relevant adverse imoacts recuf re careful on-
sicerition of all reasonacle aftigation alternatives and, f 1eitigation ist feasible,imustlee offse a oy overaiding ;roject considerations.

; ?2 For 1384, the first full year of coeration (see Taole 2.1).
t4 tstfsat.* <alue for 1383.
'S istisated salue for 1982.
+' In 1983 Jollars.

I

of the plant, imoroved reliability of the UE system brougnt about by the addi-
tion of 1150 We of generating cacacity to the system, a saving from 1984 on-
ward of acout M0 million or more per year in procuction costs (Taoie 2.1), and
an increase in the diversity of tile fuel sucply of the system as a result of
croviding baseload generating cacacity using a fuel otner than coal (Sec. 2).

;

!

|

t
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Secondary benefits arising from operation of CAL-1 include wages paid to oper-
ating personnel (projected to be $8.1 million per year in 1982) and taxes paid
to local political suodivisions (Sec. 5.8.1). The appifcant paid 53.25 million
in property taxes on the Callaway Plant in 1980, and projects a tax payment of
36.1 million in 1983 (Sec. 5.8.2). About 70% of the 1980 tax revenues were
paid to Callaway Count, school districts (ER-OL, Table 8.1-14). The. applicant
estimates that retail purchases by plant operating personnel will be about
52.7 million in 1982 (Sec. 5.3.1).
6.4.2 Costs

6.4.2.1 Economic

The economic costs associated with plant operation include fuel costs and
coeration and maintenance costs, which--for 1983, the first year CAL-1 is .
expected to operate commercially- are 7.5 mill /kWh and 3.2 mill /kWh .in 1983
dollars, respectively (Table 2.1). The cost of decommissioning is a smallseditional cost of plant operation. The applicar.t's estimate for decommis-
stoning CAL-1 is $59 to $73 million in 1983 dollars (Sec. 2.2).

6. 4. 2. 2 Environmental and Socioeconomic

Changes in plant design, operating procedures, and environmental data that
were taken into consideration in tnis cperating-license review have not. led to
significant increases in the environmental or socioeconomic costs over the
corresponding costs that were estimatad during the construction permit review.
Most of the costs are significantly less than those estimated in the FE5-CP
because the lattar were for two operating units, and those summarized here are
for one unit. The costs considered include those attributable to the uranium
fuel cycle and to plant accidents. All costs are small or negligible.
6.4.3 Conclusions

As a result of the analysis anc review of potential environmental, techrical,economic, and social .

impacts, the staff has prepared an updated forecast of
the effects of operation of CAL-1. No new information has been obtained that
alters the overall 'oalancing of the benefits versus the environmental costs of-plant oceration. Consequently, the staff has determined that the plant will
most likely operate witn only minimal environmental imoact. The staff finds
that the primary benefits of minimizing system production costs and increasing
baseload generating capacity by 1150 MWe greatly outweigh the environmental,social, and economic costs.

Reference

1. " Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling." U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0706, Vol.1, Tacle 3.2, September
1980. -

.
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7. LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS

The following personnel of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, CC, participated in the preparation
of this draft environmental statement:

G.E. Edison Licensing Project Manager: Ph.0. (Nuclear Engi-
neering) 1965; Nuclear Engineering, 20 years.

C.R. Hickey, Jr. Environmental Review Coordinator; M.S. (Marine
Science) 1971; Marine / Fisheries Science,
10 years.

S. Acharya Accident Evaluation; Ph.D. (Physics) 1971;
Nuclear Engineering,13 years.

W.L. Axelson Emergency Preparedness; M.S. (Health Physics)
1975; Emergency Preparedness, 5 years.

S.H. Chestnut Emergency Preparedness; 3.5. (Mechanical Engi-
neering) 1974; Nuclear Engineering, 7 years.

R.B. Codell Class 9 Liquid-Pathway Analysis; Ph.D. (Chemi-
cal Engineering) 1973; Hydraulic Engineering-,

S years.
K.C. Demosey Accident-Evaluation Oose Calculations; 3.5.

(Nuclear Engineering) 1973; Nuclear Engineer-
ing and Phy*.ics, 7 years.

J.E. Fairocent Meteorolony, Air Quality; M.S. (Meteorology)
1972; Meteorology, 9 years.

R.L. Gotchy Accident Evaluation; Ph.D. (Radiation Biology)
1968; Health Physics and Risk Assessment,
20 years.

R.W. Houston Accident Evaluation; 0.Eng. (Chemical Engi-
neering) 1950; Nuclear Engineering, 31 years.

W.W. Meinke Radiological Impacts and P-otection; Ph.0.
(Nuclear Chemistry) 1950; Radiological Chem-
istry, 30 years.

C.L. Miller Effluent-Treatment Systems; Ph.D. (Chemical
Engineering) 1974;- Chemical Engineering,
12 years.

A.A. Sinisgalli Offsite Ha:ards and Jemography; M.S. (Physics)
1955; General ~ Engineering, 26 years.

M.C. Thadani Accident Evaluation; M.S. (Chemical Engineer-
ing) 1964; Nuclear Engineering, 20 years.
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A.L. Toalston Cost Impact of Accidents; 3.5. (Electrical Engi-
neering) 1951; Electrical Engineering, 30 years.

R.G. Wescott Hydrology, ' Groundwater Use, .Floodplains; M.S.
(Engineering Science) 1974; Hydraulic Engineer-
ing, 8 years.

The following personnel of the Division of Environmental Imoact Studies of
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, participated in the preparation of
this draft environmental statement:

T.L. Gilbert Project Leader; Ph.D. (Theoretical Physics)
1956; Physics, 35 years.

0.A. Brodnick Socioeconomics; Ph.D. (Sociology) 1979; J.D.
(Law) 1975; Environmental Sociology and Envi-
ronmental Law, 7 years.

L.S. Busch Need for Power, Benefit-Cost Analysis: B.S.
(Chemical Engineering) 1939; Chemical Engineer-
ing, 41 years.

J.E. Carson Cooling-Tower Impacts; Ph.D (Meteorology) 1960;
Meteorology, 37 yaars.

3.A. Curtis Historic and Archeological Sites; ?h.D. (Anthro-
pology) 1977; Anthropology and Cultural Ecology,
15 years.

R.L. Devine Aquatic Ecology, Fisheries; M.S. (Life Sciences)
1959; Biology, 30 years.

R.F. Freeman III Aquatic Ecology; M. A. (Environmental Science)
1976; Environmental Assessment, 6 years.

S.A. Humrickhouse Cooling-Tower Impacts; M.S. (Engineering) 1980;
Air-Quality Engineering, 1 year.

B.N. Jaroslow Terrestrial Ecology, Land Use; Ph.D. (Biology)
1953; Biology, 29 years.

R.S. .<eener Editor; A.B. (Physics) 1950; Electronics Engi-
neering and Technical Editing, 25 years.

G.J. Marmer Thermal Ofsenarges, Noise; Ph.D. (Physics)
1968; Physics, 13 years.

A. A. Sic::ek Nonradioactive-Waste Disenarges, Water Quality;
Ph.D. (Physical Chemistry) 1974; Chemistry.
?hysics, and Chemical Engineering,15 years.
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LIST OF AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS P.EQUESTED TO CCMMENT CN

THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

The following Federal, state, and local agencies are asked to comment on'this
draft environmental statement:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Attorney General, State of Missouri

County Commissioners, Callaway County, Missouri
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce

Department of Energy

Department of Health and Human Services

Department of Housing and Urban Development

Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
Department of the Interior, Office of Environmental Projects Review
Department of Transportation

Environmental Protection Agency

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Food and Drug Acministration

Mid-Missouri Council of Governments
Missouri Department of Natural Resources

Missouri Office of Acministration, Division of Budget and Planning
|

Missouri River Basin Commission
; Office of the Governor, State of Missouri
F

i
~
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APPENDIX A. RESERVED FOR: RESPCNSE TO CCNMENTS

ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATE. VENT -

OPERATING LICENSE STAGE

CALLAWAY PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2
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APPENDIX 3. PERMITS

[Naticnal Pollutant Discnarge Elimination
System (NPOES) Permit]

(From the ER-OL, Rev. 1, Aco. 5A)

.
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g rile so. J.300 Callaway County W955 Fermit .10. MO-0098 COLCallaway Power Plant

August 3, 1980

'Jnion Electric Company
1901 Cratiot Street
P.O. Sox 149

g St. Louis, MO 63166
1.LJ m

Q2 3 ear Permit:ee:
-

C=
32 Pursuant

:o the rederal Vacar Pollution Contest Act. under the authorievTOE granted to the $ tate 3f Missourt and in ;ospliance with *he Missourt Olean
M* Vater I,aw, we have issued and are enclosing your National Follutant Otsenarge
W Elimination System GPOES) ?armit :s Jiacharge from your above-referencedN f acility.CC

( }.
J Please U.AD your Permit :arefullyr Tsur NPCES Persit to 31scharge includee

standard and special :enditions vnich 1iust he followed ;3 remain in comoLianceQ} wits the requirements of the Federal Vater ?slaution Control Act and neM7 Missouri Olean Water Law.

b Monitoring reports required by the special conditons sust be suemitted sn
a periodic basis.Zc Oopies af the necessary report for'ns are enclosed. If
you have any we.tions :encerniog :hes. re,or:s, , tease so soc 5.sitate :.g call this of fice or sur regional office in your area.

O3 ma mis 7.c-it ts ,oca you, re4 erat disch.rge ,er u .nd your new statep} 2perating permit and replaces all previous Itate operatics per%1ts fst :h ts7 !awility. In all future car espondence regarding this faciligv. please refery to your NPOES Perst: summer, the facility name, and the file ausoer listed2 at :ae top of :his page.
s

Hj I as sure that you appreciata the imoortance 2f elisinating pollution f t:mCa our Nation's waters and vill antas by :he : ens and :enditions af :ne :tF0t3
4 .j ?ermit. If you have any questions ancersteg this termit. please ss not1

.ef ferson City. MO s5101. ;none:7ess: ate to :all this af f t e 2r sur Regional Offi:e at ?.J. Box 1363,y9 *

(31.) 73L 27:9.OR
Yours **uly.

5 /h/ %
--)$ l;M .. . ./' 'C

s. a

. .

ooer: 4. TentgesOm** Ohief of Permit iec:isnM
D b" Water Quality ?rogram
_

M/ gt

. Inslosure

CO: !?A - ?ersi: 3rsnch
311 Ling 3ept. - ?emi: 3ranen
'efferson City Regi:nal Offi:e

JcstDftP.ItCSCcit 3cverPCf
Irfd A. LQfstf 1rg0!Or Olvision of Invirotimentet Cycijty

JOrn(S 7. OctMcCMl ir20!Of
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MIS 30CR1 3EPAATMENT OF
.~

Permit No. @ 0098001
NATWAL RESOURCES Applicant No. .% -00tS001

.

MISSOURI CLIAN VATER CCPetISSION
'

AUTPCRIZATICN 70 31$CHARCE TfDER INE -
NATICNAL PCLL|| TANT 313CHARCZ ELIMINATION SYSTEM

In compliance with the Federal Vater Pollution Control Act. Pubite Law
92-300. 12na k naress. (Wereinafter the Act) as seer.ded and the Missouri
Clean Vater Law. (Chapter 206 R.S. N. Ca. Supp.1373. hereinat ter, tne Law) .

Owner: Jalon Electric Company

owner's Address: 1901 Cratiot Street. P.O. Sox 117. St. Leuls. Missouri $3166

Tscility Name: Callaway Power Plant '

s

Facility Addrese: Reform. Missouri 6!077

Legal Description: River Mile 113.6. Callaway County

Receiving Screae 5 34 sing Missouri River - Missouri River Sasin

a<is authorized to discharge from the f acility described herein. La accordan e
with ef fluent lLutations and monitoring requirwents as set forth hereia,

,

FACILITY 3ESCRIPM ON

Units one and two of the Callaway Power F14at located in the ifEN. Sec.14 '
T16N. 18W. Callaway County Missouri. *he wastewater effluents will enter
the Missouri River at River Mile 113.4 *he sarimum daily : cabined flow
froe ene following outfalls vill be 13.302.173 sal per day.
#001 - Radweste :reatment systes (.0:3473 med - leakage f roan coolant systes. Ni

sesse generator leakage, vastes free che laundry of clothing worn in
contaminated areas hot shower drains. floor trains in :he containment,
auxiliary and 144 waste buildings, and generator blowdown are peacessed
in :he liquid radwaste treatment systes prior :o re-use or discharga.
The treatment systes 5as s::aincts, fil:ers 5 eat exchangers. =arbon
filtration, domineralization, waste evaporation :s separate water
free impurities, reverse seaosis, and weste soni:or tuns. All .

processing in the Liquid 34dwaste Processing $ystes is dore se a
#*(_5atch basis. After monitoring for radioactive content, release rates

i

'

are :entrolled administratively to insure :he *as Lov as ;racticable" y;
radioactive 21senarte criteria are set. (continued or Nge 2) ; sThis petni: snail become dfective an August 3. 1980 . anie'ss appealed in. e

accordance wttn fee: ton 2%351.5 of :ne Law. --
,

,%

This perste ano su,:horization to discharge snali expire at litdnight. August 7.1{85. ,f

Dated this 5th saw sf August, 1980. ~

~f C.5; ,- : . -
Fred A. L.afset. Dirge:or
Oepartment of !!atural tesources '

,

Per%t Administritor f ar "issourt Cleon Vater hemiss.on

I
-- -- - - - - - . - - - -
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Page*1 at 4* .

g ( #

y l ,, . Permit No MD-0098001
* i : ,~ -

, ' ,#002 - Cooling tower blowdoe (13.Mt aga):,
- s. . ,;

g i

#003 - 4ater trescaent plant. st'udge/.4604 sst? '
,

' ;; y 1.,.. i', J
#004 - Oeniners112er system wastes (.'t&T m;4)

.

s
0

,hs\, j ' p
*

% \, Q ~.

#005 - 011 seperster discharge:] 164 std),
5 t , 4 f =l j' ,

*. '

| \ \,% #006 - 01reAlatus and Service Vater P'la,sbses SIL separator 4.2d neutralfzacba
6

1. '- 4 A-
'^ '

v \t
sump 0.!64 med)

. ?-
,

'

s

#007 - Twt 20 '0r'0 ap t ?!, v Aer4rlow Modet 's-2f.1-55-5G&eanded aacacirm treat-
,

3

}\ sient units preceded by a 35,000 gallos aerated sutga tank. (.03C :gd)
i

'si 'g- A ' t

' g , t tw '' 'g
7004 - Chemical Vater Treatment 3 sic (.00' 244) -

'
p. * r

I - f . ,.s1 / v( .-
g

> ,.

s< i e **4' '
-

80t9 *\ ,atake sJructure sump 8. li,*sd)ts .s
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~ The pesait;**Jis auch9rised to discharge from outfallis) with serial number (s) as
n ,

*

eoecifies 1E the app 1Mation for this permit. '6he effluent limitations shall become*",
,.ef fe'cQu's the faces specifiedJarein. Such discharges sbala be controlled. limited.

,

.

and ma{,tored by the permittee '.9s specified below. , ,- s s .

s
, _-. #*

, ,'

-
,

, ,,. g- 5'ft.t:
' > 3 .

YNT t.!MITATICMS . MONITOR!No REOUIREMEWS~

* Int e'ria - Interim Finalm'
-

,T Limitations timitacions Limitations
s

f

'
U fe'er.se Sate g -IssuanceM !Cuttall Numeer and i s y' L 1 sg/l

|
Measurement Sample

~
' 3- Ef * beet-il;."ne e a r( s il f '

I* '
"w m,3 Frecuence Tne

_

. , . -
#

(outfall 8001 - Radwaa eie3ystem )

ylow-s / Day (MCJ) '4., e** when discharge 24 hr. total
occurs

tal SusfencAd'3o11c s
*Monchiy Average

30 (7.1) when discharge grab
**0 ail.y Maxitaum occurs

45(10.7) when discharge grab
occurs

011 and Grease
*Montaly Average 15 (3.6) vnen discharge grab

** Daily Maximum occurs
20 (4.7) vben discharge gram

,

occurs
pel - Units (Not to be averaged) 6.0 - 9.0 when discharge grab

occurs
outfait 8002 - Coolids Tower SloWovn
' ow-s / Day (M03)

*** continuous 24 hr.
rea. orderTotal Suspended Solids

***
e once/wees gran

Total 31ssolveJ Solicts .

| *** once/ week grab
011 and Crease

*Mont.hly /.verage
13 (168.) once/weeit" Daily Maximum ! grao
20 ( M7) sace/veek grao3issolved Copeer

*Menthly Average 1.3 (112) ance/conth grab**0a11y Maximum
, 1.3 (169) voce/mnth,

31sscived Nickel I
grao

* Mon thl) Average f 1.3 (112) cace/m nth grab**0aily Maximum
| 1.5 G69) once/ month grab

Free Available Ohlord.e
* Monthly Average '

O.; (21) sace/vaak*0411y "axi=um grac
3.3 (36) :nce/wees g soresceratara #7(#0) 15'''25'C) c:ntinwus :t ae.

recorder

.- -- - . -- ., . . .-.
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Page 4 of S
Fermit No. MD-0098001

EFTtUTNT LIMI?ATIONS AND W MI*0RINC REQUIRE.vEN*5
A.

The persistee is authorized to discharge from outfall(s) with serf.a1 number (s) asi

specified in the application for this permit. The effluent limitations shall become
ef f t ;tive on the dates specified herein. Such discharges shall be controlled, limited,
and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

EF71,UENT LIMITAft0NS
MONt*0 RING eECUtRC'EN*S

Interia tateria Final
Limitations timitations Limitattors

Effective Sate Issuance f
Outfall Number and ; j zg/1 | Measur ement SaapieEffluent ?tesmeter(su 3 ris /favi I F=e19enev Tvre

Outf all *002 - tonti:ued

nH - Units 6.0 - 9.0 continuous 24 hour(Not to be averagec)
recorder

4 Outfall 4003 '44ter Treatment Plant r

Flow-s / Day (.MC3) *** onceiveek instantaneous
Total Suspended Solids

*Monenly Average lo (115) once/nocch grab* Daily Maximus
100 (384) once/asnth grab

011 & Grease
* Monthly Aversge 15 ( $8) once/sonth grab**0aily Maximum

20 ( 77) once/ month gran
pH " nits 6.0 - 3.0 once/nonth grab(Not to se averases0

Outfall *004 - 3emineralizer Systas

Flow-s / Day (hCD) *** once/veek instantaneoua
total Suspended Jolieb

* Monthly Average 30 (67) once/ son th grao
'

,

**Caily Maximum '
'100 (223) once/monta grabi

011 i Grease
* Monthly Average ,15 ( 33) once/sonth grab**0aily Maximum .10 ( e5) once/ month grao

'
:

| '

I i, -
;

'
I

;

i

I

$

,. - - , - . , ~ . . . __ , , - . , , . __ _
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Fase 3 og 3
Pettit No*

.M0-0098001
A. !TTtJNT LIMITATIONS AND T M1!CRINC RE00tRD O TS

The permittee is authoriaed to diacharge free outfall(s) wich serial number (s) as
specified in the application for this permit. Se af fluent limitations shall become
effective on the dates specified 5ere*a. Such discharges shall be controlled, limited,
and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

EF7LUENT t.:MITATIONS MONITOR!NC RE0CIR*2 O TS
e faceria Interia Final

y ttations Limitations '.isitations
Effecetve 3 ate issuance'
Outfall hsoer and i

Effluent F t rame t e ri s d |
' (15s/ day) i Frecuency Tvee

zg/ l | Measurement saapie
*

Outfall 300t. -contidued)
I

94 - Units (Not to o aversted) 6.0 - 9.0 once/sonth grab
m'efall 4005 - 011 Separator *

av-s / Day (MCD) * * * once/ week instantaneou
Total Suspended Solics

' *Montaly Average 30 (36) - once/riench graa**0aily Maxt:nus 100 (1:0) once/ month grab
011 and Grease

*Monenly Average 13 (18) once/ month grab**0aily Maximum 20 (24) once/ month. grso
"nica (Not to be averaged) 6.0 - 9.0 once/ month grab

' Outfall 4006 - Circu;4 ting and $< rvice ~4ater
3Flow-m / Day (MCD) *** once/ week instantaneou

Total Suspended Solias
* Monthly Average 5 30 (36) once/ month grab** Daily Maximum 100 (120) once/mosch gras

.1 and Crease
' Monthly Average is (13) once/ month grao**Caily Maximum *O (24) once/ month grab

pd - Units (Not to b averaged) 5.3 - 9.0 once/taonth grab
Outf all M07 - $4aitary 'Jaste
Flow-M/04y(MC3) *** once/ week 24 hr. total
31ochemical Oxygen Ogsand

3**onthly Average 30 (3.6) once/.iones o ,,,....
4

**0aily Maximum *5 (13) cece/ month comp . a..

Total suspenced Solids.

*ontsly Average | 30 (3.s) :nce/ month como.****
"Cally 'taxamum

g 45 (13) ance/ month como.**=
pd "nies (Not to bet averaged) 6.3 - 9.0 once/ month grab

-fall--003-Chem 1I:1 Water Tesatsent Unit '

..ow-M/0ay(E3) I

! ance/ onth instantaneouu*

Total Suspendec 3alids

'Montsly Average j 20 (1.0) sace/:nonth grab
**0aily ".axist.m 100 (3.3) once/ mnth grabi

i

. - . . . ._ . . _ _ _ ._. . . _ . _.
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Femit No. MD-0098001

EFFt,"ENT LIMITATIONS 1ND TMIMRIMC II0fftRESENTSA.

The per'sittee is authorised to discharge f rom outf all(s) with serial number (s) as
specified in the application !st this ersit. *he effluent limitaticas shall become
effective on the dates soecified herein. Such discharges snall be :entrolled. Limited.

; and sonitored by :he peraittee es specified below:

EFytVENT LIMITATIONS T N!*CRINC (IOUIREMEN*$

Interim late ria Final
Limi ta tions timitations list:ations,

Ef *.c:tve Lee | Issuance
hatt a11 Numeer sne

|'
| | 38/i Measurement Sample

t;f f f uer Psrsmecer(s) | t (lbs/ day) reeouency Me
Outfall 4008 - continued
011 and Crease

w ataly Avarage 13 (0,5) once/ month grab
Lly Maximum 20 (0.67) once/sonth grab

''

pH - Units (Not to be averaged) 6.0 - 9.0 sace/ month grab
jt

Outfall *009 - Intake Structure Susp
3Flow-3 /3ay (MCD) *** once/veek 24 hr. total

Total Suspended Solids
.onthly A<erage 30 (34) once/veek grab

*w
,

tily Maximum 100 (180) once/veek grab
G. 4nd Ocease

' Monthly Average I.3 (27) once/veek grab
** Daily Maximum 20 06) sace/veek gran

pH - Units (Not :o be averaged) 6.0 - 9.0 once/ve.e. gran
t

Monthly Average: he :oCal Sass or Concentration of all 34117 11rcharges sasoled luring*

calendar tionth divided by the number :,f daily discharges sampled or easisted during :nat , catha

** ally Maximus: an affluent limitation that speitfies the total mass or average :encen:ra:isa
Jf polluCanCs that f!ay be disCaarged iA a calendar day. I
Monitoring requirement only. # | |

***

Composite shall :ansist of a sikimum af a gra6 samples in a 24 nour period with a sir.imum**

of 1 hours between each grab sample. '

| 1

|
i

! { E

Monitoring terorts snall be summi::ed quarterly the first reoort is :ue l/23/31..

There snali te no direnarse af fisating solids 3r risible fsas in scher :han :: ace ascun:s.
f ',7Uf0A30 TONO!!!!'!S

In addi: tan :s spect!!ed :endt: tons s:a:ed herein. :his permit is subjec: :s :ne at: acned
? set : stancard conditions dated Oc:ober 1.1975 . And nereoy tacorporated
aa taovgn fully set far.h herein.

O. $$SCtLI Of C M LIA.* 3 '4ot soplicable.

- - - - _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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Fersi: No, MO-0098001

3. $PECIAL CONDITIONS

:n issuias this permit. the Missouri Clean Water Commission has noc determined whether
or not the radioactive discharges fros this clant will affect vacers of the scace.
Radioactive discharges are the responsibility of the Nuclear tegulatory Commission, and
any dischargos of these constituents vill be under the |40*r regulation.
E. OTHER REOUIRE*Eh""5

1. Discharge 'imitacions - There sna11 be no discharge of polythlo.*inaced biphenyl ccepounds.
2. Intake Strue:ure(s)

Within 90 days of the receip*, of the permit the permic:ee shall submit to the Depar:2 62 :
for review. modificatlon and approval :he design for an totake sonicoring prograa :s
documenc the affac:s of :he plant incake structures on 5= various species and life
stages of fish. Samplint shall be performed weekly (unless the permittee lustifies
an alternative schedule to the sac'sfaction of the Depar: ent) cr. esndas days and*

snall include the numcer, size, weight and species of fian :rspped by the presen:
tutaka structure. An assessment shall also be made Of other nekten vnich -ay be
entrained in :he water used for cooling. The sangling program sust be :caducted in a sanne
:o evaluate diel and seasonal fluctuacions. The program shall also include scream flaw,
cooling water flow, cource and sischarge vacer terperature and screen operacion
senedule.

The sanitoring program shall be isolemenced within 90 days af ter appro<al of :he
nonitoring program. M.onthly nonitortsg reports anall be aubsic:ed.

.ithie '$ months agter plan approval the permittee shall submit a final report
to :he Oepartmen:. Oevel:pment of the report shall be guided by :he "0evelopment
Occ.aanc for 3est !athnology Availaole for sinisi:ing Adverse Environmental impact
of Caoling Wacer Incake 5tructures" as proposed by EPA.

This report shall be evaluatad with ragard :o fec:ian 216(5) of :he Act. As a
result of this evaluacaon. :he Oepar:=ent say modify *he permi :o establisn
a implementation schedule :s ensure omaliance vi:h sec:ica 315(b) of :he Act.

3. ?escicides

Acy pescicide discharge from any point source sn' all conply vich the requirements
of the Federal Insec:1 cide. Tungicide, and Rocenci ide Ac: as amended (7 7.3.C.
136 et. sec.) and the use of su;h pesticic*es shall be in a sanner :ensistent with
i:s label.

4. This ;ermi: snail be nodified. Jr alternatively. revoked sad reissued. :o comply
with any aopli:able efflaent standard 3r '.L:ication issued or accroved unser sec:1ons
101(b)( ) tC7. and (3). 04(b)(2), and :07(a)(:) of :ne Clean Vater Act. af :he
affluent scan 64r1 :r lizi:ation so issued or approved:

1. Cantains differenc endi: tans or is otherutsa more sertagenc :han any effl2ent'

limitacten :n the oermi:: or
2. Caccrois any collucant not limited in the permit.
The perN1: as ecdified or reissued under this paragrapn snall also contain any
Jther requirements of :he Ac: then applicable.

, , - . ~ - n -
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5.
The permittee shall conduct the following radiological sonitoringt,

i

Liquid Radveste discharge, surf ace water and drinking water supply:
a.

loes tior.
Frequency famole ??pe

I Radweste building discharge . daily cor.tinuousII Drinking water supply, Portland, Mo. once/nonth grabIII Upstress of discharge line
once/ month grabIV Oownstreas Jf fischarge line once/3onth grabV 2estern borcer of St. Louis County once/ month grab

mi

Samoses see to be analyzed for gross alpha, gross beta and tritium and
gassa - scanned for significar.c radionuclitid<s.

5.
Groundwater - nonthly sampling of :he groundwater freu all test wells established
for NRC persic requirements, or any other test wells established by 'Jnica Electricfor monitoring groundvatar in the area.

At a sinimum these shall include the
three test wells identified in Figure 6.L-L4 of the Environmen:al Report 7alume 1Callaway Plane Units I and 2 iated 30 May,1974

Orab samplas are to be analyzed for gross alpha, Eross beta and tritium and gsama -scanned for significant radionuclitides.

C. Aquatic biota
"onthly sampling of the edible flesh of the five sost 12rortant/

abundant species of fish. Samples shall be taken free at least :he locationsspecified in !!I, IV, and V of 5.4.
(listed above) Other Requirements. 3amples

see to be analyzed for gross alpha and gross beta and gamma - scanned for signifi-cant radionuclitides.

i.
Sottom 5+diment - :onthly sa=ples of bot:ca sediment froe at least :he locations
specified in III,17, and 7 of 5.a.. Other Requirements.
for gross alpha, gross 5 eta, icrontien 10 and Casima 137. Samples are :o be analyzed
is to be performed on :hese sarples. Also, gamma spectroscony

all radionuclitide soni:oring data performei as required above shall be reported
e.

in :se 3ischarge Monitocing Report ('MRs) submi::ed quarterly. The data collected
shall be available for inspection during normal working hours. The submission
shall include the exact :ime and location of sample collections, as well as, any
other reporting reouirements listed in the Standard Ocnditions at: ached :o :hiapermit.

-

um- a -- - - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIX C.
EXAMPLES OF SITE-SPECIFIC DOSE-ASSESSMENT CALCULATIONS

C.1 CALCULATIONAL APPROACH

As mentioned in the text, the quantities of radioactive material that may be
released annually from CAL-1 are estimated on the basis of the dascription of
the radwaste systems in the apolicant's ER and FSAR and by using One calcula-
tional model and parameters described in NUREG-0017 (Ref.1). These estimatedeffluent-release values, along with .the applicant's site and environmental
data in the ER and in subsequent answers to staff questions, are used in the

.

calculation of radiation doses and dose commitments.

The models and considerations for environmental pathways that lead to estimates
of radiation doses and dose commitmer.ts to individual memoers of the publicnear the plant,

and of cumulative doses and dose commitments to the entirepopulation within an 80-km (50 mi) radius of the plant as a result of plant
coeration, are discussed in detail in Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Ref. 2). Use of
these mocels with additional assumotions for environmental patnways that lead
to exposure to the general population outside the 30-km radius are described.
in Appendix 0 of this environmental statement.

The calculations performed by the staff for the potentially contaminated
atmosphere and hydrosphere provide total integrated-dose commitments to the
entire pooulation within 30 km (50 mi) 'of the plant based on the projectedpopulatior distribution 'in the year 2000. The dose commitments represent the
total dose that would be raceived over a 50 year period folicwing tne intake
of radioactivity for one year under the conditions existing 15 years after theplant begins operation (i.e. the midpoint of olant operation). For younger
persons, changes in organ mass and metabolic parameters with age after theinitial intake of radioactivity are accounted for.

C.z OOSE CCMMITMENTS FRCM RADI0ACT!VE-EFFLUENT RELEASES

Radioactive affluents released to the atmosphere and to the hydroschere from
CAL-1 will result in very small radiation-dose commitments to indivicualmemoers of the public and to the general population. Staff estimates of'
expected gaseous and particulate releases (Table C.1) and exoected liquid
releases (Table C.2), along with site meteorological and hycrological con-siderations
tion cases an(c dose commitments.Taoies C. 3 and C.4,respectively), were used to estimate radia-

Annual average relative concentration (x/Q) and
values were calculated usf rg the straignt-line Gaussian modelrelative-deposition (0/Q)

'

described inRegulatory Guice 1.111 (Ref. 3). A comoosite three year period ' of record
(from 4 May 1973 to 3 May 1975 and from 15 March 1978 to 15 Marcn 1979) of
meteorological cata collectec at tne site was used. Wind-speed and -direction
cata were basec on measurements at tne 10-m level and atmoscheric stacility-
was defined by the vertical temperature gracient measured between the 10-m and

C-1

.
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60-m levels. All releases through the unit vent were considered to be mixed
mode (i.e. partially elevated and partially ground level). All other releases
were considered to be ground level with mixing within the turbulent wake ofthe plant structures. The results of the straight-line model were not adjusted-

e

to consider spatial and temporal variations in airflow, because a comparison of
the results of a variable-trajectory model with the results of the straight-line
model, performed by the applicant, indicated good agreement between the models.

C.2.1 Radiation-Oose Commitments to Individual Memoers of the Public

As explained in the text, calculations are made for a hypothetical . individual
member of the public (i.e. the maximally exposed individual) who would be
expected to receive the hignest radiation dose from all appropriate. pathways.
This methoc tends to overestimate the doses because assumptions. are made that
would be cifficult for a real individual to fulfill.

Indivicual receptor locations and pathway locations considered for the maxi-
mally exposed individual are listed in Table C.5. The estimated dose commit-
ments to the individual who is subject to maximum exposure at selected offsitelocations from airborne releases of radiciodine and particulates, and from
waterborne releases, are Ifsted in Tables C.6, C.7, and C.3, as are the maximum
annual gamma and beta air doses and the maximum total-body and skin doses to
an individual at the site boundary.J

J

The naximally exposed individual is assumed to consume well-above-average
quantities of the potentially affected foods and to spend more time at poten-
tially affected locations than the average person, as indicated in Tables E-4
and E-5 of Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Ref. 2).-

C.2.2 Cumulative Oose Commitments to the General Pooulation

Annual radiation-dose commitments from airborne and waterborne radioactive re-
leases from CAL-1 are estimated for two populations in the year 2000: (1) all
members of the general public within 30 km (50 mi) of the plant (Taule C.7)
and (2) the entire U.S. population (Table C.9). Oose commitments beyond 80 km
are based on the assumptions discussed in Accendix 0. For perspective, annual
background-radiation doses are given in the tables for both populations.

References

1. " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid
Effluents from Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR-GALE Code)." NUREG-0017,

i U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1976.
i

2.
" Calculation of Anr.ual Dosas to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor

*

. Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Comoliance with'10 CFR Part 50,!- Accendix I." Reg. Guide 1.109, Rev. 1, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-sion, Octocer 1977.

.

3. " Methods for Estimating Atmospneric Transoort and Discersion of Gaseous
Effluents in Routine Releases from Light-Watar-Reactors." Regulatory

,-
' Guide 1.111, Rev. 1, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, July 1977.
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Table C.2. Calculated Releases of Radioactive
Materials in Liquid Effluents from CAL-1

Nuclide Ci/yr

Corrosion and Activation
Products

Cr-51 0.00016Mn-54 0.00014Fe-55 0.00018'Fe-59 0.0001Co-58 0.002
Co-60 0.0011Zr-95 0.00014
Nb-95 0.0002 -

Np-239
0.00002

Fission Products
3r-83 0.00001
Rb-86 0.00008
S r-89 0.00004
Mo-99 0.0017
Tc-99m 0.0016
Ru-103 0.00002
Ru-106 0.00024'

Ag-110m 0.00004
Te-127m 0.00003
Te-127 0.00003
Te-129m 0.00012
Te-129 0.00008
I-130 0.00005

Te-131m 0.00002
I-131 0.04

Te-132 0.0006
I-132 0.001
I-133 0.014

Cs-134 0.038
j I-135 0.0024
'

Cs-136 0.011
Cs-137 0.029,

Sa-137m 0.025
3a-la0 0.00001
La-la0 0.00002
Ce-144 0.00052
All others' O.00005,

Total, except tritium 0.17
Tritium 390

r

a Nuclides with release rates less than-
! 10 wCi/yr are not individually listed, out

are included in this category.

;

.,. , .. ., - _ . - . _ , _ . - . . . - -_- . _ . _ . . __-_.
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Table C.3.
Summary of Atmospneric Dispersion Factors (x/Q)

,

and Relative Deposition Values for Maximum Site Boundary
and Receptor Locations near CAL-1

Location Source * X/Q (s/m ) Deposition (m 2)
Relative

3

Site boundary /nearestU A 2.1 x 10 7 2.6 x 10 3residence (N, 1.4 km)
3 1.4 x 10 S 3.3 x 10 9

Nearest milk goat /resi- A 1.3 x 10 7 8.0 x 10 10dence/ garden / meat
animal (NW, 2.6 km) S 6.3 x 10 7 2.8 x 10 3

a A: plant vent stack at too of containment.3: turoine and racwaste buildings, .

" Nearest" refers to that type of location where the highest
b

radiation dose is expected to occur from all aopropriatepathways.

.

.

f

2

k
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Table C.4 Summary of Hydrologic Transport and Dispersion
for Liquid Releases from CAL-1

Transit Time Dilution
Location (hours) Factor

ALARA Calculations

Fish ingestion 0 100
Orinking water s 16 > 1000 -

Shoreline exposure 0 100

aPoculation-Oose Calculations
Commercial fishing

(Misscuri River) 8 1800
Sport fishing S 1800

a From the ER-OL.

Table C 5. Nearest Pathway Locations Used
for Oose Commitments to a Maximally

Exposed Individual near CAL-1

Location Sector Distance (km)
iSite boundary /resicence N 1. 4

Milk goat / residence /
bgarden / meat animal NW 2.6

Beta and gamma air doses and total-body and skin dosesa

from noole gases are determined at site coundaries.
b Case pathways, including innalation of ataospheric

radioactivity, exposure to decositad radionuclides,
and sucmersion in gaseous radioactivity, are evaluated
at residences.

+ - -. , ,
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; lable C.6. Annual Dose Couunituients to a Maxinially Exposed Individual siear CAL-1
_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _

Air Oose
(millirads
per year

Oose (millirems per year per unsit) pen unit)

location lotel
Pathway (tody Skin Organ Gamma tieta

Nutile Gaset in Gaseous
ITlluents

Nearest" site boundary / Direct radiationresidence tros plume 0.02 0.03
'

(N, 1.4 km) 0.02 0.04
'

.

ludine and Particglates in IC._aseous Uf Wedii.. - '
CNednest milk godt/ Groused degiosit 0.03 (1) 0.03. (1) (thyroidsesidente/ garden /
d" & bone)jf") Inhalatiose < 0.01 (T) 0.01 (C) (thyroid)

4 '
Vege totale

,

consumption 0.05 (C) 0.06 (I) (bone)
Goat milk,

4

consumption 0.06 (1) 1.1 (!) (thyroid)

tiquiutttluents(adults}
Nearest drinking water

(> 30 km downstream) Water ingestion < 0.01 0.01 (thyroid)Nearet,t iishing
(~ 0.1 km downstream) lish ingestion 0.29 0.40 (Itver)Nearest share occess Shoreline
($ U.1 to downstream) expotuse < 0.01 ~< 0.01: r

"Hearest" refers to the site-12ousadary location where the higliest radiation doses due in gaseous ef flu-
o

ents have been estimated to occur.
b Doses dre for Llie age group tisat results las the highest dose. (I) = teen, (C) = child, (1) L infant.c " Nearest" refers to the

pathways has been estimated. location where itse highest radiation dose to an individual froes all applicable

.

4

%
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Table C.7.
Calculated Appendix I Dose Commitments to a Maximally Exposed

Individual and to the Population from Operation. of CAL-1

Maximally Exoosed Individual

Apoendix I
Design Calculated

,

'

Objectives * Doses

Annual Dose
per Reactor Unit

liquid effluents

Dose to total body from all pathways (millirems) 3 0. 3Dose to any organ from all pathways (millirems) 10 0. 4
(liver)

Noole gas effluents (at site boundary)
00se in air
Gamma (millicads) 10 0.02Seta (millirads) 20 0.04-

Dose to an individual
Total body

(millirems) 5 0.02Skin
(millfrems) 15 .0.03

Radiciocines and particulatesb

Dose to any organ from all pathways (millirems) 15 1.1
(thyroid,
infant)

Poculation Within 30 km

Total Body ThyroicJ

Annual Jose
per Reactor Unit

fairs;n-rems)
Natural-background radiationC
Liquid effluents 47,000 -

0.4 0.05Noble gas effluents
0.05 0.05Radiofacine and particulates 0.58 1. 3

Design objectives from Sections II. A. II.3, II.C, and II.0 of Accendix I,a

10 CFR Part 50 consider doses to maximum individual and population per
reactor unit.

Carbon-14 and tritium have been added to this catagory.b

" Natural Radiation Exposure in the United States," U.S. Environmentalc

.Protaction Agency, ORP-5IO-72-1, June 1972; using the averige backgrounddose for Missouri f about 100 millirems per year, and year-2000 projectedcopulation of 466,000.

. _ - . . . - - . - .-. -
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Table C.3.
Calculated RM-50-2 Dose Commitments to a" Maximally ExposedIndividual from Operation of CAL-1

Maximally Excosed Individual

Annual Dose oer Site
RM-50-2
Design CalculatedbObjectives Doses

Liquid effluents

Dose to total body or any organ from
all pathways

(millirems) 5 0. 4
Activity-release estimate, excludingtritium (Ci/yr) 10 0.2

Noole gas affluenta (at site boundary)
Oose in air

Gamma

Beta (millicads) 10 0.02
(millirads) 20 0.04Dose to total body of an individual (millirems) 5 0.02

Radiciodine and particulatesc

Dose to any organ from all pathways (millirems) 15 1.1
(thyroid)I-131 activity release (Ci/yr) 1 0.08

An ootional method of demonstrating comolianca with the benefit-cost
a

section (Sec. II.0) of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.
b Annex to Acpendix I to 10 CFR ? art 50.

Caroon-11 and tritium have been acded to this category.
c

,
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Table C.9. Annual Total-Body Population-Oose
Commitments in the Year 2000

,

U.S. Population-
Oose Commitment

(person-rems
Category per year)
Natural-background radiation * 26 000,000

CAL-1 operation

Plant workers 440
General public

Radioiodineandgarticulates 0.6Liquid effluents 0.4Noble gas effluents . 38Transportation of fuel and wasta
7

Using the average U.S. background dose (100 milliremsa

per year) and year-2000 projected U.S. populatter, recm
'' Population Estimates and' Projections," Series II,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Sureau of the Census,
Series P-25, No. 541, February 1975.

b 30-km (50-mi) populatten dose.

.
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APPENDIX 0.
NEPA POPULATION-DOSE ASSESSMENT

Population-dose commitments are calculated for all individuals living within
80 km (50 mi) of CAL-1, employing the same models used for individual doses--as
in Regulatory Guids.1.109, Rev.1 (Ref.1)--for the purpose of meeting the "as
low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) requirements of 10 CFR ? art 50, Appendix I

.

(Ref. 2). Iq
addition, dose commitments to the population residing beyond80 km,

associated witn the export of food crops produced within the 80-tm
region and with the atmospheric and hydrosoneric transoort of the more mobile .
effluent species, such as noble gases, tritium, and carbon-14, are taken into

'

consideration for tne ' purpose of meeting the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).
used to make these NEPA population-dose estimates.This appendix describes the methods

0.1
IODINES AND PARTICULATES RELEASED TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Effluent nuclides in this category deposit onto the ground as the effluentmove; downwind;
plume is continuously being recuced.thu. , the concentration of these nuclides remaining in theWithin 80 km (50 mi) of the plant, the
deposition model in Regulatory Guice 1.111, Rev.1 (Ref. 3) is used in con-
junction witn the dose models in Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev.1 (Ref.1).

.

Site soecific data concerning production and consumption of foods within 80 kmof the plant.are used. For estimates of population doses beyond 30 km it isassumed that excess
food not consumed within the 80-km distance wou!d beconsumed by the population beyond 30 km. It is further assumed that none, or

very few, of the particulates released from the piant will be transported
beyond the 30-km distance; thus, they will make no contribution to the popu-lation cose outsice tne 30-km region.

0.2 NOBLE GASES, CARBON-14, AND TRITIUM RELEA5ED TO THE ATM0$3HERE

For locations witnin 30 km (50 mi) of CAL-1, exposures to these affluents are
calculated 4itn a :enstant mean sind-direction model accorcing to the guicance
orovidec in Regulatory Guide 1.111, 'Rev.1 (Ref. 3), and the cose modelscescricea in Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev.1 (Ref.1). For estimating the dosecommitment from these radionuclides to the U.S. population residing beyond
30 km, two tiscersion regimes are considered, wnich are referred to as first-cass discersion and woric wide dicpersion. The model for ne. first pass-
discersion regime estimates the dose :cmmitmt.t to the pooulation from the
radioactive alume as it leaves the plant and crifts to tne nortneastern corner
of the United States. The model for the world wice-discersion regime estimatestne dose commitment to the U.S. peculation after the released radionuclides
mix uniformly in the world's atmosonere nr oceans.

0-1
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D. 2.1 First-Pass Discersion

For estimating the dose commitment ~ to the U.S. population residing beyond
80 km (50 mi) due to the first pass of radioactive pollutants, it is assumed
that the pollutants disperse latarally and vertically alonc the plume path.
The direction of moveme't of the plume is assumed to be from the plant toward L
the northeastern cornei of the United States. The extent of vertical disper-
sion is assumed to be limited by the ground plane and _the stacle atmospheric
layer aloft, the height of which determines the mixing depth. The shape of
such a plume geometry can be visualized as a 'right-cylindrical wedge whose
height is equal to the mixing depth. Under the assumption of constant popu-
lation density, the population dose associated with such a plume geometry is
independent of the extent of lateral dispersion, and dependent only on the

1

mixing depth and other related nongeometrical factors (Ref. - 4). The mixing
depth is estimated to be 1000 m (3300 ft); a uniform population density of~

62 peopie/km2 (24 people /mi2) along the plume path and an average plume-
transport velocity of 2 m/s (4.5 mpn) are assumed.

The total-occy population-dose commitment from the first pass of radioactive
effluents is due principally to external exposure from gamma-emitting noole
gases, and to internal exposure from ' inhalation of air containing tritium and
ingestion of food containing carbon-14 and tritium.

0. 2. 2 World-wide Discersion

For estimating the dose commitment to the U.S. population after the first
pass, world wide dispersion is assumed. Nondepositing radionuclides with
nalf-lives greater than one year are considered. Noole gases and carcon-14
are assumed to mix uniformly in the atmosphere (3.3 x 1018 3m ), and radioactivedecay is taken into consideration. The world wide-dispersion model estimates
the activity of each nuclide at the end of a 15 year release period (midpoint
of reactor life) and estimates the annual population-dose commitment at that -
time, taking into consideration radioactive decay. The total-body population-
dose commitment from tne noble gases is due mainly. to external exposure from -
gamma-emitting nuclices, whereas from caroon-14 it is due mainly to internal
exposure from ingesti;n of food containing carbon-14.

The onrul: tion-dose commitment due to tritium releases is estimated in a
manner sim lar to that for caroon-14 except that, after the first pass, all
the trit mm is assumed to be absorced by the world's oceans (2.; x 1014

#
3m ).

The concentration of tritium in the oceans is estimated at the time after
wnich releases have Occurred for 15 years, taking into consideration racio-
active decay; the pooulation-dose-commitment estimates are based on the
f

ueremental concentration at that time. ' The total-body peculation-dose commit-
ment from tritium is due mainly to internal exoosure from the consumotion of_
focc grown with irrigation water.

0. 3 LIQUID 5?F'.UENT3

Pooulation-cose commitments due. to effluents in the receiving water within
30 km (50 mi) of the plant are calculated as described in Regulatory Guide 1.109
(Ref. 1). It is assumed that no depletion by sedimentation of the nuclides
present in the receiving water occurs within 30 km. It is also assumed that
aquatic oiota -concentrate radicactivity in the same manner _ as was assumed in

*

.
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the ALARA evaluation for the maximally exposed individual. However, food-
consumptien values appropriate for the average, rather than the maximum,individual are used. It is further assumed tnat all the sport and commercialfish and snellfish caught within 80 km are eaten by the U.S. population.

'

For the region beyond 80 km, it is assumed that all the liquid-effluent
nuclides except tritium have deposited on the sediments so that they make no
further contribution to population exposures. The tritium is assumed to mix
unifnrmly in the hydroschere and to result in an exposure to the U.S. popula'
tion in the same manner as discussed for tritium in gaseous effluents.

References

1.
" Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of' Reactor
Effluents for ne Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR ? art 50,Appendix I." Reg. Guide 1.109, Rev.1, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-sion, October 1977,

2. "Comestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities." Title 10
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, January 1981.

3. "Methocs for Estimating At.mospneric Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous
Effluents in Routine Releases from Lignt-Water-Reactors." Regulatory
Guide 1.111, Rev. 1, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, July 1977.

4 r(.F. Eckerman et al. " Users Guide to GASPAR Code." NUREG-0597, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June 1980.
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APPENDIX E. REBASELIMING OF THE RSS RESULTS FOR PWRs

The results of the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) have been updated. The update
was cone largely to incorporate results of research and development con-tucted
after the October 1975 publication of the RSS and to provide a baseline against
wnich the risk associated with various LWRs could be consistently compared.

Primarily, the recaselined Rd5 results reflect use of advanced modeling of the
processes involved in meltdown accidents, i.e., the MARCH computer code model-
ing for transient and LOCA initiated sequences and the CCRRAL code.used for
calculating magnitudes of release accompanying various accident sequences.
These codes" have led to a capability to predict the transient and small LOCA
initiated sequences that is considerably advanced beyond 4 hat existed at the
time the RSS was completed. The advanced accident process models (MARCH and
CORRAL) produced some changes in our estimates of the release magnitudes from
various accident sequences in WASH-1400. These changes primarily involved
release magnitudes for the fodine, cesium, and tellurium families of isotopes.
In general, a decrease in the iodines was predicted for many of the dominant
accident sequences while soma increases in the release magnitudes for the
cesium and tellurium isotopes were predicted.

Entailed in this rebaselining effort was the evaluation of individual dominant
accident sequences as we understand them to evolve rather than the technique
of grouping large nunbers of accident sequences into encompassing, but syn-
thetic, release categories as was done in WASH-1400. The rebaselining.of the
RSS also eliminated the " smoothing technique" that was criticized in the
report by the Risk Assessment Review Group (sometimes known as the Lewis
Report, NUREG/CR-0400).

In both of the RSS designs (PWR and S'wR), the likelihood of an accident
sequence leading to the occurrence of a steam exolosion (a) in tne reactor
vessel was decreased. (A key to accident-sequence symbols is given in
Table E.1.) This was done to reflect both experimental and :alculational
indications that such exolosions are unlikely to occur in those sequences
involving small size LOCAs and transients because of the hign pressuras and
temceratures expected to exist within the reactor coolant system during Onese
scenarios. Furthermore, if such an explofian were to occur, there are indi-
cations that it would ce unlikely to produce as mucn energy and the massive
missile caused creacn of containment as was postulated in WASH-1400.

'It should be noted that the MARCH code was used on a numcer of scenarios in
connection with the TMI-2 recovery efforts and for cost-TMI-2 investigations
to exolcre possible alternative scenarios that TMI-2 could nave experienced.

E-1
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Table E.1. Key to PWR Accident-Sequence Symbols

Symbol Definition
A Intermediate to large LOCA.
3 Failure of-electric power to E5Fs.
S' Failure to recover either onsite or offsite

electric power within about one to three hours
following an initiating transient tSat is a

' loss of offsite AC power.
C Failure of the containment spray inj'.ction

system.

O Failure of tne emergency core cooling injec- 'tion system.
F Failure of the containment spray recirculation

system.

G Failure of the containment heat removalsystem.

H Failure of the emergency core cooling recircu-
lation system.

4 Failure of the reactor protection system.
L Failure of the secondi., system steam relief

valves and the auxiliary feedwater system.
M Failure of the secondary system steam reifef

valves and the power conversion system.
Q Failure of tne primary system safety relief

valves to reclose after opening.
R Massive rupture of the reactor vessel.
S A small LOCA with an equivalent diameter oft

abcut 5 to 15 cm (2 to 5 in).
5 A small LOCA with an equivalent diameter of2

acout 1.3 to 5 cm (0.5 to 2 in).
T Trsnsient event.
V LPIS check valve failure.

Containment ructure due to a reactor vessela

steam exolosion.
3 Containment failure resulting from inadequate

isolation of containment coenings anc pene-
trations.

Containment failure due to hycrogen burning.y

5 Containment failure cue to overpressure.
Containment vessel relt-through.c

.
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For recaselining of the RSS-9WR design, the release magnitudes for the risk
dominating sequences, e.g. , Event V, TML3' 6, y, and S C-6 (described later)2
were explicitly calculated and used in the consequence modeling rather than
being lumped into release categories as was done in WASH-1400. The rebase-
lining led to a small decrease in the predicted risk to an individual of early
fatality or latent cancer fatality relative to the original RSS-PWR predictions.
This result is believed to be largely attributable to the decreased likelihood
of occurrence for sequences involving severe steam explosions (a) that breachedcontainment. In WASH-1400, tne secuences involving severe steam explosions
(a) were artificially elevated in their risk significance (i.e. , made more
likely) by use of the " smoothing technique."

In summary, the rebaselining of the RSS results led to small overal! differ-
ences fetm the predictions in WASH-1400. It should be recognized that these
small differences due to the recaselining efforts are likely to be far out-
eigned by the uncertainties associated with such analyses.

The accident sequences wnich are expected to dominate risk from tne RSS-PWRdesign are described below. These sequences are assumed to represent the
approximate accident risks from the Callaway PWR design. Accident sequences
are designated by strings of identification characters in the same manner asin the RSS. Each of the characters represents a failure in one or more of the
imoortant plant systems or features that ultimately would result in melting ofthe reactor core and a significant reiease of radioactive materials fromcontainment."

Event V (Interfacing Systam LOCA)

During th- RSS a potentially large risk contributor was identf fied due to the
configuration of the multiple cneck valve barriers used to seoarate the high
pressure reactor coolant system from the low design pressure portions of the
ECCS (i.e. , the low pressure injection subsystem - LPIS). If these valve
carriers were to fail in various modes, such as leak-rupture or rupture-rupture,
and suddenly exposed the L?IS to hign overpressures and dynamic loadings, the
RSS judged that a high probability of LPIS rupture would exist. Since the
LPIS is largely located outside of containment, the Event V scenario would be
a LOCA that bypassed containment and those mitigating features (e.g. , sprays)witnin containment.

The RSS assumed that if the ruoture of LPIS did not
entirely fail the LPIS maxeuc fu ction (which would ultimately be needed to
prevent core camage), the LOCa environment (flooding, steam) would. Predic-
tions of the release magnitude and consequences associated with Event V have
indicated that this scenario reoresents one of the largest risk contributors
from the RSS-PWR design. The NRC has recognized this RSS finding, and has
taken steps to reduce the procability of occurrence of Event V scenarios in
cotn existing and future LWR designs by requiring periodic surveillance testing
of ne interf acing valves to assure that these valves are procerty functioning
as cressure coundary isolation barriers during plant ocerations.
Event V predictions for the RSS-PWR are likely to be conservative relative toAccordingly,
the design and operation of the Callaway P%R.

"For additional information detail see Appendix V of " Reactor Safety Study,"
WASH-la00, NUREG-75/014, Octocer 1975.

.
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TMLS'-6, y

This sequence essentially considers -the loss and noncestoration of all AC
power . sources available to the plant along with an independent failure of the
steam turbine driven auxiliary feedwater train which would be required to
operate to remove shutdown ~ heat from the reactor core. - The transient event is
initiated by loss of offsite AC power. sources wnich would result in plant trip
(scram) and the loss of the normal way that the plant removes heat from the
reactor. core (i.e. , via the power conversion system consisting ~of the turbine,
condenser, the condenser cooling system, and the main feedwater and condensate
delivery system that supplies water to the steam generators). This initiating
event would then demand coeration of the stancby onsite emergency AC power
supplies 1(2 diesel generators) and the standby auxiliary feedwater system, two
trains of which are electrically driven by either onsite or offsite AC power.
With failure and nonrestoration of AC and the failure of -the steam turbine
driven auxiliary feedwater train to remove shutdown heat, the core would ulti-
mately uncover and melt. If restoration of AC was not successful during (or
following) melt, the containment heat removal and fission product mitigating
systems would not be operational to prevent the ultimate overpressure (6, y)
failure of containment and a rather large, energetic release of activity from
the containment. Next to the Event V sequence, TML3'6, v is predicted to,

dominate the overall accident risks in the RSS-PWR design.
'

5 C-6 (PWR 3),2

In the RSS the S C-6 sequence was placed into PWR release Category 3 and it2

actually dominated all other sequences in Category 3 in terms of probacility
and release magnitudes. The rebaselining entailed explicit calculations of,

"

the consequences from $ C-6 and tne results indicated that it was next in-2

overall risk importance following Event V and TML3'6, y.

The $ C-6 sequence included a rather complex series of dependencies and inter-2,

actions that are believed to be somewhat unique to the containment systems
(subatmospheric) employed in the RSS-PWR design.

In essence, the soc-6 sequence included a small LOCA occurring in a specific
region of the plant (reactor vessel cavity); failure of the recirculating cor

: tainment heat removal systems (CSRS-F) because of a dependence on water drain-
ing to the recirculation sump from the LOCA and a resulting dependence imcosed
on the cuench spray injection system (CSIS-C) to provide water to the sump.
The failure of the CSIS(C) resulted in eventual overpressure failure of con-
tainment (6) due to the loss of CSRS(F). Given the overpressure failure
of containment the ' RSS assumed that the ECCS functions would be lost due
either to the cavitation of ECCS oumps or from the rather severe mechanical
loads that could result from the overpressu- $ f ailure of containment. The
core was then assumed to melt in a breacned ontainment leading to a signifi-
cant release of radioactive materials.

Aoproximately 20% of tae iodines and 20% of the alkali c.etals present in the
core at the time of release would be released to the atmosphere. Most of.the
release would occur over a ceriod of about 1.5 hours. The release of radio-
active material from containment nauld be caused by tne sweeping action of
gases generated by the reaction of the molten fuel with concrete. Since these

.
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gases would be initially heated by contact with the melt, the rate of sensible
energy release to the atmosphere would be moderately high.
PWR 7

This is the same as the PWR release Category 7 of the original RSS which was
made up of several sequences such as 5 0 c (the dominant contributor to the
risk in this category), 5 0-c, 5 H e, S H c, AD s, AH c, TML c, and TKQ-c.

2
1 2 t

- All of these sequences involved a containment basemat melt-through as the con-tainment failure mode. With exception of TML c and TXQ-c, all involve the

a LOCA with the containment ESFs continuing to cperate as designed until thepotential failure of the emergency core cooling system following occurrence ofbase mat was penetrateo.

tainment temperature and press;re as well as the amount of aircorne radioac-Containment sprays would ' operate to recuce the con-tivity.
The contaicment carrier uculd retain its integrity until the molten - i

cc:'e proceeded to melt through the concrete containment basemat.
active matarials would be released into the ground, with some leakage to theThe radio- '

atmosphere occurring upward through the grounc.
occur continuously over a period of about 10 hours.Most of the release would
accroximately 0.002% of the iodines and 0.001% of alkali metals present in theThe release would includecore at the time of re!2ase. Because leakage from containment te the atmo-

contact with the soil, the energy release rate would be very low.spnere would be low and gases escaping through the ground would be cooled by

.
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.ENDIX F. EVACUAT!ON MODEL

" Evacuation", us -
of a substanti .a the context of offsite emergency response in the event

amount of radioactivity released to the atmosphere in areactor acci' . , denotes an early and expeditious movement of people to avoidexposure t-
'e passing radioactive cloud and/or to acute ground contaminationin the w of the cloud passage.

which denotes a postaccident response to recuce exposure to long-term groundIt should be distinguished from " relocation",contamination. The " Reactor Safety. Study" (RSS) (Ref.1) consecuence model
contains provision for incorporating radiological-consequence-reduction bene-

~

fits of public evacuation.
carried out public evacuation would be well manifested in reduction of acuteBenefits of a properly planned and expeditiously
health effects associated with early exposure; namely, in the numoer of cases
of acute fatality and acute radiation sickness that would require hospital-ization.

The evacuatior, model originally used in the RSS consequence model is
described in WASH-1400 (Ref.1) as well as in NUREG-0340 (Ref. 2).However,
tne evacuation modal used herein is a modified version (Ref. 3) of the RSS
model and is, to a certain extent, oriented to site emergency planning.modified version is briefly outlined below: The

The model uses a circular area with a specified radius, such as a 15-km (10-mi)
plume exposure pathway emergency-planning zone (EPI), with the reactor at the

It is assumed that people living within portions of this area wouldcenter.

evacuate if an accident should occur involving imminent or actual release of
significant quantities of radioactivity La the atmosphere.

Significant atmospheric releases of radioactivity would, in general, be pre-
ceded by one or more hours of warning time (postulated as the time interval
between the awareness of imoending core melt and the ' eginning af the releaseD
of radioactivity from the contair, ment building). For the purcose of calcu-
lation of raciological exposure, tne model assumes that all pecple who live in
a fan-shaced area (fanning out downwind from the reactor) within the circular

zone--wno would potentially be under the radioactive cloud that would developfollowing tne release- would leave their residences after lapse of a specified
delay time" and then evacuate.

The delay time is reckoned from tne beginning
of the warning time and is the sum of the times required by the reactor opera-
tors to notify responsible authorities; by the authorities to interpret the
data, decide ta evacuate, and direct the pecole to evacuate; and y tne peopleto mooilize and get underway.

The model assumes tnat each evacuee would move radially dnwnwind with an
average effective speed" (Obtainec by dividing the zone raolus by the average
time taken to clear the :ene after the delay time) over a fixed distance" fromthe evacuee's starting point. This distance is selected to be 24 bn-(15 mi),

" Assumed to ce a constant value , wnich would be the same for all evacuees.

F-1
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8 km (5 mi) more than the 16-km (10-mi) plume-exposure pathway E?Z radius.
After reaching the end of the travel distance the evacuee is assumed to receive
no further radiation exposure. (An important assumption incorporated in the
RSS consequence model is that if the calculated ground dose to the total
marrow over a 7-day period were to exceed 200 rems in the regions beyond the
evacuation zone, then this high dose rate would be detected by actual field
measurements following the accident, and people from those regions would be
relocated immediately. Therefore, the model limits the period for ground-dose
calculation to only 24 hours for those regions. When no evacuation at all is
assumed, this manner of ground-dose calculation applies to all regions, begin-
ning at the reactor location. CRAC code implements this feature irrespective
of the evacuation model used.)

The model incorporates a finite length of the' radioactive cloud in the down-
wind direction that would be determined by the procuct of the time over which
the atmosoneric release would take clace anj the average vind speed during the
release. It is assumed that the front and the back of the cloud formed would
move sith equal speeds that would be the same as the prevailing wind speed;
therefore, its length would remain constant at its initial value. At any time
after the release, the concentration of radioactivity is assumed to be uniform
over the length of the cloud. If the delay time were less than the warning
time, then all evacuees would have a head start; i.e. the cloud would be
initially trailing behind the evacuees. On the other hand, if the delay time
were more than the warning time, depending on initial locations of the evacuees
the possibilities are Onat (1) an evacuee would still have a head start,
(2) the cloud would be already overhead when an evacuee starts to leave, or

-

(3) an evacuee would be initially trailing behind the cloud. However, this
initial picture of relative position would change as the evacuees travel,
depending on the relative speeds of the cloud and people. It may become
possible that the cloud and an evacuse would overtake each other one or more
times before the evacuee would -reach his or her destination. In the model,
the radial position of an evacuee, while sta^,ionary or in transit, is compared
to the front and the back of tne cloud as a function of time to determine a
realistic period of ' exposure to airborne radionuclides. The model calculates
the period; durirg which people are exposed to radionuclides on the ground
wnile they are stationary and while tney are in transit. Because radionuclides
would be deposited continually from the cloud as it passed a given location, a
person ur. der tne cloud would be exposed to ground contamination less concen-
trated tnan if the cloud had completely passed. To account for this, at least
in part, the revised model assumes that persons are exposed to the total
calculated ground-contamination concentration (that existing after comolete
passage of the cloud) onen completely passed by the cicud, to one-hal f the
calculated concentration when anywnere under the cloud, and to no concentration
wnen in frcnt of the cloud. The model provides for use of different values of
the snielding-protection factors for excosure from airtorne radioactivity and
contaminated ground, and the breathing rates for stationary and moving evacuees
during delay and transit periods.

It is realistic t0 expect that authorities would evacuate persons at distances
from the site anere exposures.above the threshold for causing acute fatalities
could occur regardless of the plume-exposure pathway E?Z cistance. Figure F.1
illustrates a slight reduction in acute fatalities that can occur by extending
evacuation to a larger distance, such as 24 km (16 mi), from the Callaway site.
Calculation shows that if the evacuation distance is increased to 32 km (20 mi),

.
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Figure F.1.
Sensitivity of Acute Fatalities to Evacuation
Characteristics. (15 mi = 21 kn).(For evacuation to 32 'ci or more, the acute
fatalities do not change. See Sec.'5.9.4.4
Uncertainties for a discussion of uncer-
tainties in risk estimates.)
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there would be no reduction in acute fatalities at all procanility levels forthis site. Also illustrated in the
early evacuation is assumec: -igure is a pessimistic case for nfcn no

following an accicent and are then relocated.all persons are assumed to be ' exposed for thefirst 21 nour s

The model nas the same provision for calculation of the economic cost associ-i

ated witn imolementation of evacuation as in. the original RSS model. i

tnat all pecole living within a circular area of 3-km (5 mi) racius centeredat.cosoneric releases with durations of tnree hours or less, tne model assumes
For,

at tne reactor, plus all pecole within a 15
direction within ne piume ex osure pathway E?I, would evacuate inc temoosector centered on the downwincrarily relocate.

However, if the curation of release nere to exceed three
.

-

nours, the cost
of evacuation is basec on ne assumation that all people

witnin the entire ?lume ex::osure cathway E?Z would evacuate and temcorarilyrelocate.
For eitner of these situations, the cost of. evacuation and reloca-

tion is assumed to e $125 cer oerson (1980 dollars), wnich includes the costof food and temporary snetter for one week.

1
_ . - . . - , , _ . . . _ . . . . _ _ . . , , , . . . _ . . . - - , , _ _ _ _ . . - , . , . . - . , _ .~..-r . , . , . . . . . _ . -..,-
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APPENDIX G.
IMPACTS OF THE URANIUM FUEL CYCLE-

The following assessment of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle as
related to the operation af CAL-1 is based on the values given in Table S-3
(Tacle 5.10 in Sec. 5.10) and the staff's analysis of the raciological impactfrom radon releases.

For the sake of consistency, the analysis of fuel-cycle
imoacts nas been cast in terms of a model 1000-We lignt water-cooled reactor-
(LWR) operating at an annual cacacity factor of SOL
and evaluation of tne environmental imoacts of the fuel cycle, the~ staff' sin the following review
analysis and conclusions nould not be altered if the analysis were to be based

.

on tne net electrical power output of CAL-1.

G.1 LAND USE

The total annual land requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a mocel
1000-We LWR is about 46 ha (113 acres); about 5 ha (13 acres) are permanentlycommitted and 41 ha (100 acres) are temporarily committad.
land commitment is a commitment for the life of the specific fuel-cycle plant;

(A " temporary"
e.g. mill, enrichment plant,

or succeeding plants. On abandonment or cecom-
missioning, such land can ce used for any purpose. " Permanent" commitments

land that may not ce released for use after plant shutdown and/or
represent -

cecommissioning.)
are undisturbed and 9 ha (22 acres) are disturteo.Of the 41 ha temporarily committed annually, 32 ha (79 acres)

Considering common classes
of land use in the United States,* fuel-cycle land use requirements to succort
the mooel 1000-We LWR co not represent a significant impact.
G.2 WATER USE

The crincipal water use requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model
1000-We LWR is trat recuired for removal of nasta heat from the power stations
suoplying electrical energy to the enrichn.ent step of tnis cycle.

3 Of the totalannual requirement of 43 x 108 m (11.4 x 10* about 42 x 108 m3are recuired for this purpose, gal),(11.1 x 108 gal)
assuming that these plantsuse once-througn cooling. Otner

to air (e.g. evaporation losses in oracess cooling) of aoout 0.5 x'108 annual water uses involve the-discharge(160 x 106 3
gal) and water discharged to ground (e.g. mine drainage) of aoout

m
0.5 x 106 m3 (130 x 108 gal).

On a tnermal-effluent easis, annual discharges from tne nuclear fuel cycle are
aoout 4% of those from the accel 1000-We LWR using once-througn cooling.consumotive ater use of 0.5 x 106 3 The
1000-W e LWR using cooling towers. m /yr is aoout 2% of tnat from the mocel

al? plants sucalying electrical energy to tne nuclearThe maximum consumptive water use (assumingtnat
'uel cycle use

cooling towers) would oe aoout 6% of that of the mocel 1000-We LWR using

"A coal-fired power alant of 1000-We caoacity using strip-mined coal requires
tne cisturcance annually of aoout 31 ha (200 acres) for fuel alone.

G-1
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cooling towers.
Under this condition, thermal' effluents would be negligible.

The staff finds that these combinations of. thermal loadings and water consump-
tion are acceptacle relative to- the water use and thermal discharges of ti.2proposed project.

G.3 FOSSIL-FUEL CCNSUMPTION

Electrical energy and process heat are required during various phases of thefuel-cycle process. The electrical energy !s usually procuced by the combus-
tion of fossil fuel at conventional power plants. Electrical energy asso-
ciatec witn the fuel cycle represents about 5% of tn' e annual electrical power
procuction of the mocal 1000-MWe LWR. Process heat is gene'ated primarily bythe comoustion of natural gas. This gas consumption, if used to generate
electricity, would be less than 0.3% of the electrical sutput from the model _
plant.

The staff finds that the direct and indirect consumotions of electrical
energy for fuel-cycle ocerations are small and acceptable relative to.the net
cower production of the preocsed project. i

G. : CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS

The quantities of cnemical, gaseous, and particulate effluents associated with
fuel-cycle processes are given in Table 5-3. The principal soecies are sulfur
oxides, nitrogen _ oxides, and particulates. Judging from data 'n a Council on
Environmental Quality report (Ref.1), the staff finds that these emissions
constitute an extremely small additicaal atmosoneric leading' in comoarison
with these same emissions from the stationary fuel-combustion and transpor-
tation sectors in the United States; i.e. accut 0.02% of the annual national'
releases for eacn of these scecies. The staff believes that sucn small in-creases in releases of these pollutants are acceptable.

Liquid chemical ~ effluents produc'ed in fuel cycle processes are - related to
fuel-enrichment, -facrication, and -recrocessing operations and may be releasedto receiving waters.

-

These effluents are usually present in dilute concentra-
tions such that only small amounts of dilution water tre requirec to reacn
levels of concentration - that are withir ' established standards. The flow of-dilution water recuired for specific constituents is specified in Table S-3.Additionally, all liquid discharges into the navigable waters of the United ,

States from piants associated nith the fuel cycle operations will be subject'

to requirements and limitations set forth in-the NPDES permit.
|

Tailings solutions and solids are generatec during the milling process. Thesesolutions anc solids are not releasec in quantities sufficient to have a
mignificant impact on the environment.;

G.5 RADICACTI'/E E.:~LUENTS
'

Radioac-ive affluents estimated to be releasec to *he environment from repro-
cessing anc =aste-management activities anc certaih otner anases of the fuel-cycle process are listed in-Taole S-3. Using- these data, the staff has calcu-lated tne 100 year inv31untary environmental -dose commitment' to the 0.3.

*The environmental dose commitment (ECC) is the integratec pooulation cose for100 years; i.e. it reoresents the sum of the annual pooulation doses for a'

total of 100 years. The populatica cose varies with time, and it is not
practical to calculate this dose for everi year.
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population. It is estimated from these calculations that the overall involun-
tary total-body gaseous dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel
cycle (excluding reactor releases and the dose commitment due to radon-222)
would be about 400 person-rems for each year of operation of the model 10Q0-We
L'dR (reference reactor year, or, RRY). Based on Table S-3 v& lues, the addi-
tional involuntary total-body dose commitment to the U.S. population- from
radioactive liquid effluents due to all . fuel cycle operations other than~

reactor operation would be about 100 person rems for each year of operation.
Thus, the estimated involuntary 100 year environmental dose commitment to the
U.S. peculation from radioactive gaseous and liquid releases due to these
portions of the fuel cycle is about 500 person-rems (whole body) per RRY.

At this time, the radiological impacts associated with radon-222 releases are
not addressed in Tacle S-3. Princfoal radon releases occur during mining and
milling operations and as emissions from mill tailings. The staff has ceter-
mined that releases per RRY from these operations are as given in Tacle G.I. '
The statt has calculated peculation-dose commitments for these sources of
raden-222 using the RABGAD comouter code described in NUREG-0002, Acpencix A,
Section IV.J (Ref. 2). The results of these calculations for mining and
milling activities prior to reclamation of open pit uranium mines and tailingsstabili:ation ar given in Table G.2.

. _ . . _- -. - - -
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Table G.I.
Operations and Mill Tailings -for Each Year ofRadon Releases from Mining and Milling

Goeration of the Model 1000-MWe LWR *

-Source Racon-222
Release

aMining
4060 Ci

bMilling and tailings
(during active milling)

780 CiuInactive tailings (prior

to stacilizatien) -350 Ci
DStabili:ec tailings

(for several hundred years) ~

I to 10 Ci/yr
DStabili:ed tailings (after

several hundred years) 110 Ci/yr
Testimony of R. Wilde from: "In the Matter of

a

Duke Power Comoany (Perkins Nuclear Station),"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Occket
No. 50-488, filed 17 April 1978.

b Testimony of P. Magno from: "In the Matter of
Duke Power Company (Perkins Nuclear Station),"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Occket
No. 50-a88, filed 17 April 1978.

.

.

'After nree cays of hearings before One Atomic Safety and Licensing Acceal
Board (ASLAB) using the ?erkins recorc in a ''iead case" accroach, One ASLAB
issued a decision on May 13,1981 (ALAB-640) on the radon-222 release source
term for :he Uranium Fuel Cycle. The decision, among other matters, croduced
new source arm numcers Dased on the record ceveloced at the hearings.
new nuccers did not differ significantly fr0m those in the Perkins recordThese

wnich are -he values set forth in :nis Table.
to raden-222 are still under consideration before the ASLA3.Any health effects relative

~

term numbers in ALAS-6a0 do not ciffer significantly from those in the PerkinsSince the source
:he staff continues to conclude that "both the dose c:mmitments anc

record,

nealth effects of tre uranium fuel cycle are insignificant wnen coccared to
cose c:mmi:ments n.) :otential nealth effects to the U.S. ;oculation resultingfrom all natural bacxground sources. ' (see page C-6)

-

F
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Table G.2. Estimated 100-Year Environmental'
Dose' Commitment for Each Year of Operation

of the Model 1000-MWe LWR

.

Radon-222 ulation-Dose Commitment (person-rems)P

Release Lung (bronchial
Source (Ci) -Total Sody Bone epithelium)

Mining 4100 110 2800 2300
Milling and active
-tailings 110u 29 750 620.

Total 140 3600 2900

When acded to the 500 cerson-rem total-body dose commitment for tne balance of
the fuel cycle, the overall estimated total-body involuntary 100 year envirec-
mental dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle for the
model 1000-MWe LWR is about 640 person-rems. Over this parf od of time, this
dose is equivalent to 0.00002% of the natural-background total-body cose of
about three billion person-rems to the U.S. population."

The staff nas considered health effects associated with the releases of
racon-222, including both the short-term effects of mining, milling, and
active tailings, and the potential long-term effects- from unreclaimed open pit
mines and stabilized tailings. The staff nas assumed that underground mines
will ce sealed after completion of active mining, with the result that releases
of radon-222 from them will return to background levels. For purposes lof
providing an ucper-bound impact assessment, tne staff has assumed that open-cit
mines sill be unreclaimed anc has calculated that if all ore were procuced
frcm Open pit mines, releases from them would be 110 Ci/yr per RRY. .However,
cecause the distribution of uranium-ore reserves available using conventional
mining metnods is 66% uncerground and 34% open pf t (Ref. 3), the staff has
furtner assumed that uranium to fuel LWRs will be produced by conventional
mining methocs U these prooortions. This means that long-term releases from
unreclaimed open-pit mines will be 37 Ci/yr (0.3A x 110) per RRY.

Based on these assumotions, the rador eleased from unreclaimed ocen pit mines
over 100- anc 1000 year periods woul be aoout 3700 Ci and 37,000 Ci per RRY,'
rescectively. The total dose commit tents for periods of 100, 500, and 1000
years would be as shown in Table G.3. These commitments recresent a worst-case
situat on Decause no mitigating circumstances are assumed. However, state and

i

Federal laws currently recuire. reclamation of strip anc coen-cit coal mines,
and 't is very procaule that similar ' reclamation .ill ce required for coen-pit
uranium mines. If so, long-term releases from such mines .should approacn
bac< ground levels.

'9 asea on an annual averace natural-background individual dose commitment of
100 millirems and a stabi tized U.S. population of 300 million.
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Table G.3. Population-Oose Commitments from Unreclatraed
Open-Pit Mines for Eacn Year of Operation

of the Model 1000-MWe LWR

Time Raden-222 ulation-Oose Commitment (persun-resil
Period Release

. Lung (bronchial(yr) (Ci) Total Body Bone- epithelium)
100 3,700 96 2,500- 2,000
500 19,000 480 13,000- 11,000

1,000 37,000 960 25,000 20,000
_

For long-term radon releases fron stabili:ec-tailings siles, the staff. has
assumed that the tailings would emit, r,r RRY,1 Ci/yr for 100 years,10 Ci/yr
for the next 400 years, and 100 Ci/y- for periods beyond 500 years. With
these assumptions, the cumulative radon-222 release per RRY from stabilized-
tailings piles .ould be 100 Ci ir.100 years, 4090 Ci in 500 years, and
53,300 Ci in 1000 years (Ref. 4). The total-body, bone, and broncnial-
epithelium dose commitments for these periods are as shown in Tacle G.4

Using risk estimators of 135, 5.9, and 22 cancer deaths per million person-
for total-body, bone, and 1 ng exposures, respectively, tne estimatedrems

risk of cancer mortality due to mining, milling, and active-tailings emissions
of racon-222 is acout 0.11 cancer fatality per RRY. When the risk due to
racon-222 emissions from stabilized tailings over a 100-year release period is
acced, the estimated risk of cancer mortality over a 100 year period is un-
cnanged. Similarly, a risk of about 1.2 cancer fatalities per RRY over a
1000 year release period is estimated. Wten potential radon releases from

Table G.a. Population-Oose Commitments from
Staoill:ed-Tailings Piles for Sach Yaar of

Oceration of the Model 1000-MWe LWR

"Iit "'O ** #** I D* " * U*"5 "'"'''Time Raden-222
Period Release Lung (bronchial(yr) (Ci) Total 3ccy Bone epithelium)

100 100 2. 5 58 56
500 4,090 110 2,300 2,300

1,000 53,300 1,400 37,000 30,000

,
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racon-induced cancer fatalities per RRY cange as follows:reclaimad and unreclaimed ocen pit mines are included, the overall risks of
0.11-0.19 fatality for a 100 year period,0.19-0.57 fatality for a 500 year period, and
1.2 -2.0 fatalities for a 1000 year period.

To illustrate:
factor for 30 years wouid be predicted to induce between 3 3 and 5 7 cancA single model 1000-MWe LWR operating at an 30% capacity-
fatalities in 100 years, 5.7_ and 17 in 500 years, and 36 and 50 in 1000er.

.

as a result of releases or radon-222. years

These cosas and predicted health effecta .have been compared with those that
;

can :e expected from natural cackground emissions of raden-222.
fecm the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP) (RefUsing cott
racon-222 concentration in air in the contiguous United States is about. 5), tne aver-age
150 pCi/m , .hien the NCRP estimates will result in an annual dose to tne

3

croncnial epithelium of 4t] millirems.
,

'

For a stabili:ed future U.S. populationof 300 million,
this represents a total lung-dose commitment of 135 millionoerson-rems car year. Using t

ties cer millic, cerson-rems (he same risk estimator of 22 lung cancer fatali-
1000-MWe LWR, estimated lung) used to predict cancer fatalities for themodel

raden-222 ir the air can be calculated to be about 3000 per yearlung-cancer fatalities sione from cackgroundto 3,000,000 lung cancer deaths , or 300,000
resoectively. over periods of 100 and 1000 years,

In addition to One raden related potential health effects from the fuel cycleother nuclides produ
peculation exoosures.ced in the cycle, such as carbon-la, will contribute to ,

death per RRY may occur (assuming that no cure for or prtvention of cancer isIt is estimateC nat an additional 0.08 to 0.12 carcer
ever developed) over the next 100 to 1000 years, respectively, from exposuresto these other nuclices.

These exoosures also can be comoared with those from naturally-occurring
terrestrial and cosmic--ay sources, wnicn average about 100 milliremsfore,

for a stable future peculation of 300 million persons There-.

dose commitment .ould Oe about 30 million person-rems per yea,r the wnole-cody
person-rems and 30 billion person rems for ceriods of 100 and 1000 years

, or three billion
saectively.

These dose connitments could produce about , re-
400,000 and 4,000,000cancer ceaths during the same time periods.

concludes tnat botn the dose commitments and health effects of tne uraniumFrom the acove analysis the staff
fuel cycle are insignificant anen compared with dose commitments and potenti
nealtn ef#ects to the U.S. coculation resulting from all natural-backgroundal
sources.

G.5 RADICACT:VE WASTES

The cuantities of buried radioactive waste material (Tow-leveland transuranic astes are saeci fied in Table 5-3. For low-level waste
, nign-level,

discosal at
there will be no significant radioactive releases to the environmentlanc-ourial facilities, the Commission notes in Taole 5-3 thatnign-level and For
buried at a Federaltransuranic wastas, the Commission notes that tnese are to be

.

recos i to ry,
associated itn such discosal. and that no release to tne ar dronment is

It is indicated in NUREG-0116 (Ref. 6), in

|
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which are provided backgrouad and context for the high-level and transuranic
Table S-3 values estaolished by the Commission, that these hign-level 'and
transuranic wastes will be buried and will not be released to the biosphere.
No radiological environmental impact is excected from such disposal.

G.7 OCCUPATIONAL DOSE
,

The annual occucational dose attributaole to all phases of the fuel cycle for
the model 1000-MWe LWR is about 200 person-rems. The staff . concludes thatthis occupational dose will not have a significant environmental impact.
G.S TFANSPORTATION

The transportation dose to workers and the puolic is scecified in Tacle 5-3.
This cose is small and is not considered significant in comoarison sith thenatural-background dose.

,

G.9 FUEL CYCLE

The staff's analysis of the uranium fuel cycle does not depend on the selected
fuel cycle (no recycle or uranium-only recycle), because the data provided in
Table 5-3 incluce maximum recycle option imcact for each element of the fuelcycle. Thus, the staff's conclusions as to acceptability of the environmental
imoacts of the fuel cycle are not affected ty the specific fuel cycle selected.
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2 UNITEO sTATss*

3,5 . '* '; NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION
-

%. - e nasm=ctom. o. c. oses
s

"

!

gv f
*,..+ JI!L 2 1 381

Cocket Nos. . 50 433
and 50-436<

. r. Jonn L 3ryan*

Vice President
Union Electric : moany
8 cst 3ffice 3cx 149
St. Louis, wissouri 5316e

; ear e. 3ryan:w

.

Sucject: Cultural Resources - Callaway Stant

Since receiving your May 4,1981 recuest to review your sreposal of the :ultural
rescurces survey and assessment for Callawn 1:elear 2 wer Plant, the 1RC ias0
received the .wissouri Oepartruent of Natural Resources ::ments an that Research
Cesign and your subsecuent response to those c:nments.

As part :( its review of the Research Oesign, the NRC requested the Interagency
Archee,ogical Service (IAS), National ? art Service, United States :ecar* ent of
Inter or in Cenver, Octorado to review and ment on the Researen Jesign. The
IAS :oments are :rovided in the attacned letter. NRC c:ncurs with taese ::ments
and recuest tha* you : nsider dem in your final design.

A mac clearty defining the survey arts should be sent to the NRC as soon as i .'as
been crecared. Be survey arts shculd include the area of ;otential envirent ental
imoact related to the operation and maintenance of the nuclear :cwer slant and
associated facilities. Suitable buffer : nes and identifiable sec:ncary :r
indirect imoact areas should be included in ce survey area (see :aragracn M
of the attacned :AS letter). De mao should be ac::m anied by a tiscussion and
justificatien af the toundary ifne deternination.

(cur w y 4,19813rocosal eith your June 23, 1981 res;:ense to 2e wissouria

Cesart:ent af Natural Rescurces satisfies Our recuest that you arovide NRC four
3rogram pr4:e to 3roceeding with *he survey. We believe your consultation ith

-

the state as you finalize 2e Research Oesign, c:nclude the survey avaluate
resources Found and 3repare a cultural escur es management slan is necessary
to acnieving a :uality cultural res0urces sur=<ey and assessment.

A Ocoy of the final Resear:M Oesign should be sent to the NRC upon its ::moletion
and we should te teot acarised af 2e survey ef' ort as it ecntinues.

Sincerslyg
| *; G. ||

. ,

. Y. (' { '
{~- ; /

3.J.,.,
-0 x g;' * --*<

.

foungoloca, Chief
Licehsing 3 ranch No. 1
Jivision sf Licensing

Enclosure:
As stated

_. .- , - . . , , . _ . , . , , - _ . - _ _. . ~.
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:r. ;. ;:. - Egan
Vice President - Nuclear
;.nica Eiec:ric Cemcany
. 3. Box 149

St. Louis, Misscuri 5315F

cc: Mr. Nicholas A. Petrick Mr. '41111am Hansen
Executive Direc:cr - SNUPPS

.

Resident *ns:ector/Callaway i;755 Chexe ".hern acad e/c UsNACRockvilte,*taryland 20850 Steecran, Misscuri 5~077

Ierald Charnoff, Isa. .T. Micasei S. WicamanShaw, 2i tt .an, 200:3 1
Treweri cge Chief, Review and Smo11ence

1300 M S t ree t , .1. W. Missouri Cect. of"laturat Rescurces
Division of Darks 1 Historic Preserva:wasning:cn, 3. C. 20C26 P. O. Box 175
Jefferson Cf ty, Missouri 55102Mr. J. E. Birt

assistant to tne General Counsel Or. Sue Ann CartisUnicn Electric Secany Argonne 1etional Laboratory2 C. Sex la9
9700 South Cass Avenue5t. Lcuis, Misscuri 53156 Argonne, Illinois 50419

:r. Vem Starks Mr. Jordan Tannentaumacute 1, 3cx 353 Adviscry Ounci! On Historic Presemat
<atchikan, Alaska 19901 1522 < Street,1, 4

* *Ms. TrevsHearn, Assistant General
Counsel Mr. *ack R. Rucy

Misscuri helic Service Omission Chief, Interagency Arc.9eological2 O. Scx 150 3ervices 3ranenJefferson City, Misscuri 55;C2 National 3 art Service
'J. S. Jecar*:nent of :.9e IntericeMr. 3. F. Scnnet t 555 7arfet Stree:

"anager-Nuclear Engineering 8 3. 3cx 25237Unica Electric Qecany Cenv>r, Coloraco 3C225
2 O. 3cx 149
5t. Louis, Misscuri 53156

,

4
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9''h) United Scares Department of the Interior,

I Y NATIONAL PARK SERVICEL. ROCXY mot.*NTAIN REGIONAL OFFICE>
853 Perfet Stroes
P.O. Ses 232sr

a REFLY REfta 7 Deftver. CMorado 60*-"S
32415

July 1, ;331

Mr. * uis 37keskia
USNRC
'Jashing::n, 3. O. 20535
Mail stop A.13-5109

*: ear .t . 3ykosz1:

'Je reviewed with interest the research proposal for "Oul: ural .tascur:es
Survey and Assessment of the Onion Ziec:ric Nuciaar Flas SI:e, Callaway Cousey ,Missourt" by Americas Resour:es 3ccup, i.:s. The major pois:s are su==artmedbelow.

'Je are uncer.ais how 1: ves decided ha: 5,200 of :he 7,500 acres should be
1stensively isventoried and where .hese 5,300 acres are located vis-a-vis :heentire holdisg. 'thile it is laudable : hat "nion !!actri: is villi:g to invec or7dis large area, it is possible hac this escaeds :he :cupany's obliga:icn.
Onion Ilectric Company is obligated :o inventory hat area of direct i= pact, a
suitable buffer:one, a=d identifiable secondary or isdirec: impac: areas. Is
this per:1:ular case 1: is hard :o- parceive tha: there vill be asy isdirecti= pact area.

Se buffer should be deters 1=ed on an individual case basis,dependiss q.cn .he activt:7 is that part. Ecwever, 50 meters should generallybe ample. :: is not necessary for Osien Ilect:ric :o Lsventary areas : hat 1:
v111 soc be 1: pac.isg, for exaele, agricuir:rel fields that will remais is :ul:1-vation.

he research proposal was prepared by a firm fres *111sois and cer:ais deficien-cies is : heir proposal can be :1ed direc:17 to : hair lack of fasiliartr/ withthe literature and archaeology of :entral Missourt State Historic ?reservacion
and :he Missourt Association of Professiccal Archaeologists (MAPA) . -3ese ra117,
the preposal is mder-referenced and demonstraces a lack of f amiliar1:7 a) withper:1se:

2c research questions and b) vi:5 :he li:erature dealisg vi:5 Missouri at:h-
aeology. Reference :o Illinois archaeology L
sig=1ficant iifferences. :oc acceptable here due :o :he

As adequate li:erature search will be necessary before the contractor at:e= pes to
write :he fisal report as i: 1.s doubtful cac -he final repor: would be of as.

acceptacle ;n21*:7 vi houc 1:. his work should :cucentrate on the archeology
of central Missourt and generally i: is ione pr1=r :s fieldverk. Bis familiarity
secesar7 is order to proper-17 evaluate the r.ti: ural resources -Jat vill be found
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and to evaluate them as per the National legister of Historic Places. Also vi:h
a greater f amiliarity vi:h :he 11:erature, :he contrac:or <i11 Fe able :o pose
realistic research questtions.

Each state has developed a state listoric Preserration Plan that con:ains suggested
research questicna for each time period and/or culture. *he consul:ast sight find
this docment :cutains material that is of interest :o him.

he Missouri Archaeological Surrey could also be consulted *of si:ss act
projects is :he vacL21:7 of :he hi:ed Ilec:ric Nuclear Pige, pref ec:.
I hepe this brief review will be of 2se to you. If I say te :f further assistance
to ycu, please do not hesitate :o call upou se.

Sincerely,
%

-

* . L JS',
,

. .)Jack 1 ludy

Chief, Interagency Arc.haeological
Services 3 ranch
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